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T h e effect o f phosphate-based glasses on the form ation and viability of oral bacterial biofilms

April M iranda Mulligan

Abstract
This study considered the antibacterial activity of a series of soluble phosphatebased glasses (based on the Na2 0 -Ca0 -P2 0 s glass system) doped with
increasing amounts of copper or silver against oral bacterial biofilms.
Initially, a variety of phosphate-based glass compositions were produced. The
dissolution rate of these glasses was determined, and the information obtained
was used to decide which glass compositions would be investigated in future
experiments for their antibacterial properties.
Selected glass compositions were investigated for their antibacterial activity
against Streptococcus sanguis biofilms and oral microcosm biofilms. These
biofilms were produced on phosphate-based glass discs using a Constant
Depth Film Fermenter (CDFF), which allows the conditions found in the oral
cavity to be closely mimicked. Following disc removal from the CDFF, various
analytical procedures were carried out.
Under conditions designed to mimic the supragingival environment of the oral
cavity, fewer viable cells of Streptococcus sanguis were detected on both
copper and silver-containing glass discs than on control discs, during the initial
stages of the experiments, the greatest reduction occurring on the silvercontaining glasses. An increase in viable cell number was observed as the
experiments continued.
Under the same conditions, copper-containing glasses failed to reduce the
viability of microcosm biofilms. Viable cell number was initially reduced on the
silver-containing glasses, but by the end of the experiments the viability of
microcosm biofilms was significantly similar to those observed on the controls.
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Attempts to determine the efficacy of silver-containing glasses at reducing the
viability of microcosm biofilms, under conditions designed to mimic the
subgingival environment of the oral cavity, were subsequently made. Viable
cells were not detected on any type of disc, including the control discs. Various
reasons for this were postulated.
In conclusion, the glasses investigated exhibited some ability to reduce the
viability of oral bacterial biofilms, silver glasses proving more effective, although
they did not manage to maintain viable counts at the low levels initially
observed.
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1.1 THE ORAL ENVIRONMENT
The oral cavity contains a large and diverse population of micro-organisms,
known as the resident oral microflora. Bacteria are the main components of the
resident

oral

microflora

(Marsh,

1991a;

Rosen

&

Elvin-Lewis,

1991;

Samaranayaka, 2002). These oral bacteria have developed mechanisms that
allow them to colonise surfaces which are found in the oral cavity (Whittaker et
a/., 1996). The surfaces available for colonisation include the lips, cheeks,
palate, tongue, gingival tissues and teeth (Liljemark & Bloomquist, 1996;
Theilade & Theilade, 1985; Whittaker at a/., 1996). All of the surfaces
mentioned, except teeth, are epithelial surfaces. Epithelial surfaces in the oral
cavity are constantly shedding cells and are completely renewed every 24-48
hours. Therefore, colonisation of the epithelial surfaces in the mouth, except the
tongue and the gingival crevice (refer to Figure 1.1) which provide more
retentive areas, is limited (Liljemark & Bloomquist, 1996; Verran, 1991).
However, the teeth are non-shedding surfaces, making them susceptible to the
colonisation and accumulation of oral bacteria (Martin & Bradshaw, 1995).
The colonisation of tooth surfaces by oral bacteria makes it more difficult for
bacteria to be removed from the oral cavity (Bowden & Hamilton, 1998;
Gibbons, 1984; Whittaker at a i, 1996). The colonisation of the tooth surface can
also be beneficial for the host, helping to prevent colonisation of exogenous,
and possibly pathogenic, micro-organisms (Marsh, 1994). However, if oral
bacteria are allowed to accumulate on the tooth surface then oral infections can
occur.
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1.2 DENTAL PLAQUE
Dental plaque can be described as a diverse microbial community attached to
the tooth surface and encased in a matrix comprising bacterial and host
products (Marsh, 1991a). Dental plaque can be classed as supragingival plaque
or subgingival plaque depending on whera it forms (Bowden & Li, 1997).

1.2.1 SUPRAGINGIVAL PLAQUE
Supragingival plaque is found above the gingival margin (Bowden & Li, 1997).
Figure 1.1 shows the surfaces of the teeth where supragingival plaque can
accumulate. The following sections will discuss the factors involved in the
formation of supragingival plaque.

Smooth surface
plaque

Fissure
plaque

Supragingival
plaque

Subgingival
plaque

Gingival crevice
plaque

Gingival margin
Approximal plaque

Figure 1.1 The different surfaces of a tooth and the sites where dental plaque
can accumulate (Adapted from Marsh & Martin, 1992)
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1.2.1.1 Acquired enamel pellicle
Components of saliva rapidly adsorb to a freshly cleaned tooth surface resulting
in a thin layer of these components. This layer is called the acquired enamel
pellicle. It would seem that not all salvary components attach to the tooth
surface. That is, adsorption is selective (^ddy et al., 1992; Bowden & Li, 1997;
Jenson at a/., 1992; Scannapieco, 199^). Those components that do adsorb
include proline-rich proteins, a-amylase, statherin, cystatins and histatins
(Rosan & Lament, 2000; Lamkin eta!., 1996). The acquired enamel pellicle may
also contain bacterial components such as glucosyltransferases and glucans
(Bowden & Li, 1997). Several oral bacteria have specific molecules (adhesins)
on their surface that can bind to specific œmponents (receptors) of the acquired
enamel pellicle (Rosan & Lamont,

2000; Jenkinson

& Lamont,

1997;

Kolenbrander & London, 1993; Scannapieco, 1994).

1.2.1.2 Adhesion to the acquired enamel pellicle
The first step in supragingival plaque formation is the adhesion of bacteria to
the

acquired

enamel

pellicle,

which

involves

specific

adhesin-receptor

interactions. However, adhesion to the acquired enamel pellicle also appears to
involve non-specific interactions. The extended Dergaguin-Landau-VerweyOverbeck (DLVO) theory covers non-specific interactions that may be involved
in the adhesion of bacteria to a surface (Bos at a/., 1999; Embleton, 1999;
Hermansson, 1999; Jucker at a!., 1997), such as the acquired enamel pellicle.
As bacteria approach a surface, such as the tooth surface, they experience van
der Waals forces. These are weak, attractive forces that operate over long
separation distances (>50 nm). As the bacteria get closer to the surface (10-20
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nm) they also experience electrostatic forces (Gottenbos et al., 2002; Wade &
Slayne, 1997). Electrostatic forces can be attractive or repulsive (Bos at a!.,
1999). Bacterial cells are negatively charged at neutral pH (Gregory, 1979;
Hancock, 1999; Rijnaarts at a!., 1995). If the surface is also negatively charged,
as most natural surfaces (such as the acquired enamel pellicle) are at neutral
pH, then the electrostatic forces will be repulsive (Hermansson, 1999; Gregory,
1979; Rijnaarts at a/., 1995). Electrostatic forces, unlike van der Waals forces,
are affected by the ionic strength of the surrounding fluid. As the ionic strength
of the fluid increases, the range and strength of the electrostatic force
decreases (Bos at a!., 1999; Rijnaarts at a!., 1999).
Adding the energy of van der Waals forces and the energy of electrostatic
forces together gives the interaction energy between a bacterial cell and the
surface. The interaction energy shows whether the overall force is attractive or
repulsive (Gregory, 1979). When a distance of approximately 10 nm to 20 nm
separates a bacterial cell and the tooth surface the overall force is attractive and
is enhanced by the high ionic strength of saliva (Marsh & Bradshaw, 1995). This
area of attraction is called the secondary minimum. As the separation distance
gets smaller the overall force becomes repulsive. There is an energy barrier that
obstructs the bacterial cell from getting any closer to the surface. At a short
separation distance the overall force is attractive again. This area of attraction is
called the primary minimum (see Figure 1.2) (Gregory, 1979; Meinders at a!.,
1995).
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Figure 1.2 Representative graph illustrating how the interaction energy between
a bacterial cell and the surface determines whether the overall force is attractive
or repulsive (Adapted from Gregory, 1979)

It is believed that bacteria are initially held in the secondary minimum (Meinders
et a/., 1995). The attraction experienced in the secondary minimum is a weak,
reversible attraction (Gregory, 1979; Scheie, 1994). With time, the bacteria may
become irreversibly adhered in the primary minimum after being able to
overcome the net repulsive force (Meinders et a/., 1995). It is not fully
understood how the net repulsive force is overcome (Addy et al., 1992).
The extended DLVO theory also includes Lewis acid-base interactions (Azeredo
et a/., 1999; Bos et a/., 1999; Jucker et a/., 1997; Meinders et a/., 1995;
Poortinga et a/., 2001). Lewis acid-base interactions occur when the bacterial
cell and the acquired enamel pellicle are less than 5 nm apart (Bos eta!., 1999).
Therefore, Lewis acid-base interactions influence adhesion at the primary
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minimum but not at the secondary minimum (Meinders et a/., 1995). Lewis acidbase interactions have a huge influenœ on adhesion compared to van der
Waals forces and electrostatic forces, and

include hydrophobic forces

(Hermansson, 1999). Any surface with a certain degree of hydrophobicity will
attract other hydrophobic surfaces, so tley will have less contact with water
(Wade & Slayne, 2000).
Specific adhesin-receptor interactions also occur when the distance between
the bacterial cell and the acquired enamel pellicle is less than 5 nm (Gottenbos
at a/., 2002). Adhesins have been associated with fimbriae, pili (Gibbons, 1989)
and the outer cell membrane of Gram negative bacteria (Liljemark &
Bloomquist, 1996). Many adhesins are lectins (Gibbons, 1989), whose binding
properties can be inhibited by sugars (Kolenbrander & London, 1993).
Oral streptococci are the predominant colonisers of the tooth surface, thus a
wide range of adhesins for salivary receptors have been identified in these
organisms. The streptococcal adhesins that have been described in most detail
are the Lral family and the antigen I/ll family. Oral streptococci that possess
adhesins belonging to the Lral family include Streptococcus sanguis (Jenkinson
& Lamont, 1997; Kitten et a/., 2000). Several species of oral streptococci,
including Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus sobrinus, possess adhesins
belonging to the antigen I/ll family, which can bind to a mucin-like salivary
component called salivary agglutinin glycoprotein (SAG) (Jenkinson & Lamont,
1997). Actinomyces are also amongst the initial colonisers of the tooth surface.
A type 1 fimbriae-associated protein has been reported to facilitate binding of
Actinomyces naeslundii to proline-rich proteins and statherin within the acquired
enamel pellicle (Rosan & Lamont, 2000). In addition, Fusobacterium nucleatum
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has been shown to possess adhesins that can bind to proline-rich glycoprotein
and statherin (Kolenbrander & London, 1993).
Several bacteria have the ability to produce extracellular polymers from
sucrose. Examples are S. sanguis and S. mutans (Vacca Smith et a!., 2000;
Wunder & Bowen, 1999). These extracellular polymers can enhance the
strength of bacterial adhesion to the acquired enamel pellicle (Azeredo et a/.,
1999; Embleton, 1999; Vacca Smith et a!., 2000).

1.2.1.3 Co-aggregation and Co-adhesion
Co-aggregation is the interaction of bacteria with other bacteria in suspension.
Co-adhesion is the interaction of suspended bacteria with bacteria already
attached to the tooth surface (refer to Figure 3.1) (Busscher & van der Mei,
1997; Kolenbrander, 2000). Co-aggregation and co-adhesion may be intra-,
inter- or multigeneric (Kolenbrander & London, 1993) and these processes are
specific (Liljemark & Bloomquist, 1996). They involve bacterial adhesins binding
to receptors on other bacterial cells.

Co-aggregation

Co-adhesion

Figure 1.3 Diagrammatic illustration of the difference between co-aggregation
and co-adhesion (Adapted from Busscher & van der Mei, 1997)
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Intra-, inter- and multigeneric co-aggregation and co-adhesion can occur
between streptococci and actinomyces, primary colonisers of the tooth surface
(Kolenbrander & London, 1993; Marsh & Bradshaw, 1995). Streptococci and
actinomyces are also known to interact with certain strains of capnocytophagae,
haemophili, prevotellae, propionibactera and veillonellae (Kolenbrander &
London, 1993).
F. nucleatum seems to act as a bridge between the early colonisers, mentioned
above, and late colonisers such as Eubacterium spp.. Treponema spp.,
Actinobacillus

actinomycetemcomitans

and

Porphyromonas

gingivalis

(Kolenbrander & London, 1993). The early colonising bacteria can interact with
each other and with F. nucleatum. The late colonisers can also interact with F.
nucleatum. However, the early and the late colonisers do not interact with each
other (Marsh & Bradshaw, 1995).

1.2.1.4 Bacterial succession and the establishment of a climax community
The bacteria that attach to the acquired enamel pellicle are predominantly
streptococci, particularly Streptococcus oralis, Streptococcus mitis and S.
sanguis (Kolenbrander & London, 1993; Nyvad & Kilian, 1987; Scheie, 1994;
Wade & Slayne, 2000). Other bacteria that have been reported to adhere to the
acquired enamel pellicle include members of the genera Actinomyces,
Haemophilus and Neisseria (Marsh, 1994). Once bacteria adhere to the
acquired enamel pellicle they rapidly multiply resulting in the formation of micro
colonies (Marsh, 1992). As the micro-colonies continue to grow, they spread
laterally along the tooth surface. Once the tooth surface is covered, the
proliferating bacteria begin to grow away from the tooth surface, resulting in
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closely packed columnar micro-colonies (Listgarten, 1994). After a few days,
the growth rate within the micro-colonies decreases. As the bacterial film
increases in thickness, the primary colonisers are faced with an increasingly
hostile environment. Nutrients from saliva and ingested food become less
available due to the diffusion-limiting properties of plaque, although nutrients
arising from the metabolism of other bacteria may still be available (refer to
Section 1.2.1.5). Unfavourable changes in pH, oxygen tension and redox
potential (Eh) may also cause problems to the initial colonisers. The decrease in
growth rate has also been connected with quorum sensing (Listgarten, 1999).
Quorum sensing is a mechanism that permits bacterial cells to communicate
with each other, and is connected to cell density (Bowden & Hamilton, 1998). It
involves an auto-induced diffusible effector molecule that prompts the
expression of various regulatory genes (Listgarten, 1999).
Streptococci and actinomyces are facultative anaerobes, while haemophili and
neisseriae are aerobes. Therefore, they are able to grow in the aerobic
environment surrounding

the teeth.

The metabolism

of the facultative

anaerobes and the aerobes results in a lowering of the oxygen tension and
redox potential in the vicinity of the pre-existing bacterial film, which gradually
allows obligate anaerobes to colonise the surface and grow (Addy et al., 1992;
Allan, 1999; Listgarten, 1999; Theilade & Theilade, 1985).
As plaque develops, bacterial diversity increases. During the early stages of
plaque development (0-2 days). Gram-positive cocci and Gram-positive rods
predominate and form approximately 70% of the total cultivable microflora.
During this time. Gram-negative cocci and Gram-negative rods also account for
approximately 30% of the total cultivable microflora. This is followed by the
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appearance of fusiforms and filaments [1-4 days), which increase in number
until they eventually constitute approximately 7% of the total cultivable
microflora. Finally, spirilla and spirochaetes can be detected (4-9 days), each
eventually comprising approximately 2% of the total cultivable microflora (Addy
et al., 1992; Christersson at al., 1991; Theilade, 1977).
Bacterial metabolism leads to the development of gradients in essential
nutrients, for example. These gradient result in an assortment of micro
environments,

which

allow

bacteria with

greatly

differing

physiological

requirements to coexist (Marsh, 1991a; Marsh & Bradshaw, 1997; Vroom at al.,
1999). The order of bacterial succession (sequence of bacteria that appear
within a microbial community) is primaril/ attributed to bacterial dependencies
associated with these micro-environments (Christersson at a!., 1991).
The structure of dental plaque reflects the pattern of development. A layer of
densely packed cells can be seen next to the tooth surface. Many of these cells
have a thick cell wall (commonly associated with cells growing slowly due to
nutrient limitation). Above this layer, the cells are less densely packed and there
is more species diversity (Marsh & Bradshaw, 1995).
Eventually, a stable bacterial community is established that is referred to as the
climax community (Bowden & Hamilton, 1998; Samaranayake, 2002). The
process that leads to the development of a climax community may be disrupted
if dental plaque is disturbed. Shear forces can disrupt the process that leads to
the establishment of a climax community (Listgarten, 1999). These forces occur
as a result of eating, drinking and speaking. They also occur due to the flow of
saliva and oral hygiene procedures (Busscher & van der Mei, 1997; Listgarten,
1999). Shear forces restrict the development of smooth surface plaque, which
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reaches a depth of approximately 50-100 pm. However, plaque will tend to
develop undisturbed at stagnant sites, such as the fissures of teeth and
interdentally at approximal sites. Thus, dimax communities can be expected at
these sites (Marsh & Bradshaw, 1995). The composition of the climax
community will depend on the site where it has developed since different
conditions are present at different sites (Christersson et al., 1988).

1.2.1.5 Nutrition
In the oral cavity bacteria can obtain nutrients from a number of sources. For
example, they can obtain nutrients from ingested food (Newman & Nisengard,
1988). The complete metabolism of carbohydrates that are found in the diet
requires the development of a food chain, where the metabolic end product of
one bacterium is a nutrient or energy source for another. Streptococci and a
variety of Gram positive rods, such as actinomyces, can break down
carbohydrates to lactate. Lactate can then be broken down to simpler
fermentation products, such as propionic and acetic acids, by veillonellae. Other
bacteria can catabolise these acids further to give carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH 4 ) and hydrogen (H2 ), for example. Other complex molecules such
as dietary proteins also require a concerted effort for their complete metabolism.
In addition, bacteria can obtain nutrients from other nutritional interactions, in
the absence of dietary components (Marsh & Bradshaw, 1999). Oral bacteria
produce extracellular products that may be used as nutrients by neighbouring
bacteria (refer to Figure 1.4) (Samaranayake, 2002).
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Figure 1.4 Nutritional interactions (food chains) that may occur between
bacteria found in dental plaque (Adapted from Marsh & Bradshaw, 1999)
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Bacteria can also utilise nutrients from saliva, particularly glycoproteins
(Bradshaw et al., 1994; Newman & Nisengard, 1988). The breakdown of
salivary glycoproteins, such as mucins, requires proteases, peptidases and
glycosidases.

Individual bacteria are limited in their ability to degrade

glycoproteins as they do not have all the enzymes required (Marsh & Bradshaw,
1999). Therefore, bacteria work together to degrade glycoproteins. Saliva can
support bacterial growth between meals and when a person is sleeping
(Bradshaw et a!., 1994; Newman & Nisengard, 1988). Saliva can also influence
the lysis of epithelial cells, which are constantly being shed in the oral cavity,
and the contents of these mammalian cells may provide further nutrients for oral
bacteria (Newman & Nisengard, 1988).

1.2.2 SUBGINGIVAL PLAQUE
Subgingival plaque is found below the gingival margin (Bowden & Li, 1997). The
gingival crevice is located below the gingival margin, situated between the free
gingiva and the tooth (Theilade, 1977) (refer to Figure 1.1). The subgingival
bacteria experience conditions that differ to those encountered by the
supragingival bacteria (Carlsson, 1997).
In health, there is a continuous but slow flow of gingival crevicular fluid (GCF)
through the gingival crevice, which provides subgingival bacteria with nutrients
(Samaranayake, 2002). GCF contains proteins, free amino acids, vitamins,
carbohydrates (such as glucose) and haemin (Newman & Nisengard, 1988;
Samaranayake, 2002). It also contains components of the immune system,
such as immunoglobulins (Marsh, 1989).
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A healthy gingival crevice has a relatively low number of cultivable bacteria, and
has been reported to consist primarily of Gram-positive cocci and rods (Slots,
1977). Obligate anaerobes are found more commonly than at other oral sites
since the gingival crevice has a lower redox potential, which these bacteria
prefer (Marsh, 1992; Rosen & Elvin-Lewis, 1991).
Bacteria that are found in the gingival crevice are protected from the shear
forces that can disrupt the formation of supragingival plaque, such as brushing
and flossing (Rosen & Elvin-Lewis, 1991).

1.3 ORAL INFECTIONS AND TREATMENT
If supragingival plaque is allowed to accumulate oral infections such as dental
caries or periodontitis may occur. As plaque accumulates there is a shift in the
balance of the predominant bacteria in dental plaque away from those
associated with oral health to those associated with oral infections. The climax
community that was established in health is disturbed (Marsh, 1992). The
following sections will discuss oral infections that can affect the tooth and its
supporting structures, and how these oral infections may be treated. Figure 1.5
shows a section through a diagrammatic tooth, which may be useful for
reference during the subsequent sections.
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Figure 1.5 Diagrammatic representation of a tooth and its supporting structures.
A periodontal pocket is depicted (Adapted from Verran, 1991)

1.3.1 DENTAL CARIES
Dental caries (tooth decay) is caused by acids which are produced when certain
bacteria

within

supragingival

plaque

metabolise

fermentable

dietary

carbohydrates (such as sucrose and glucose). The acids dissociate to produce
hydrogen ions, which dissolve the enamel surface of the tooth in a process
known as demineralisation (Featherstone, 2000). If demineralisation continues
then a cavity will eventually be created that can progress through the enamel
and the dentine. Micro-organisms gain access to the pulp, which is often
destroyed (Featherstone, 2000; Verran, 1991). This type of dental caries can be
described as coronal caries.
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Coronal caries does not often affect the smooth surfaces of the teeth, as they
are easy to clean. Protected sites are more susceptible to coronal caries, with
the fissures of the teeth being reported to be the most likely surfaces to be
affected (Menaker & McGhee, 1982; Zau a-Arite & ten Carte, 2001).
Root surface caries initially affects the cemental surface of the tooth. During
periodontal disease, the gingival margin recedes (refer to Section 1.3.2). The
cementum becomes exposed and can be colonised by oral bacteria (Youngs,
1994). In older age, recession of the gums can also expose the cementum
(Marsh & Bradshaw, 1995). Acids dissolve the cementum resulting in the
creation of cavities, which can progress through the cementum and the dentine,
with the pulp eventually being destroyed.
Root surface caries tends to affect mainly middle-aged and older adults, unlike
coronal caries which tends to affect mairly young people (particularly between
the ages of 5 and 15) (Beighton & Brailsford, 1999; Menaker & McGhee, 1982;
Youngs, 1994).
The mutans streptococci (which include S. mutans and S. sobrinus) and the
lactobacilli are strongly associated with dental caries (Hardie, 1992). These
bacteria produce lactic acid, which dissocates more readily than the other acids
that are produced as a result of carbohydrate fermentation. The hydrogen ions
that are generated

rapidly lower the pH of the supragingival plaque

(Featherstone, 2000). The mutans streptococci and the lactobacilli are able to
grow well in this acidic environment (Bradshaw et al., 1989; Marsh & Bradshaw,
1995). Therefore, there is an increase in the number of these bacteria (Hardie,
1992). However, many of the predominant bacterial species are sensitive to low
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pH, resulting in a decrease in the number of these bacteria (Bradshaw et al.,
1989; Marsh & Bradshaw, 1995).

1.3.2 PERIODONTAL DISEASES
Periodontal diseases affect the structure that surround and support the teeth.
The most common periodontal diseases are gingivitis and periodontitis
(Newman & Nisengard, 1988). Gingivtis is an inflammatory response to
supragingival plaque that accumulates around the gingival margin (Marsh,
1994). The clinical signs of gingivitis are hflammation of the gingiva, redness of
the gingiva and bleeding of the gingiva on gentle probing (Kinane & Lindhe,
1997). Gingivitis is associated with an increased flow of GCF, since this
contains components of the immune s/stem. However, GCF also contains
nutrients (refer to Section 1.2.2). This enhanced nutrient supply may favour the
growth of many of the obligate anaerobes implicated in periodontitis (Marsh,
1991a; Rüdiger et al., 2002). During gingivitis, other environmental conditions
that develop may also favour the growth of periodontal pathogens (Marsh,
1991b).
If gingivitis is not treated then periodontitis may occur (Kinane & Lindhe, 1997).
The clinical signs of periodontitis include periodontal pocket formation (Newman
& Nisengard, 1988). The periodontal pocket provides a particularly suitable
environment for obligate anaerobes (Listgarten, 1999). The redox potential and
oxygen tension of periodontal pockets is generally lower than in healthy gingival
crevices or at gingivitis sites. In addition, bacteria have access to an abundant
supply of nutrients. An alkaline pH is also associated with periodontal pockets,
which has been reported to favour periodontal pathogens, such as Per.
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gingivalis. Other clinical signs such cS the loss of supporting structures
(attachment fibres and alveolar bone become apparent as periodontitis
progresses (Smally, 1994). Eventually testh become mobile, due to loss of the
supporting structures, and have to be removed (Kinane & Lindhe, 1997).
Periodontitis can be described as either generalised or localised. It can be
classed into adult forms and juvenile forms (Newman & Nisengard, 1988). Both
adult periodontitis and juvenile periodcntitis are associated with anaerobic
Gram-negative bacteria. Por. gingivalis, A. actinomycetemcomitans, Prevotelia
intermedia,

Campylobacter rectus, F.rucleatum, Eikeneiia corrodens and

Treponema denticola have all been implicated in adult periodontitis (Okuda,
1994). A. actinomycetemcomitans has been strongly implicated in juvenile
periodontitis (Okuda, 1994; Thrower et al., 1997).
Periodontal pathogens can contribute to the tissue destruction associated with
periodontitis by releasing degradative erzymes that may directly damage the
periodontal structures (Birkedal-Hansen,

1993).

These enzymes

include

proteases, peptidases, collagenase, phosphatases and phospholipases. They
may also produce metabolic products that have toxic effects on host tissues.
These metabolic products include ammonia, amines, acetic acid and lactic acid
(Smally, 1994). However, tissue destruction is predominantly initiated by host
cells (Kinane & Lindhe, 1997). The host mounts an immunological response to
the presence of bacterial cells, their structural and metabolic products, and to
damaged tissues (Smally, 1994). This results in the release of degradative
enzymes and cytokines from the host cells, which can initiate tissue damage
(Birkedal-Hansen, 1993; Fletcher ef a/., 1998; Okuda, 1994; Smally, 1994).
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1.3.3 PULP INFECTIONS
There are a number of ways in which bacteria may gain entry to the pulp.
Dental caries is responsible for the majority of pulp infections. Dental caries
may result in the exposure of dentinal tubules (associated with dentine), through
which bacteria can proceed to the pulp (White, 1991). The toxic products of
these bacteria will be delivered to the pulp by the dentinal fluid transport
system, and will affect the pulp prior to the appearance of the bacteria (Pantera
Jr., 1990). Dental caries may eventually lead to the direct exposure of the pulp
to the oral cavity, which can then be invaded by bacteria (White, 1991).
Periodontal disease may also be involved in the occurrence of pulp infections.
Bacteria may proceed into the pulp through lateral canals, for example, which
can be exposed if a periodontal pocket forms (White, 1991).
Other ways in which bacteria can infect the pulp include anachoresis. This has
been described as ‘the localisation of blood-borne microbes or their products to
an inflamed area’ (Pantera Jr., 1990). Thus, this process is unlikely to affect
healthy teeth. Inflammation may occur as a result of bacterial toxic products
associated with carious lesions, for example (White, 1991).
Bacteria may also gain access to the pulp following the occurrence of a tooth
fracture, or traumatic displacement of the tooth. Pulp infections may ultimately
result in pulpal necrosis (Pantera Jr., 1990).
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1.3.4 TREATMENT OF ORAL INFECTIONS
1.3.4.1 Dental caries
The treatment for most cases of dental caries involves mechanically removing
the damaged tooth material, plus any bacteria associated with the carious
lesion (Murray et al., 1990). The damaged material is replaced with a restorative
material (filling) or, if the damage is extensive, a crown is placed over the tooth.

1.3.4.2 Periodontal diseases
If oral hygiene is improved then gingivitis can be eliminated (Marsh &
Bradshaw, 1995). Good oral hygiene involves brushing and flossing the teeth.
Professional tooth cleaning may also be required to remove supragingival
plaque from around the teeth (Murray at a/., 1990).
Treatment of periodontitis also involves professional cleaning of the teeth to
remove supragingival plaque. At this stage of the treatment, improved oral
hygiene is usually encouraged. The next step is subgingival scaling and root
planing (Genco & Christersson, 1990). Scaling can be defined as the procedure
in which plaque is mechanically removed from the tooth surface (Rylander &
Lindhe, 1997) while root planing can be defined as the procedure in which
infected cementum and dentin are removed (Cohen & Sherwood, 1990). Anti
microbial agents are sometimes used during the subgingival scaling and root
planing stage of treatment (Genco & Christersson, 1990). Antibiotics may be
systemically administered. Alternatively, antibiotics (and other anti-microbial
agents) may be locally administered at the site of infection (Mombelli, 1998). A
drug delivery vehicle can be placed in the periodontal pocket, which will release
the desired anti-microbial agent. Or irrigation can be used to introduce anti
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microbial agents into the periodontal pocket (Greenstein & Tonetti, 2000).
Chlorhexidine, for example, can be delivered in this way (Addy, 1997).
However, there are disadvantages with both methods of drug application.
Systemically

administered

antibiotics

should

be

used

only

in

certain

circumstances due to potential problems with bacterial resistance. However,
local administration of anti-microbial agents does not prevent the possible
selection of resistant bacterial strains in the periodontal pocket, the emergence
of new resistant bacterial strains or the overgrowth of commensal micro
organisms such as Candida species (Greenstein & Tonetti, 2000).
Other problems associated with systemically administered antibiotics include
toxicity. For example, there are a number of possible side effects that may be
experienced when taking tetracycline such as nausea, heartburn, vomiting and
diarrhoea (Mylotte, 1990). Side effects are less likely to occur if antibiotics are
locally administered rather than systemically administered (Greenstein &
Tonetti, 2000).
Systemically administered antibiotics are distributed throughout the body.
Therefore, only a small amount of the total dose reaches the local infection site.
This means that high levels of antibiotic have to be used to treat a local
infection. Locally administered antibiotics would be expected to have an
advantage over those systemically administered, in that they should significantly
increase the concentration of antibiotic in the pocket compared to the
concentration when administered systemically, suggesting that lower levels of
antibiotic could be used (Mombelli, 1998). However, the flow of gingival
crevicular fluid may rapidly remove a locally administered anti-microbial agent
from

the

periodontal

pocket

(Greenstein
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maintaining effective drug concentrations for sufficient periods of time has
proved to be a huge challenge (Bromberg et al., 2000; Greenstein & Tonetti,
2000 ).

In some patients, it would appear that bacteria associated with periodontitis
could be present throughout the oral cavity. Systemically administered
antibiotics may affect these bacteria but anti-microbial agents in the periodontal
pocket would not (Mombelli, 1998).
There are several drug delivery vehicles that are commercially available
(Bromberg at a i, 2000; Bromberg at a i, 2001; Greenstein & Tonetti, 2000).
Actisite® consists of fibres of ethylene vinyl acetate (or other polymers) that
release tetracycline. Unfortunately, Actisite® is non-biodegradable meaning it
has to be removed after treatment (Bromberg at a i, 2000). Elyzol® is a gel
containing resorbable polymer fibres that release metronidazole. However, the
polymers rapidly degrade and most of the antibiotic is released within a 24 hour
period. Dentomycin® is a gel containing resorbable polymer fibres that release
minocycline. Like Elyzol®, most of the antibiotic is released in less than 24 hours
(Bromberg at a i, 2000; Greenstein & Tonetti, 2000). Periochip® consists of a
cross-linked gelatin matrix that releases chlorhexidine. It is biodegradable and is
capable of maintaining an effective chlorhexidine concentration in gingival
crevicular fluid for up to 7 days (Bromberg at a i, 2001). Atridox® consists of
doxycycline hyclate and poly (DL-lactide) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone. Following
injection into the periodontal pocket, the polylactide precipitates upon contact
with water and entraps doxycycline hyclate (the active agent). As the polylactide
degrades it releases doxycycline hyclate. Continuous release can occur for over
3 weeks (Bromberg at a i, 2000; Greenstein & Tonetti, 2000). New drug delivery
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vehicles are currently being developed that could potentially be used to treat
periodontitis. These include drug delivery vehicles that release silver (Bromberg
etal., Bromberg etal., 2001; Straub et a i, 2001).
The treatment described in this section may be enough for mild or moderate
periodontitis. People with advanced periodontitis may require further treatment
such as reconstructive therapy. Reconstructive therapy involves the restoration
of periodontal structures destroyed during periodontitis. It includes regenerative
procedures such as guided tissue

regeneration,

pre-prosthetic surgical

procedures and cosmetic procedures (Genco & Christersson, 1990).

1.3.4.3 Pulp infections
Treatment of pulp infections involves the mechanical removal and irrigation of
dead and infected tissue (Seltzer, 1988). Sodium hypochlorite (bleach) is
commonly used as an irrigation solution. Sodium hypochlorite has an
antibacterial effect, as well as helping to remove tissue. However, in some
cases, despite mechanical removal of tissue and the use of antibacterial
irrigation solutions, bacteria may remain (Spangberg, 1988). Therefore, an
antibacterial agent is usually sealed into the pulp to further reduce or eliminate
the bacterial population (Seltzer, 1988). Examples of such agents are iodine
compounds (such as iodine-potassium iodide) and chlorine compounds (such
as chloramine). The next step is root canal filling, which is carried out so that
the tissue will be protected (Spangberg, 1998).
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INFECTIONS
1.4.1 POTENTIAL PREVENTIVE STRATEGIES
1.4.1.1 Prevention of adhesion
Plaque formation could be prevented by anti-adhesive agents, which would stop
oral bacteria attaching to the tooth surface. At present there are no anti
adhesive agents that are available for oral use (Addy, 1997). However, research
is in progress to try to develop such agents for the future.
Active immunisation (vaccination) is one approach that has been considered.
Active immunisation results in specific immunity against infective micro
organisms. Vaccines have been developed against certain bacteria implicated
in dental caries and periodontitis, which have been shown to be effective in
experimental animal models (Abiko, 2000). However, there is always the
possibility of undesirable side effects following active immunisation (van
Raamsdonk et a/., 1993). Therefore, it is debatable whether active immunisation
could realistically be used in the human population to control oral infections in
the near future, since it is doubtful that the general public could be persuaded to
have such a vaccine when oral infections are not generally regarded as serious
(Abiko, 2000).
An alternative method to active immunisation could be passive immunisation,
which is considered to be safe. Monoclonal antibodies (antibodies produced by
clones of hybrid cells) would be used for this strategy, which could be
administered by a mouthwash or by topical application to the appropriate area
such as the tooth surface or gingival tissue, for example (Abiko, 2000).
Monoclonal antibodies have been investigated for their effects on the adhesion
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of several oral bacteria, including S. mutans, S. sobrinus and Por. gingivalis,
using animal and human subjects, with promising results (Senpuku ef al., 2001;
van Raamsdonk et al., 1993; van Tilburg et a/., 2001). Particularly encouraging
is the fact that the anti-adhesive effect of monoclonal antibodies appears to
persist for a period of up to 2 years, long after the monoclonal antibodies have
been eliminated from the oral cavity (Jenkinson & Lament,

1997; van

Raamsdonk et a/., 1993). Therefore, there is no need for their continual
administration (Jenkinson & Lament, 1997).
The mechanism of action of monoclonal antibodies is not fully understood. It is
believed that monoclonal antibodies bind to specific bacterial adhesins, which
prevents bacterial attachment to the oral surfaces since the bacteria can no
longer bind to the appropriate receptors. It is also possible that attachment of
the monoclonal antibodies to the bacteria opsonises the bacteria (opsonisation
is the process in which an antibody combines with complement, a series of
proteins, to promote phagocytosis), making them more susceptible to ingestion
by phagocytic cells. Another possibility is that the monoclonal antibodies can
cross link bacteria resulting in aggregates of chains of bacteria which are easier
to remove from the oral cavity (van Raamsdonk et al., 1993).
As well as monoclonal antibodies there are other molecules, such as synthetic
peptides, that could potentially block bacterial adhesin-receptor interactions
(Jenkinson & Lamont, 1997; Kelly et a!., 1999). A number of compounds that
block adhesins have been developed which have been shown to be effective in
animal and human subjects. Bacterial resistance to any compounds that block
adhesins, thus preventing colonisation of oral surfaces, is less likely than
resistance to antibiotics, which is an increasing problem. This is because
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mutations in the binding site of an adhesin, which could confer resistance, could
lead to a loss of function. That is, the adhesin may no longer be able to bind to
the corresponding receptor so colonisation of an oral surface may not be
possible (Kelly & Younson, 2000).
Replacement therapy is another method that could be used to prevent
colonisation of specific oral bacteria in the future. Replacement therapy could
be used to control S. mutans, for example, and this is one area of research that
is currently being pursued. One aim of this research is to genetically engineer a
strain that has the ability to colonise, produces large amounts of bacteriocins
(which kill or inhibit closely related species or even different strains of the same
species) effective against other mutans streptococci and does not have the
ability to produce lactic acid. Such a strain could be introduced into the oral
cavity to compete with the other mutans streptococci, without the risk of dental
caries due to the strains' inability to produce lactic acid (Jenkinson & Lamont,
1997).
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1.4.1.2 Control of adherent organisms
Oral hygiene procedures can help to control the growth of bacteria that have
adhered to the tooth surface. The main oral hygiene procedure is toothbrushing
with toothpaste. Active ingredients have been added to toothpaste to try to
enhance the control of adherent organisms. Other oral hygiene products, such
as mouthwash, also contain components that may contribute to the control of
adherent organisms,

and

can

be

used

as adjuncts to

toothbrushing.

Antibacterial agents that may be found in oral hygiene products can be divided
into the following groups (Addy, 1997; Eley, 1999):

bisguanide antiseptics
phenols and essential oils
quaternary ammonium compounds
natural products
metal ions
fluorides
detergents
enzymes
oxygenating agents

The most effective antibacterial agent that can be used to control the growth of
adherent

bacteria

appears to

be

chlorhexidine

(bisguanide

antiseptic).

Chlorhexidine is thought to adsorb to the acquired enamel pellicle where it
interacts with the bacteria that attach to the tooth surface (Addy, 1997). It acts
by increasing the bacterial cell membrane permeability, which is then followed
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by coagulation of the cytoplasmic macromolecules (Eley, 1999). Chlorhexidine
is available

as a mouthwash.

Recently,

chlorhexidine

has also

been

incorporated into toothpaste and sugar-free chewing gum (Cianco, 1992).
Unfortunately, the long-term use of this antibacterial agent is limited because of
the side effects associated with its use such as severe staining of the teeth
(Moran etal., 1995).
Triclosan (phenol) has been reported to be approximately 65% as effective as
chlorhexidine (Cianco, 1992) and is found in a number of mouthwashes and
toothpastes (Eley, 1999; Moran, 1997). In some of the triclosan-containing
products that are available, the active ingredient is combined with zinc citrate,
which is also an antibacterial agent (Addy, 1997). The addition of zinc citrate in
this case appears to increase the effectiveness of these products (Cianco,
1992). In other triclosan-containing products, triclosan is combined with a co
polymer, polyvinylmethyl ether maleic acid (Addy, 1997). By itself, triclosan is
not very effective at adsorbing to oral surfaces. Thus, a high level of the agent
may be lost through swallowing, for example (Cianco, 1992; Marsh, 1991b).
The addition of the co-polymer to products containing triclosan increases the
ability of triclosan to adsorb to oral surfaces and, therefore, increases its
effectiveness. No significant adverse effects of triclosan-containing products
have been reported (Cianco, 1992).
Listerine

is a

mouthwash

containing

thymol,

menthol,

eucalyptol

and

methylsalicylate (essential oils) (Cianco, 1992). It acts by destroying the
bacterial cell walls, inhibiting bacterial enzymes and extracting bacterial
lipopolysaccharides (Mandel, 1994). Various studies {in vitro and in vivo) have
shown Listerine to be effective at inhibiting plaque formation (Fine et al., 2000;
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Charles et al., 2000; Pan et al., 1999; Riep et al., 1999). It has been shown to
be slightly more effective than triclosan-containing mouthwash {in vivo) (Eley,
1999). However, adverse effects have been reported including a burning
sensation and a dislike of the taste in some users (Cianco, 1991).
Cetylpyridinium chloride (quaternary ammonium compound) can be found in a
wide range of mouthwashes (Addy, 1997). Cetylpyridinium chloride appears to
be less effective than chlorhexidine, triclosan and essential oils (Listerine)
(Cianco, 1992; Eley, 1999). Cetylpyridinium chloride can adsorb onto oral
surfaces and has antibacterial activity equivalent to chlorhexidine. However, it
has been suggested that cetylpyridinium chloride is rapidly desorbed from oral
surfaces, perhaps explaining why it is less effective than chlorhexidine. It has
also been suggested that cetylpyridinium chloride may be inactivated when it
adsorbs to oral surfaces (Eley, 1999). In some users cetylpyridinium chloridecontaining mouthwashes cause staining of teeth (Cianco, 1992).
Sanguinarine (natural product) can be found in mouthwashes and toothpaste
(Godowski, 1989). In vivo studies have shown that sanguinarine-containing
products are effective at reducing dental plaque (Harper etal., 1990; Kopczyk et
al., 1991; Southard et al., 1984). However, in sanguinarine-containing products,
sanguinarine is combined with zinc ions. Therefore, it can be difficult to
determine whether the properties of these products are due to sanguinarine
and/or zinc ions. Sanguinarine is believed to inhibit bacterial enzyme activity
and reduce glycolysis (Marsh, 1992). The only side effect that has been
reported with sanguinarine products is a burning sensation in some users
(Cianco, 1992).
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Fluoride can be found in mouthwashes, toothpaste and gels. Dental hygiene
products are available that contain amine fluoride, stannous fluoride and sodium
fluoride (Kagermeier-Callaway et al., 2000; Netuschil et al., 1995; Tanzer et al.,
2001). Dental hygiene products containing stannous fluoride have been shown
to possess plaque inhibitory properties (in vitro and in vivo), although this is
likely to be due to the presence of the tin ions rather than the fluoride ions (Addy
etal., 1997; Cianco, 1992; Svatun, 1978; Wade et ai., 1997). Stannous fluoride
causes tooth staining, although only slight (Brecx et ai., 1993).
Sodium lauryl sulphate (detergent) can be found in mouthwashes and
toothpastes (Addy et ai., 1992). It is claimed that sodium lauryl sulphate
removes some dental plaque from the tooth surface and loosens the rest,
making it easier for removal by toothbrushing. Studies (in vitro and in vivo)
carried out to determine the effectiveness of sodium lauryl sulphate-containing
products show variable results (Jenkins etal., 1991; Kozlovsky & Zubery, 1993;
Landa etal., 1997).
Toothpaste containing amyloglucosidase and glucose oxidase (enzymes) is
currently available (Moran et ai., 1989). These enzymes can produce a reaction
that gives rise to a strong oxidising agent, which has antibacterial properties
(Cianco,

1992). Toothpaste is also available containing

mutanase and

glucanase (Marsh, 1992). However, mutanase has been shown to have
adverse effects on soft tissue (Cianco, 1992). Enzyme-containing products have
been reported to be effective at reducing plaque by some authors, while others
have cast doubt on their efficacy (Martin, 1992; Moran et ai., 1989).
Oxygenating

agents,

such

as

hydrogen

peroxide,

can

be

found

in

mouthwashes. Information regarding the effectiveness of oxygenating agents is
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limited, although the available information suggests that oxygenating agents are
not particularly efficient at controlling dental plaque (Cianco, 1992; Eley, 1999).

1.5 PHOSPHATE-BASED GLASSES
1.5.1 COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES
The basic building blocks of phosphate-based glasses are phosphate (P O / )
tetrahedra as shown in Figure 1.6 (Brow, 2000; Bunker ef a/., 1984).

O

O

O

O'

Figure 1.6 Diagrammatic representation of a P0 4 ^' tetrahedron (Moustafa & ElEgili, 1998)
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Each P 0 / ‘ tetrahedron can be attached to a maximum of threeother P0 4 ^'
tetrahedra as in phosphorus pentoxide

(refer to Figure 1.7)(Bunker

(P 2 O 5 )

et

al., 1984).
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Figure 1.7 Diagrammatic representation of P2O5

Metal oxides can be incorporated into the glass structure. The addition of metal
oxides results in the cleavage of P - O - P linkages and the production of non
bridging oxygens (Bunker at a!., 1984; Hoppe, 1996). Calcium oxide (CaO) and
sodium oxide (Na2 0 ) are commonly incorporated into the glass structure
(Cartmell at a!., 1998; Clément at a!., 1999; Delahaye at a!., 1998; Franks,
2000; Franks at a!., 2000; Franks at a/., 2001; Franks at a/., 2002; Gilchrist at
a/., 1991; Knowles at a!., 2001; Salih at a!., 1998; Uo at a!., 1998). The result of
the addition of CaO is shown in Figure 1.8, while the result of the addition of
Na2 0 is shown in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.8 Diagrammatic representation of the structure of a phosphate-based
glass following the addition of CaO (Moustafa & El-Egili, 1998)
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glass following the addition of Na2 0 (Moustafa & El-Egili, 1998)
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Phosphate-based glasses are soluble materials. The dissolution of these
glasses is highly linear with time and changing the composition of the glass may
alter the rate of degradation. For example, the dissolution rate of a ternary
Ca0 -N a 2 0 -P2 0 5 glass can be altered by changing the CaO content. If the CaO
content is increased the dissolution rate of the glass will decrease. If the CaO
content is decreased the dissolution rate of the glass will increase (Franks et al.,
2000). Phosphate-based glasses also tend to have low melting points and low
glass transition temperatures (Franks etal., 2001; Kirkpatrick & Brow, 1995).
Phosphate-based glasses have been shown to be bioactive and they have
limited cytotoxic effects, as shown by tissue culture studies and animal
implantation studies (Burnie et al., 1981; Gilchrist et al., 1991; Salih et al.,
2000).

1.5.2 APPLICATIONS
Phosphate-based glasses have been used in veterinary medicine (Gilchrist et
al., 1991). They have been used to cure trace element deficiencies in cattle and
sheep. Such trace element deficiencies can cause metabolic diseases in these
animals (Franks, 2000; Givens et al., 1988; Uo, 1998). Phosphate-based
glasses have been used to deliver trace elements such as cobalt, copper and
selenium (Givens etal., 1988; Telfer etal., 1985). The required trace element(s)
can be incorporated into a phosphate-based glass during the melting process,
and as the glass dissolves the trace element is released.
Phosphate-based glasses have been used as agricultural fertilisers (Uo et al.,
1998). In addition, metal ions, such as copper, silver and boron have been
incorporated into phosphate-based glasses, which have then been used as
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pesticides and fungicides (Cartmell et al., 1998; Franks, 2000). For example,
phosphate-based glasses containing copper have been used to control the snail
hosts of the parasitic worm that causes the disease known as schistosomiasis
(O’Sullivan et a/., 1991). Phosphate-based glasses have also been used to
deliver silver ions to help control urinary tract infections in patients needing
long-term indwelling catheters (Cartmell et a!., 1998; Gilchrist et a/., 1991) and
to prevent infections in patients with wound dressing (Cartmell etal., 1998).
Phosphate-based glasses could potentially be used to promote the regeneration
of soft and hard tissue in, for example, the treatment of periodontitis, and this is
one area of research that is currently receiving much attention (Clément et al.,
1999; Franks, 2000; Franks et al., 2001). Phosphate-based glasses have other
possible applications in the field of dentistry, as antibacterial materials.
Phosphate-based glasses containing metal ions that are known to be highly
effective against bacteria, such as copper and silver, could be used in the
treatment of oral infections, such as periodontitis.

1.5.3 POTENTIAL CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
As mentioned in Section 1.5.2, phosphate-based glasses have possible
applications in the field of dentistry, as antibacterial materials. This section will
discuss some of these potential applications in more detail, as well as
considering possible clinical applications outside the field of dentistry.
Restorative materials (temporary or permanent) are used to fill tooth cavities.
However, the use of a restorative material does not necessarily protect a tooth
cavity from bacterial colonisation. Restorative materials with poor cavity sealing
ability can allow oral bacteria to access the tooth cavity, with leakage of oral
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bacteria occurring between the tooth cavity wall and the restorative material
(microleakage) (Erdilek etal., 1997; Hotta etal., 1998).
Glass ionomer cements can be used as temporary restorative materials
(Bobotis et al., 1989). In vitro studies have suggested that microleakage may
occur when glass ionomer cements are used as restorative materials (Gladys et
al., 2001; Theodoridou-Pahini et al., 1996; Zivkovi et al., 2001). Potentially,
phosphate-based

glass

containing

antibacterial

metal

ions

could

be

incorporated into glass ionomer cements. The phosphate-based glass would be
able to dissolve, releasing the antibacterial metal ions, which could help to
prevent bacterial colonisation of the tooth cavity (Young, pers.comm.). One
potential problem is that the phosphate-based glass may dissolve too quickly,
especially since the glass would be in particulate form. A solution could be to
incorporate metals such as iron, known to reduce the dissolution of phosphatebased glass (Lin et al., 1994). However, this could create another problem,
namely insufficient release of the antibacterial metal ions.
Phosphate-based glasses containing antibacterial metal ions could also be
used as a component of permanent restorations. The layering technique
involves covering a glass ionomer cement with a composite (harder wearing,
stronger material), which ultimately results in a permanent restoration.
Phosphate-based glass, incorporated in the glass ionomer cement, would
dissolve but the dissolution products (including the antibacterial metal ions)
would remain largely in the tooth cavity as the composite would prevent them
from leaving. The antibacterial metal ions released from the phosphate-based
glass could help to control any bacteria that leaked into the tooth cavity (Young,
pers.comm.).
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Fixed braces are used to treat badly aligned and crowded teeth (Paolantonia et
a/., 1999). Fixed braces have many sites that a toothbrush and other oral
hygiene products have problems reaching, meaning food and other debris may
accumulate (Attarzadeh, 1990). As a result, patients with fixed braces have an
increased risk of developing dental caries and gingivitis (Borutta at a/., 2002).
Restorative materials (such as glass ionomer cements and composites) are
used to stick the brackets of fixed braces to tooth enamel. Phosphate-based
glasses containing antibacterial metal ions could be incorporated into the
restorative material to help control dental caries and gingivitis (Young,
pers.comm.).
Phosphate-based glasses incorporating antibacterial metal ions could be used
as devices for the prevention of dental caries. Thin discs/wafers of phosphatebased glass could be stuck onto the tooth enamel or cementum. Such a device
would be particularly useful for groups of individuals who tend to be especially
susceptible to dental caries, such

as children.

Phosphate-based

glass

discs/wafers could continue to be replaced, once dissolved, until deemed
unnecessary. One potential problem is that the device may be disturbed,
depending on the site of placement, by oral hygiene procedures such as
toothbrushing.
The treatment of periodontitis involves subgingival scaling and root planing.
Antimicrobial agents (administered either systemically or locally at the site of
infection) are sometimes used during this stage of treatment (refer to Section
1.3.4.2). Phosphate-based glass could be used to deliver antibacterial metal
ions to the site of infection. For this application, particulate glass could be used.
Alternatively, thin phosphate-based glass discs/wafers could be used.
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The treatment of pulp infections involves the mechanical removal of tissue and
the use of antibacterial irrigation solutions. However, in some cases, despite
these procedures, bacteria may still remain. Therefore, an antibacterial agent is
usually sealed into the pulp to further reduce or eliminate the bacterial
population (refer to Section 1.3.4.3). Phosphate-based glass could prove to be
an alternative to the commonly used antibacterial agents. Particulate glass
incorporating antibacterial metal ions could be packed into the pulp.
Dental implants can be inserted into vacant tooth sockets, following tooth
extraction. The implants are designed to reduce alveolar bone degradation and
to increase denture fit and function. Dental implants can also be used to treat
periodontal defects, which arise as a result of periodontitis (Allan, 1999). A
small number of dental implants are not successful and may fail, and one
possible reason for this failure is bacterial infection (Piatelli et al., 2003; Tanner
et al., 1997). If bacterial colonisation, and subsequent biofilm formation, of the
dental implant is prevented, the risk of implant failure would be reduced
(Gottenbos et al., 2002).

Potentially,

phosphate-based glass containing

antibacterial metal ions could be used as a coating for dental implants.
However, it is likely that the phosphate-based glass would last for an insufficient
period of time. Alternatively, a phosphate-based glass collar could possibly be
used that could be applied at the gingival margin, for example, and be changed
at regular intervals.
Other devices could benefit from phosphate-based glass coatings or collars,
such as orthopaedic bone external fixation pins. These are used for the
attachment of external bone fixation devices, for bone re-alignment (Simic &
Weiland, 2003; Slone et al., 1991; Smrke & Arnez, 2000). Bacteria can colonise
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the external portion of the fixation pins. They may then progress to the tissue,
where they can cause infection (Wassail et a/., 1997). Phosphate-based
glasses incorporating antibacterial ions could be used to coat the external
portion of the fixation pins. The phosphate-based glass could also traverse
through the skin to a certain extent to ensure an effective barrier. The
phosphate-based glass coating the external portion of the fixation pin would
probably hydrate rather than dissolve, while the phosphate-based glass coating
the internal portion of the fixation pin would dissolve. A potential problem is that
these processes may occur too quickly. Alternatively, a phosphate-based glass
collar could be developed that would slip over the pins meaning it could be
replaced at regular intervals, if required.
The halo vest is an external fixation device that is used for the management of
cervical spine injuries or disease (Marr & Edwards, 1992). The halo vest
consists of a halo metal ring that is secured to the skull by four external fixation
pins. Support rods extend downwards from the halo metal ring to form a rigid
vest (Klingenberg at al., 2002; Kuester at a/., 2002; Ronald, 1981). Bacterial
infection associated with the external fixation pins is a common complication
(Dormans at a!., 1995; Glaser ef a/., 1986; Kaplan at al., 1990). Hence, external
fixation pins used for this application could benefit from a phosphate-based
glass coating or collar.
Bone cement is used for the fixation of artificial joints (such as hip
replacements) to the

bone stock.

Phosphate-based

glasses containing

antibacterial metal ions could be incorporated into the bone cement. The
antibacterial metal ions could be released from the phosphate-based glass into
the tissue around the artificial joint, resulting in the killing of any bacteria left in
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the operative wound (Young, pers.comm.). Research has been conducted to try
to improve the antibacterial properties of bone cement, and some of this
research has involved the incorporation of silver compounds (including AgCI,
AgO, Ag 2 S0 4 and Ag 3P0 4 ) into bone cement. These silver-containing materials
have been shown to be effective at reducing viable bacterial cell number during
in vitro and in vivo studies (Dueland et a/., 1982; Spadaro at a/., 1979).
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the addition of silver-containing
phosphate-based glass to bone cement could help to reduce the incidence of
bacterial infection. One potential problem is that the dissolution of the
phosphate-based glass is likely to result in a decrease in mechanical properties
of the bone cement. However, this does not necessarily exclude the use of
phosphate-based glasses for this particular clinical application. Antibiotics are
routinely incorporated into bone cement, even though the addition of antibiotics
causes a drop in mechanical properties of bone cement (Kühn, 2000). Another
potential problem is metal toxicity. Sudmann at a/., (1994) discuss how, in one
patient, a total hip replacement was performed using silver-impregnated bone
cement to fix the

artificial

prosthesis.

The

patient developed

serious

neurological problems, which were attributed to the local and systemic
accumulation of silver, derived from the bone cement. Jacobs at a/., (1998) also
highlight the adverse biological effects that various metals, used as components
of artificial hip prostheses, could have on local and systemic tissues.
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1.6 ANTIBACTERIAL PROPERTIES OF METALS
As discussed in the previous section, phosphate-based glass could be used to
deliver metal ions, known to have antibacterial activity, to treat oral infections.
The metal ions that could be delivered include copper and silver, and the
antibacterial properties of these metals will be discussed in the following
sections.

1.6.1 COPPER
Several in vitro studies have been conducted that have considered the
antibacterial properties of copper-containing solutions against specific oral
bacteria, the results of which suggest that planktonic oral bacteria, including S.
sanguis, exhibit a mild degree of susceptibility to copper (Drake et a!., 1993;
Grytten et a!., 1988). In vivo studies have also shown that copper-containing
solutions appear to significantly inhibit plaque formation and development of
gingivitis (Waerhaug et al., 1984; Waler & Rolla, 1982). Copper-containing
dental amalgams (restorative materials) are commercially available, the
antibacterial activity of which has been investigated during in vitro studies.
These studies showed that amalgams with a high copper content (Neo-Silbrin
and Cupromuc) possess the ability to inhibit the growth of oral planktonic
bacteria and oral bacterial biofiims (Morrier, 1998; Netuschil, 1996; Orstavik,
1985).
The precise mechanism(s) responsible for the antibacterial activity of copper
have not yet been found, but it is believed that copper may act by blocking an
enzyme system involved in bacterial respiration (Hassen et a!.,
Spacciapoli, 2001).
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Bacteria possess resistance mechanisms that allow them to control the
intracellular concentration of copper. The intracellular concentration of copper
can be regulated by a decrease in copper transport, by particular cell proteincopper associations, or by an energy dependent efflux system (Hassen et al.,
1998; Vats & Lee, 2001).

1.6.2 SILVER
Ionic silver has been reported to have the highest antibacterial activity when
compared to other metal ions (Kawahara at a!., 2000). Silver compounds have
been used in the treatment of burns (Kawahara at a/., 2000; Spacciapoli at a/.,
2001; Thibodeau at a/., 1978), eye infections in newborn babies (Kawahara at
a/., 2000; Spacciapoli at a/., 2001) and catheter associated urinary tract
infections (Gilchrist at a!., 1991; Kumon at a/., 2001; Spacciapoli at a/., 2001).
Silver could also be used to treat oral infections and much attention has been
paid to this potential application. Silver is already used in the field of dentistry as
a component of dental amalgams, which have been reported to display varying
degrees of antibacterial activity against planktonic oral bacteria in vitro (Morrier
at ai.,

1998). A

silver-containing

glass

ionomer cement

(Ketac-Silver)

(restorative material) is also available for use. This glass ionomer cement has
been shown to inhibit the growth of planktonic oral bacteria in vitro, although it
has been reported that the antibacterial activity of Ketac-Silver is limited
(Herrera at ai., 1999; Herrera at ai., 2000; Herrera at ai., 2001).
The effectiveness of silver-containing compounds against specific oral bacteria
in vitro has been reported by Kawahara at ai., (2000) and Spacciapoli at ai.,
(2 0 0 1 ), who considered the antibacterial properties of silver-zeolite and silver
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nitrate, respectively. Promising results have also been obtained by Thibodeau
et al., (1978) and Tronstad et a!., (1985), who looked at the antibacterial effect
of silver generated by an electric current against specific bacteria in vitro.
Planktonic oral streptococci appeared to be less susceptible to silver than many
other planktonic oral bacteria including species belonging to the genera
Prevotella, Porphyromonas, Campylobacter and Actinomyces (Kawahara et al.,
2000; Spacciapoli etal., 2001; Tronstad etal., 1985).
As with copper, the exact mechanism(s) involved in the antibacterial activity of
silver have not yet been identified (Spacciapoli et al., 2001). It has been
suggested that silver blocks an enzyme system involved in bacterial respiration
(Hassen et a/.,1997; Kleuh et al., 2000). Silver may also act by forming
insoluble compounds with sulphydral groups in the cell wall (Kleuh et al., 2000;
Spacciapoli et al., 2001). Various enzymes involved in transmembrane energy
generation and electrolyte transport consist of these sulphydral groups. If silver
enters the bacterial cell it may also bind with DMA (Kleuh et al., 2000).
Bacteria possess resistance mechanisms that allow them to control the
intracellular concentration of silver. Research is currently being carried out to try
to determine the reason(s) for bacterial resistance to silver (Silver, 1996).
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1.7 METHODS USED TO INVESTIGATE THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF DENTAL
PLAQUE TO ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS AND THE PREVENTION OF
BIOFILM FORMATION
1.7.1 IMPORTANCE OF BIOFILM-BASED MODELS
A biofilm can be defined as a population of microbial cells attached to a surface
and encased in an exopolysaccharide matrix (Lewis, 2001). Dental plaque,
therefore, is an example of a biofilm. Bacteria in biofilms are generally more
resistant to antibacterial agents than planktonic bacteria (Larsen & Fiehn, 1996;
Wilson, 1996) and a number of mechanisms that may account for this increased
resistance have been proposed (Mah & O'Toole, 2001).
The exopolysaccharide matrix associated with biofilms is believed to act as a
barrier, hindering or preventing antibacterial agents reaching the target bacteria
within the biofilm (Morton et al., 1998). There appears to be some debate over
whether the exopolysaccharide matrix significantly hinders the diffusion of
antibacterial agents into biofilms (Foley & Gilbert, 1996; Lewis, 2001; Morton at
a!., 1998; Stewart & Costerton, 2001). However, the exopolysaccharide matrix
will chemically quench certain antibacterial agents such as chlorine, thus
providing some protection

(Foley & Gilbert,

1996). Also,

because the

exopolysaccharide matrix is negatively charged it may bind positively charged
antibiotics, such as aminoglycoside antibiotics and other positively charged
antibacterial agents, such as biguanides and certain quaternary ammonium
compounds (Morton at a/., 1998; Stewart & Costerton, 2001). In addition, the
exopolysaccharide matrix may entrap degradative enzymes produced by
attached bacterial cells, which are able to break down certain antibacterial
agents (Morton at a!., 1998).
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Another possible explanation for the increased resistance of bacteria in biofilms
to antibacterial agents depends upon the development of gradients in, for
example, essential nutrients and metabolic products. The development of such
gradients can result in anaerobic niches in the deeper parts of a biofilm. Some
antibacterial agents, such as aminoglycoside antibiotics, have been shown to
be less effective against the same bacterium in anaerobic conditions than they
are in aerobic conditions. Also, the accumulation of acid metabolic products in
the deeper parts of a biofilm could lead to the development of an acidic
environment and it has been suggested that such an environment may
antagonise the activity of antibiotics. In addition, bacteria in the lower layers of a
biofilm are likely to experience nutrient limitation, resulting in slow growth or, in
some cases, no growth (Lewis, 2001; Stewart & Costerton, 2001). There seems
to be a correlation between a decrease in growth rate and an increase in
resistance to antibacterial agents (Xu et al., 2000). In fact, some antibiotics,
such as penicillin, will kill only growing cells (Lewis, 2001).
When bacteria attach to a surface, phenotypic changes may be induced and
this could contribute to the increased resistance of bacteria in biofilms to
antibacterial agents. Work is currently being carried out to try to identify the
genes that are activated and repressed in biofilms compared with planktonic
cells. An increase in the expression of multidrug resistant pumps, which can
force antibacterial agents out of bacterial cells, is one resistance mechanism
that could possibly be induced in attached bacteria (Mah & O’Toole, 2001).
Because biofilms tend to be more resistant to antibacterial agents than
planktonic bacteria, it is important that the assessment of any antibacterial
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agent, which may be used to prevent dental plaque formation or treat oral
diseases is carried out using a biofilm-based model (Wilson, 1996).

1.7.2 BIOFILM-BASED MODELS
There are a number of biofilm-based models that have been, or could be, used
to study the susceptibility of oral biofilms to antibacterial agents and/or the
formation of oral biofilms (Wilson, 1996; Wimpenny, 1997).
Chemostat-based systems have been used to model oral biofilm formation
(Sissons, 1997; Wilson, 1996; Wimpenny, 1997). Experimental surfaces, such
as hydroxyapatite discs, can be submerged in a chemostat. Multi-species
biofilms can then develop on these surfaces (Bradshaw and Marsh, 1996;
Wilson, 1996; Wimpenny, 1997). A disadvantage of this system is that biofilm
thickness cannot be defined. Chemostats have also been used to supply
parallel flow cells with a steady state bacterial culture (Saunders and
Greenman, 2000; Sissons, 1997). The parallel flow cell consists of two parallel
test plates, separated from each other by two Teflon spacers. It contains a fluid
inlet, through which the bacterial culture is pumped, and also an effluent outlet
(Bos et al., 1999; Christersson et al., 1988). Bacterial adhesion, co-adhesion
and desorption can be monitored continuously by using microscopic and imageanalysis techniques. The effect antibacterial agents have on these processes
can be investigated (Bos et al., 1996; Morgan & Wilson, 2000; ten Cate &
Marsh, 1994; van Hoogmoed et a i, 2000).
‘Artificial mouths' can be used to produce oral biofilms on experimental
surfaces, such as enamel blocks or hydroxyapatite discs (Sissons, 1997). The
aim of ‘artificial mouths' is to model the conditions present in the oral cavity (ten
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Cate & Marsh, 1994). Several designs of ‘artificial mouths’ have been
developed. The design that is mainly used consists of a computer-controlled
nutrient supply and rotating platter. The platter contains a series of enamel
blocks or hydroxyapatite discs, and is enclosed within a fermenter. The ‘artificial
mouth’ is inoculated from batch culture. There are disadvantages associated
with the use of ‘artificial mouths’. For example, biofilm thickness cannot be
defined and the number of replicate biofilms that can be produced is small
(Sissons, 1997). An ‘artificial mouth’ has been used to study root surface caries
and enamel caries, and the effect fluoride has on these oral infections (Shu,
1998). An ‘artificial mouth’ has also been used to determine the efficacy of
chlorhexidine at reducing plaque formation. However, little work has been
carried out using ‘artificial mouths’ to investigate the effect of antibacterial
agents (ten Cate & Marsh, 1994).
The Constant Depth Film Fermenter (CDFF) is a useful biofilm-based model
that has been used in many investigations concerning the formation of oral
biofilms and the susceptibility of these oral biofilms to antibacterial agents (Allan
et a/., 2001; Kinniment at a/., 1996a; Kinniment at a/., 1996b; Pratten at a/.,
1998a; Pratten at a/., 1998b; Pratten at a/., 1998c; Pratten & Wilson, 1999;
Ready at a/., 2002; Wilson at a/., 1998). It allows the production of biofilms
under conditions that mimic those found in the oral cavity (Wilson, 1996). The
CDFF contains a rotating turntable. This turntable can hold up to 15
polytetraflouroethylene (PTFE) pans. Each pan can hold 5 or

6

PTFE plugs.

Experimental surfaces, such as hydroxyapatite discs, are placed on these pans
and are recessed to the required depth, usually 300pm (Sissons, 1997). The
pans are inserted so that they are flush with the turntable. The CDFF can be
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inoculated with a single species, multi-species or microcosm inoculum.
Following inoculation, biofilms can begin to develop on the experimental
surfaces. The CDFF allows many replicate biofilms to be produced (up to 90)
(Wilson, 1996). Nutrients are usually provided by artificial saliva although
alternative sources of nutrients can be used (Allan, 1999). The chosen nutrient
source trickles onto the turntable of the CDFF and is distributed over the PTFE
pans by two scraper blades. The two scraper blades also control the thickness
of the biofilms. They remove any excess biofilm, which imitates the continuous
removal of the uppermost layers of the biofilm due to shear forces such as
eating and tongue movement (Wilson, 1996). Biofilms can be aseptically
removed from the CDFF throughout the experiment.
Other biofilm investigative models include the modified Robbins device, the
Rotorque and the Fowler Cell Adhesion Measurement Module (CAMM) but
these models tend not to be used to study oral bacterial biofilms (Wilson, 1996;
Wimpenny, 1997).

1.8 DIRECTION OF PROJECT
As discussed previously, phosphate-based glasses are soluble materials. The
dissolution rate of these glasses is highly linear with time and changing the
composition of the glass may alter the rate of degradation. Thus, phosphatebased glasses offer a unique system for the delivery of metal ions in a
controlled way. There are several metal ions that are known to possess
antibacterial properties, including copper and silver. Potentially, phosphatebased glasses could be used to deliver these antibacterial metal ions to help
treat and/or prevent bacterial infections. The glasses could be placed at the site
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of an infection (or a site where infection is considered likely to occur), with the
antibacterial metal ions being released into the local environment as the glass
dissolves. These antibacterial metal ions would then, hopefully, result in the
treatment or prevention (depending on the clinical application) of any bacterial
infection in the vicinity of the glass. Phosphate-based glasses could also be
used as antibacterial coatings or collars for implants, to help prevent biofilm
formation on the surface of these implants, and hence subsequent infection that
could occur (refer to Section 1.5.3).
Any surface is a potential site for bacterial colonisation, and phosphate-based
glasses are no exception. If bacteria were able to colonise, and form biofilms
on, phosphate-based glasses in vivo this could have important repercussions.
The dissolution rate of phosphate-based glasses could be affected by metabolic
products, such as organic acids, produced by adherent bacteria. Acids are
known to speed up the dissolution rate of phosphate-based glasses (Delahaye
et a/., 1998; Wilson at a/., 1995). This could result in the glass releasing
antibacterial metal ions for an insufficient length of time (during the treatment of
periodontitis, for example) and/or the glass needing to be replaced earlier than
desired (which could occur if a phosphate-based glass collar was being used,
for example).
Bacterial colonisation of phosphate-based glasses could have other deleterious
consequences, such as the development of bacterial infection. Bacterial
colonisation, and subsequent biofilm formation, could lead to irritation and
destruction of surrounding tissue and bone.
In addition, if phosphate-based glasses failed to prevent bacterial colonisation
on their surface, and subsequent biofilm formation, this would raise questions
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about their suitability as delivery devices of antibacterial metal ions for the
treatment and/or prevention of bacterial infections in the local environment.
Therefore, it is important to establish the efficacy of phosphate-based glasses at
reducing the formation and viability of biofilms on their surface.

1.9 HYPOTHESIS
It was hypothesised that copper and silver ions, incorporated into phosphatebased glass discs, would reduce the formation and viability of oral bacterial
biofilms on the surface of these phosphate-based glass discs, with silver ions
proving more effective than copper ions. In addition, it was hypothesised that
dose-related effects would be observed, with an increase in the copper and
silver content of phosphate-based glass discs resulting in a decrease in the
formation and viability of oral bacterial biofilms.
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1.10 AIMS
The aims of this study were:
•

To determine, and compare, the efficacy of copper and silver ions,
incorporated into phosphate-based glass discs, at reducing the formation
and viability of oral bacterial biofilms (single species biofilms and microcosm
biofilms) on the surface of these phosphate-based glass discs, under
conditions designed to mimic the oral environment (supragingival and
subgingival conditions).

•

To establish whether the efficacy of copper and silver-containing phosphatebased glass discs at reducing the formation and viability of oral bacterial
biofilms on their surface could be altered by varying the concentration of
metal ions incorporated into the phosphate-based glass discs.

•

To gain some information about the mechanisms by which copper and silver
ions, incorporated into phosphate-based glass discs, reduced the viability of
bacteria within oral biofilms (if copper and silver were shown to have
antibacterial properties).

The use of phosphate-based glass discs (as opposed to particulate phosphatebased glass, for example) meant that the research would be aimed at particular
clinical applications. It was intended that the research would model the
formation and viability of oral bacterial biofilms on phosphate-based glass
devices that could be used to help prevent dental caries, used to help treat
periodontitis, and used as antibacterial coatings/collars in dentistry (refer to
Section 1.5.3).
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2.1 GLASS PREPARATION
2.1.1 Ca0-Na20-P205 GLASS SYSTEM
2.1.1.1 Calculations
Phosphate-based glasses consisting of calcium oxide (CaO), sodium oxide
(Na2 0 ) and phosphorus pentoxide (P2 O5) were used as controls during all
CDFF experiments. The chemicals used in the production of these phosphatebased glasses were sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2 P0 4 ) (BDH Chemicals
Ltd., Poole, UK), calcium carbonate (CaCOs) (BDH) and phosphorus pentoxide
(P2 O5) (Sigma Chemical Co., Poole, UK). The following discussion provides
details of how the amount of each precursor used for each glass composition
was calculated.

The breakdown products of NaH2 P0 4 are as follows:

2

Molar weight

Nah 2 P0

>

4

240

Na^O + 2 H2 O + P2 O5
62

Molar weight fraction

0.258

36

142

0.150 0.592

Using the above information, the amount of Nah 2 P0 4 required for each glass
was calculated as follows:

(Na20 (mol fraction required) x 62) / 0.258 = Nah 2 P0 4 (g) required

So, for example, if a glass was required that had a Na^D content of 25 mol%
the amount of NaH2 P0 4 required would be 60.08 g.
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Once the amount of NaH2 P0 4 required had been considered, the amount of
P 2O 5

P 2O 5.

needed was calculated. One of the breakdown products of NaH2 P0 4 is
Since the amount of NaH2 P0 4 needed had already been calculated, the

amount of

P 2O 5

obtained from the breakdown of this chemical was calculated as

follows:

NaH2 P0 4 (g) added x 0.592 =

P 2O 5

(g)

For example, if 60.08 g NaH2 P0 4 was added, 35.57 g of this would be

P 2O 5.

The amount of P2O5 required for each glass was calculated as follows:

P 2O 5

(mol fraction required) x 142 =

required (g)

P 2O 5

All glasses used during the study had a
total amount of

P 2O 5

P 2O 5

content of 45 mol%. Thus, the

required was always 63.9 g. The amount of

by NaH2 P0 4 was always less than the amount of
amount of
P 2O 5

P 2O 5

P 2O 5

P 2O 5

supplied

required. Thus, the

provided by NaH2 P0 4 was subtracted from the total amount of

required, and this amount was then added as pure

The breakdown products of CaCOs are as follows:

CaCOa
Molecular weight

> CaO + CO2

100

Molecular weight fraction
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Using the information on the previous page, the amount of CaCOs required for
each glass was calculated as follows:

(CaO (mol fraction required) x 56) / 0.56 = CaCOs (g)

So, for example, if a glass was required that had a CaO content of 20 mol% the
amount of CaCOa required would be 20 g.
In all cases, the calculated amount of each chemical was halved, to help
prevent the molten glass from overflowing the crucible during the melting
process of glass preparation.

2.1.1.2 Preparation
The required chemicals were weighed out and then placed into a platinum
crucible (10% rhodium) (Pt/10%Rh crucible) (Johnson Matthey, Royston, UK).
To melt the chemicals, the crucible was placed in a pre-heated furnace
(Carbolite) at 990°C for 1 hour. The molten glass was then poured into graphite
moulds, which had been pre-heated to 350°C using a second furnace
(Dentsply). The graphite moulds were then placed back into the second
furnace, the furnace was switched off and the glass was gradually allowed to
cool to room temperature. The resulting glass rods were cut into discs using a
rotary diamond saw (Testbourne Ltd., Basingstoke, UK). The cutting liquid used
was methanol (Sigma).
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2.1.1.3 Composition
Table 2.1 shows the compositions of the Ca0-Na20-P20s glasses produced
during the project. Table 2.2 shows the amount of each precursor (g) used to
produce these glass compositions.

Table 2.1 Compositions of the Ca0-Na20-P20s glasses used during the project
Glass code

CaO (mol%)

Na 2 0 (mol%)

P2O 5 (mol%)

Cai4Na4iP45

14

41

45

Cai6Na3gP45

16

39

45

Cai8Na37P45

18

37

45

Ca2oNa35P45

20

35

45

Ca22Na33P45

22

33

45

Ca24Na3iP45

24

31

45
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Table 2.2 Amount of each precursor used to produce the Ca 0 -Na2 0 -P2 0 s
glasses used during the project
Glass code

NaH2P0 4 (g)

CaCOa (g)

P2O 5 (g)

Cai4Na4iP45

49.26

7.00

2.79

Cai6Na3gP45

46.86

8 .0 0

4.21

CaiaNa37P45

44.46

9.00

5.63

Ca2oNa3sP45

42.05

1 0 .0 0

7.06

Ca22Na33P45

39.65

1 1 .0 0

8.48

Ca24Na3iP45

37.25

1 2 .0 0

9.90
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2.1.2 Ca0-Na20-P205-Cu GLASS SYSTEM
2.1.2.1 Calculations
The chemicals used in the production of copper-containing phosphate-based
glasses were NaH2 P0 4 , CaCOa, P2 O5 and copper sulphate (CUSO4 ) (BDH).
The amounts of Nah 2 P0 4 ,

P 2O 5

and CaCOa needed for each copper-containing

glass were calculated in the same way as they were for the Na2 0 -Ca 0 -P2 0 s
glasses (see Section 2.1.1.2).
It was unclear whether copper would be present in copper-containing glasses
as copper (I) oxide (CU2O), copper (II) oxide (CuO) or a mixture of the two
oxides. Therefore, the amount of copper used to produce the majority of the
copper-containing glass compositions was calculated as follows:

Molar weight of CUSO4 = 160 g
Molar weight of Cu = 64 g

(64 X 100) /1 6 0 = 40% (percentage of Cu ions in

C U S O 4 )

(Cu (mol fraction required) x 64) / 0.4 = amount of CUSO4 (g) needed

So, for example, if a glass was required that had a copper content of 5 mol%
the amount of CUSO4 required would be

8

g.

This method of calculating the amount of CUSO4 required for each coppercontaining phosphate-based glass assumed that copper was present as
metallic copper as opposed to its oxide within the glass structure. However, the
oxidation state of copper oxide within the glass structure would have to be
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known in order to calculate the amount of CUSO4 required to produce a glass
with a particular copper oxide content (mol%).
CaioNa35 P4sCuOio (CuO) was prepared assuming that copper was present only
as copper (II) oxide. If this were the case, the break down products of CUSO4
would be as follows:

CUSO4 — > CuO + SO3
Molar weight

160

Molar weight fraction

80

80

0.5

0.5

Using the above information, the amount of CUSO4 required for this glass was
calculated as follows:

(CuO (mol fraction required) x 80) / 0.5 = CUSO4 (g) required

Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio (CU2 O) was prepared assuming that copper was present only
as copper (I) oxide. If this were the case, the break down products of CUSO4
would be as follows:

2CUSO4 — > CU2O + 2SO3 + % O2

Molar weight

319

Molar weight fraction

90

143

160

16

0.45

0.50

0.05
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Using the information on the previous page, the amount of CUSO4 required for
this glass was calculated as follows:

(CU2 O (mol fraction required) x 143) / 0.45 = CUSO4 (g) required

In all cases, the calculated amount of each chemical was halved, to help
prevent the glass from overflowing the crucible during the melting process of
glass preparation.

2.1.2.2 Preparation
The required chemicals were weighed out and then placed into a Pt/10%Rh
crucible. To melt the chemicals, the crucible was placed in a pre-heated furnace
at 830°C for 1 hour. The molten glass was then poured into graphite moulds,
which had been pre-heated to 350°C using a second furnace. The graphite
moulds were then placed back into the second furnace, the furnace was
switched off and the glass was gradually allowed to cool to room temperature.
The resulting glass rods were cut into discs using a rotary diamond saw. The
cutting liquid used was methanol.

2.1.2.3 Composition
Table 2.3 shows the compositions of the Ca0 -Na2 0 -P2 0 s-Cu glasses used
during the project. Table 2.4 shows the amount of each precursor (g) used to
produce these glass compositions.
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Table 2.3 Compositions of the Ca0-Na20-P20s-Cu glasses used during the
project
Glass code

CaO (mol%)

Na2 0 (mol%)

P2 O5 (mol%)

Cu (mol%)

Ca2oNa34P45Cui

20

34

45

1

Ca22Na32P4sCui

22

32

45

1

CaigNa32P45Cu5

18

32

45

5

Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5

20

30

45

5

CaioNa35P4sCuio

10

35

45

10

20

25

45

10

Ca2oNa25P4sCuio

20

25

45

10

Cai8Na22P4sCui5

18

22

45

15

Ca2oNa2oP4sCui5

20

20

45

15

(CuO)
Ca2oNa25P4sCuio
(CU2 O)
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Table 2.4 Amount of each precursor used to produce the Ca0-Na20-P20s-Cu
glasses used during the project
Glass code

NaH2P0 4 (g)

CaCOs (g)

P2O 5 (g)

CUSO4

Ca2oNa34P45Cui

40.85

1 0 .0 0

7.77

0.80

Ca22Na32P4sCui

38.45

1 1 .0 0

9.19

0.80

Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5

36.05

1 0 .0 0

10.61

4.00

CaioNa35P4sCuio

42.06

5.00

7.06

8 .0 0

30.04

1 0 .0 0

14.17

15.89

Ca2oNa25P4sCuio

30.04

1 0 .0 0

14.17

8 .0 0

Cai8Na22P45CUi5

26.43

9.00

16.31

1 2 .0 0

Ca2oNa2oP4sCui5

24.03

1 0 .0 0

17.73

1 2 .0 0

(CuO)
Ga2oNa25P45Cuio
(CU2 O)
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2.1.3 Ca0-Na20-P20s-Ag GLASS SYSTEM
2.1.3.1 Calculations
The chemicals used in the production of silver-containing phosphate-based
glasses were NaH2 P0 4 , CaCOs, P2O5 and silver sulphate (Ag2 S 0 4 ) (BDH). The
amounts of Nah 2 P0 4 ,

P 2O 5

and CaCOs needed for each silver-containing glass

were calculated in the same way as they were for the Na2 0 -Ca 0 -P2 0 s glasses
(see Section 2.1.1.2).
It was unclear whether silver would be present in silver-containing glasses as
silver (I) oxide (Ag2 0 ), silver (II) oxide (AgO) or a mixture of the two oxides.
Therefore, the amount of silver used to produce the silver-containing glasses
was calculated as follows;

Molar weight of Ag 2 S 0 4 = 312 g
Molar weight of Ag 2 = 216 g

(216

X 100)

/ 312 = 69% (percentage of Ag ions in Ag 2 S0 4 )

(Ag (mol fraction required) x 108) / 0.69 = amount of Ag 2 S 0 4 (g) needed

This method of calculating the amount of Ag 2 S0 4 required for each silvercontaining phosphate-based glass assumed that silver was present as metallic
silver as opposed to its oxide within the glass structure. However, the oxidation
state of silver oxide within the glass structure would have to be known in order
to calculate the amount of Ag 2S 0 4 required to produce a glass with a particular
silver oxide content (mol%).
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In ail cases, the calculated amount of each chemical was halved, to help
prevent the glass from overflowing the crucible during the melting process of
glass preparation.

2.1.3.2 Preparation
The required chemicals were weighed out and then placed into a vitreous silica
crucible (Saint-Gobain Quartz, Tyne & Wear, UK). To melt the chemicals, the
crucible was placed in a pre-heated furnace at 990°C for 1 hour. The molten
glass was then poured into graphite moulds, which had been pre-heated to
350°C using a second furnace. The graphite moulds were then placed back into
the second furnace, the furnace was switched off and the glass was gradually
allowed to cool to room temperature. The resulting glass rods were cut into
discs using a rotary diamond saw. The cutting liquid used was methanol.
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2.1.3.3 Composition
Table 2.5 shows the compositions of the Ca0-Na20-P20s-Ag glasses used
during the project. Table 2.6 shows the amount of each precursor (g) used to
produce these glass compositions.

Table 2.5 Compositions of the Ca0 -Na2 0 -P2 0 5 -Ag glasses used during the
project
Glass code

CaO (mol%)

Na2 0 (mol%)

P2O5 (mol%)

Ag (mol%)

Ca2oNa34P45Agi

20

34

45

1

Ca2oNa3oP45Ag5

20

30

45

1

Cai6Na29P45Agio

16

29

45

10

Cai8Na27P45Agio

18

27

45

10

Ca2oNa25P4sAgio

20

25

45

10

Cai6Na24P45Agi5

16

24

45

15

Cai8Na22P4sAgi5

18

22

45

15

Ca2oNa24P4sAgi5

20

24

45

15
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Table 2.6 Amount of each precursor used to produce the Ca 0 -Na 2 0 -P2 0 s-Ag
glasses used during the project
Glass code

NaH2 P0 4 (g)

CaCOg (g)

P2O5 (g)

A g 2S0 4 (g)

Ca2oNa34P45Agi

40.85

1 0 .0 0

7.77

0.78

Ca2oNa3oP45Ag5

36.05

1 0 .0 0

10.61

3.91

Cai6Na2gP45Agio

34.84

8 .0 0

11.33

7.83

CaigNa27P45Agio

32.44

9.00

12.75

7.83

Ca2oNa25P4sAgio

30.04

1 0 .0 0

14.17

7.83

Cai6Na24P4sAgi5

28.84

8 .0 0

14.88

11.74

Cai8Na22P4sAgi5

26.43

9.00

16.31

11.74

Ca2oNa2oP4sAgi5

24.03

1 0 .0 0

17.73

11.74
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2.2 DISSOLUTION TESTS
Rods (15 mm diameter) of phosphate-based glass were cut into 2 mm thick
discs. For each glass composition, three replicate discs were used. The precise
thickness and diameter of each disc were measured using vernier callipers
(Mitutoyo, Tokyo, Japan). The surface area of each disc was then calculated as
follows:

Surface area = 27rrt + 2ni^

Where t = thickness of disc (cm) and r = radius of disc (cm)

The discs were also weighed (mg). Each disc was placed in 25 ml distilled
water, which was held in a 75 ml plastic container (Bibby Sterilin Ltd., Stone,
UK). The containers were incubated aerobically at 37°C. At various time
intervals the discs were removed, dried and then weighed. The weight loss of a
disc at a particular time was calculated as follows:

Weight loss = (Mo - Mt) / A

Where Mq = initial weight (mg), Mt = weight loss at t hours (mg) and A = surface
area (cm^). The data obtained was plotted as mean weight loss (mg.cm'^)
against time (hours). The dissolution rate (mg.cm'^.hr'^) was calculated from the
slope of the graph. Dissolution tests were carried out for a maximum of 15 days.
Dissolution tests were also carried out in artificial saliva (for the composition of
artificial saliva used refer to Section 2.3.2.1) and artificial gingival crevicular fluid
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(for the composition of artificial gingival crevicular fluid used refer to Section
2.3.2.2). These dissolution tests were only carried out over a 5 hour period, due
to contamination of the media.

2.3 CONSTANT DEPTH FILM FERMENTER (CDFF) EXPERIMENTS
A CDFF was used to determine the antibacterial activity of phosphate-based
glasses against single species and microcosm oral biofiims. All singles species
experiments were carried out under conditions that mimicked the supragingival
environment. That is, an aerobic environment and artificial saliva (for the
composition of artificial saliva used refer to Section 2.3.2.1) as a nutrient source
were used. Microcosm experiments were also carried out under supragingival
conditions, with pooled saliva been used as the inoculum (refer to Section
2.3.1.2) In addition, microcosm experiments were carried out under conditions
that mimicked the subgingival environment. That is, an anaerobic environment
and artificial gingival crevicular fluid (for the composition of artificial gingival
crevicular fluid used refer to Section 2.3.2.2) as a nutrient source were used.
Pooled subgingival plaque was used as an inoculum (refer to Section 2.3.1.3).

2.3.1 INOCULUM
2.3.1.1 Single species experiments
In all single species experiments the bacterium used was Streptococcus
sanguis NCTC 10904. Tryptone soya agar plates (Oxoid Ltd., Basingstoke, UK)
were inoculated with the type culture and then incubated aerobically at 37°C for
24 hours. Following incubation, individual colonies were transferred from the
agar plates to 10 ml tryptone soya broth (Oxoid). This broth was incubated
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aerobically at 37°C for 24 hours. After this time, the resulting culture was added
to 100 ml sterile tryptone soya broth. This broth was incubated at 37°C for a
further 24 hours. The resulting culture was then Gram stained to check the
purity of the culture. There was no sign of contamination so the culture was
distributed in 1 ml aliquots into cryovials (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK).
These were stored at -70°C.

2.3.1.2 Microcosm experiments (supragingival conditions)
In all microcosm experiments carried out under supragingival conditions, pooled
saliva was used. Saliva was collected from 10 healthy individuals, pooled
together, mixed and then distributed in 1 ml aliquots into cryovials. These
cryovials were then stored at -70°C.

2.3.1.3 Microcosm experiments (subgingival conditions)
In all microcosm experiments carried out under subgingival conditions, pooled
subgingival plaque was used. Subgingival plaque was collected from individuals
requiring treatment for moderate to advanced Adult Periodontitis from the
Department of

Periodontology

at the

Eastman

Dental

Hospital.

Each

subgingival plaque sample (containing subgingival plaque from at least two
periodontal pockets) was suspended in 1 ml of reduced transfer fluid (RTF)
(cryoprotectant) and stored at -70°C until required. When needed, the samples
were de-frosted and centrifuged at

1 0 ,0 0 0

rpm in a benchtop centrifuge

(Eppendorf UK) for 10 minutes. The RTF was removed, leaving a pellet at the
bottom of the centrifuge tube. The pellets were suspended in 20 ml of pre
reduced Brain Heart Infusion Broth (Oxoid) with 10% glycerol (Sigma). The
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ml aliquots into

cryovials.
RTF was prepared as described by Syed & Loesche (1972) using several stock
solutions. Tables 2.7 to 2.10 show the compositions of the stock solutions used
(all chemicals were obtained from Sigma). Table 2.11 shows the composition of
RTF.

Table 2.7 Composition of stock solution 1 used during the production of RTF
Ingredients

Quantity per 100 ml distilled water
(9)

Dibasic potassium phosphate

0 .6

Table 2.8 Composition of the magnesium sulphate stock solution used during
the production of RTF
Quantity per 100 ml distilled water

Ingredients

(9)
Magnesium sulphate

2.5
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Table 2.9 Composition of stock solution 2 used during the production of RTF
Quantity per 99 ml distilled water

Ingredients
Potassium chloride

1 2

g

Ammonium sulphate

1 2

g

Monobasic potassium phosphate

0 .6

g

Magnesium sulphate stock solution

1

ml

Table 2.10 Composition of sodium carbonate stock solution used during the
production of RTF
Ingredients

Quantity per 10 ml distilled water (g)

Sodium carbonate

0 .8

Table 2.11 Composition of 100 ml RTF
Ingredients

Quantity (ml)

Stock solution 1

7.5

Stock solution 2

7.5

Sodium carbonate stock solution

0.5

Distilled water

80.0

The medium was autoclaved at 120°C for 15 minutes. Once cooled, a solution
of the reducing agent dithiothreitol (0.02 g in 5 ml distilled water) (Sigma), which
had been filter sterilised using Nalgene 0.2 |im syringe filters (Fisher Scientific),
was added.
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2.3.2 NUTRIENT SOURCE
2.3.2.1 Artificial saliva
Artificial saliva, as described by Pratten et al. (1998c), was used as a nutrient
source in all single species and microcosm experiments (supragingival
conditions). The composition of the artificial saliva used is shown in Table 2.12.

Table 2.12 Composition of artificial saliva
Ingredients

g/L

‘Lab-lemco’ powder ®

1 .0

Yeast extract ®

2 .0

Proteose peptone ®

5.0

Mucin Type III

2.5

Sodium chloride ^

0.35

Calcium chloride ^

0 .2

Potassium chloride ^

0 .2

®Supplied by Oxoid
^ Supplied by Sigma
^ Supplied by BDH

The medium was autoclaved at 121°C for 15 minutes. After autoclaving,
1.25ml/L of 40% (w/v) filter sterilised urea (Sigma) was added.
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2.3 2.2 Artificial gingival crevicular fluid
Artificial gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) was used in all microcosm experiments
(subgingival conditions). This contained 600 ml/L of RPMI medium (without Lglutamine, without phenol red) (Sigma) and 400 ml/L horse serum (Oxoid). In
addition, 10 ml/L of a 0.5 mg/ml stock solution of haemin (Sigma) was added (to
give a final concentration of 5 pg/ml in artificial GCF). Also, 10 ml/L of a 0.1
mg/ml stock solution of menadione (Sigma) was added (to give a final
concentration of 1 pg/ml in artificial GCF).
The haemin stock solution was prepared by dissolving 50 mg haemin in 1 ml
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (BDH) (1 mole). This was then diluted to 100 ml with
sterile distilled water. The solution was filter sterilised. The stock solution was
stored at 4°C for a period of one month.
The menadione stock solution was prepared by dissolving 10 mg menadione in
2 ml ethanol (BDH) (95%). This was then diluted to 100 ml with sterile distilled
water. The solution was filter sterilised. The stock solution was stored at 4°C for
a period of one month.

2.3.3 SUBSTRATA
2.3.3.1 Phosphate-based glass discs
In all CDFF experiments, phosphate-based glass discs were used as substrata.
Rods (5 mm diameter) of glass were produced and cut into 2 mm thick discs
(for the glass preparation procedure refer to Section 2.1). These discs were
then polished using a Knuth Rotor (Struers Ltd., Glasgow, UK). The silicon
carbide grinding paper (1000 grit) (Struers) used had a grain size of 14-22 pm.
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2.3 3.2 Hydroxyapatite discs
In all CDFF experiments, hydroxyapatite discs were also used as substrata.
Hydroxyapatite powder (Plasma Biotal Ltd., Tideswell, UK) was pressed into 5
mm diameter discs using a hydraulic press (Specac, Orpington, UK). These
discs were then placed in a furnace (Lenton). The furnace was programmed so
that the temperature increased by 4°C per minute until a temperature of 1000°G
was reached. The furnace was maintained at this temperature for one hour. The
discs were then furnace cooled to room temperature. The discs were then
polished in the same manner as the phosphate-based glass discs (Section
2.3.3.1).

2.3.4 ASSEMBLY OF CDFF
A diagrammatic representation of the CDFF (John Parry-Jones Engineering,
Cardiff, UK) can be seen in Figure 2.1. As is shown by this diagram, the CDFF
contains a stainless steel turntable. This turntable, illustrated in more detail in
Figure 2.2, can hold up to 15 polytetraflouroethylene (PTFE) pans. Each PTFE
pan can hold several PTFE plugs. Discs (substrata) were placed on these PTFE
plugs and recessed to 300 pm. The PTFE pans were then inserted so that they
were flush with the turntable.
The CDFF also consists of a cylindrical glass vessel and two stainless steel end
plates. Between the glass vessel and each plate there is a PTFE seal. During
assembly of the CDFF, silicone grease (Fisher Scientific) was applied to each of
these seals. Silicone grease was used to seal the CDFF.
The CDFF has three tie bars, which protrude through the top plate. Nuts were
screwed onto each of these tie bars and tightened using a spanner.
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The top plate contains an air inlet port, 3 medium inlet ports and a sampling
port. Two Whatman Hepa-vent air filters (0.2 pm) (Fisher Scientific) were
attached to the air inlet port by silicone tubing (Fisher Scientific). Silicone tubing
was also used to attach a female chrome connector (Altec Products Ltd., Alton,
UK) to each medium inlet port.
The bottom plate contains a medium outlet port. A female chrome connector
was attached to this medium outlet port by silicone tubing.
Following sterilisation of the CDFF, a motor was attached to the bottom plate.
The motor was held in place by four screws, tightened using an Allen key.
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Figure 2.1 Diagrammatic representation of a CDFF
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Figure 2.2 Diagrammatic representation of the turntable of the CDFF
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2.3.5 STERILISATION OF CDFF
The CDFF could not be sterilised by autoclaving, as the phosphate-based glass
discs were soluble. Therefore, dry heat sterilisation was used. The CDFF was
placed in a hot air oven and sterilised by using a temperature of 160°C for 1
hour.

2.3.6 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
2.3.6.1

Single

species

and

microcosm

experiments

(supragingival

conditions)
The female chrome connectors attached to the CDFF were used to connect it to
the inoculation vessel, fresh medium bottle and effluent bottle, the silicone
tubing of which had the corresponding male chrome connectors.
Figure 2.3 shows a diagrammatic representation of the experimental set-up.
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Figure 2.3 Diagrammatic representation of the experimental set-up
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2.3 6.2 Microcosm experiments (subgingivai conditions)
During microcosm experiments (subgingival conditions), the equipment was set
up as discussed in Section 2.3.6.1 with the following exceptions. A 5% carbon
dioxide, 95% nitrogen gas cylinder (BOC, Guildford, UK) was used to produce
an anaerobic environment in the CDFF. The gas cylinder was attached to a gas
flow regulator (Raton) by reinforced Nalgene PVC tubing (Fisher Scientific). The
gas flow regulator was attached to the air filters of the CDFF by silicon tubing.
During all anaerobic experiments, a pressure of 1 bar was used. The flow rate
of gas was 60 cm^/min.

2.3.7 INOCULATION OF CDFF
2.3.7.1 Single species experiments
One cryovial of S. sanguis (see Section 2.3.1.1) was defrosted. Tryptone soya
agar plates were then streaked with S. sanguis. These plates were incubated
aerobically at 37°C for 24 hours. Following incubation, individual colonies were
transferred from the agar plates to 5 ml tryptone soya broth. This was incubated
aerobically at 37°C for 24 hours. After this time, the resulting culture of S.
sanguis was Gram stained and then, if contamination was not detected, used to
inoculate 1 L artificial saliva. This was incubated aerobically at 37°C for 24
hours. A peristaltic pump (Watson Marlow Ltd., Cornwall, UK) was then used to
pump the inoculated artificial saliva into the CDFF at a flow rate of 0.5ml/min,
the mean salivary flow rate in man (Wilson et al., 1995). The inoculum,
maintained at 37°C, was pumped into the CDFF for 24 hours.
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After 24 hours, the inoculation flask was disconnected and replaced with fresh
artificial saliva. A peristaltic pump was used to pump this fresh medium into the
CDFF at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min.

2 3.7.2 Microcosm experiments (supragingival conditions)
One cryovial of pooled saliva was defrosted (see Section 2.3.1.2) and used to
inoculate 500 ml artificial saliva. A peristaltic pump was used to pump the
inoculated artificial saliva into the CDFF at a flow rate of 0.5ml/min. The
inoculum, maintained at 37°C, was pumped into the CDFF for

8

hours. A

magnetic stirrer was used during this time to make sure the inoculum was
thoroughly mixed.
After

8

hours, the inoculation flask was disconnected and replaced with fresh

artificial saliva. A peristaltic pump was used to pump this fresh medium into the
CDFF at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min.

2.3.7.S Microcosm experiments (subgingival conditions)
Two cryovials of pooled subgingival plaque (see Section 2.3.1.3) were defrosted
and used to inoculate 500 ml artificial GCF. A peristaltic pump was used to
pump this inoculated artificial GCF into the CDFF at a flow rate of 1ml/min. The
inoculum, maintained at 37°C, was pumped into the CDFF for

8

hours. A

magnetic stirrer was used during this time to make sure the inoculum was
thoroughly mixed.
After

8

hours, the inoculation flask was disconnected and replaced with fresh

artificial GCF. A peristaltic pump was used to pump this fresh medium into the
CDFF at a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min.
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2.3.8 OPERATING CONDITIONS
The CDFF was incubated at 37°C during all experiments. The turntable rotated
at a speed of 3 revolutions per minute (rpm), powered by the motor attached to
the bottom plate. The motor was driven by a 15 volt power pack (BBH Power
Products).

2.3.9 REMOVAL OF SAMPLES
The turntable of the CDFF was stopped when the PTFE pan to be removed was
underneath the sampling port. The sampling port was then flamed and the lid
was unscrewed. In the centre of each PTFE pan there is a hole (see Figure
2.2). A sterile sampling tool was screwed into the central hole of the desired
PTFE pan, the PTFE pan was removed from the CDFF and the sampling port
lid was quickly replaced.
Following removal from the CDFF, the PTFE pan was immersed in 10 ml
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Oxoid) to remove any unattached cells. Discs
were removed from the PTFE pans using sterile forceps. Analytical procedures
were then carried out.

2.3.10 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES (VIABLE COUNTS)
2.3.10.1 Single species experiments
Discs were placed in 1 ml PBS and vortexed for 1 minute to remove the
attached biofilms. Serial dilutions were then carried out in PBS. Tryptone soya
agar plates were divided in half and

20

pi of the neat suspension and each

dilution was spread on these agar plates in quadruplicate. The plates were
incubated aerobically at 37°C for 48 hours.
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2.3.10.2 Microcosm experiments (supragingival conditions)
Discs were placed in 1 ml PBS and vortexed for 1 minute to remove the
attached biofilms. Serial dilutions were then carried out in PBS. Agar plates
were divided in half and 25 \i\ of the neat suspension and each dilution was
spread on these agar plates in duplicate.
Blood agar no. 2 (Oxoid) was autoclaved at 120°C for 15 minutes. Once this
had cooled, 7 % horse blood (E&O laboratories, Burnhouse, UK) was added
before the plates were prepared. Blood agar plates were used to determine total
aerobic and total anaerobic counts. For total aerobic counts, the plates were
incubated aerobically at 37°C for 48 hours. For total anaerobic counts, the
plates were incubated anaerobically at 37°C for 96 hours.
Mitis salivarius (MS) agar (BD UK, Oxford, UK) was autoclaved at 120°C for 15
minutes. Once cooled, 1 ml/L potassium tellurite (BD UK) was added before the
plates were prepared. MS agar plates were used to enumerate the streptococci
species. These plates were incubated anaerobically at 37°C for 48 hours.
Veillonella agar (BD UK) was autoclaved at 120°C for 15 minutes. Once this
had cooled, 1 ml of a 7.5 mg/L vancomycin (Sigma) solution was added before
the plates were prepared. Veillonella agar plates were used to isolate Veillonella
species. These plates were incubated anaerobically at 37°C for 48 hours.
Cadmium fluoride-acriflavin-tellurite (CFAT) agar was used to enumerate
Actinomyces species. These plates were incubated anaerobically at 37°C for 48
hours. Table 2.3 shows the composition of CFAT agar.
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Table 2.13 Composition of CFAT agar
Ingredients

g/L

Tryptone soya broth ®

30

Agar Technical (no. 3) *

15

Glucose ^

5

^ Supplied by Oxoid Ltd.
^ Supplied by Sigma Chemical Co.

The medium was autoclaved at 120°C for 15 minutes. Once cool, 50 ml/L horse
blood, 13 mg/L cadmium sulphate (Sigma), 1.2 mg/L neutral acriflavin (Sigma),
2.5 mg/L potassium tellurite (Sigma) and 0.25 mg/L basic fuschin (Oxoid) were
added.

2.3.10.3 M icrocosm experiments (subgingival conditions)
Discs were placed in 1 ml fastidious anaerobic broth (FAB) (IDG UK, Bury, UK)
and vortexed for 1 minute to remove the attached biofilms. Serial dilutions were
then carried out in FAB. Agar plates were divided in half and 25 pi of the neat
suspension and each dilution was spread on these agar plates in duplicate.
Blood agar plates were used to determine total aerobic and total anaerobic
counts. For total aerobic counts, the plates were incubated aerobically at 37°C
for 48

hours.

For total anaerobic counts,

the plates were

incubated

anaerobically at 37°C for 10 days. MS agar was used to determine the
streptococci count. These plates were incubated anaerobically at 37°C for 48
hours.
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2.3.11 ANALTICAL PROCEDURES (TOTAL COUNTS)
A number of methods were carried out in an attempt to determine the total
number of bacterial cells attached to the substrata. Total counts were attempted
during

the

single

species

experiments

and

microcosm

experiments

(supragingival conditions).
Discs were placed in 1 ml PBS and vortexed for 1 minute as part of the viable
count procedure (see Section 2.3.10). Three different methods were then
applied to try to obtain total counts using the bacterial suspensions.
In the first method, a known volume (5 pi) of the PBS suspensions was used in
a haemocytometer. Cells were viewed using a Zeiss microscope (x 40 objective
lens).
The second method involved using the Baclight live/dead viability kit (Molecular
Probes Inc., Eugene, USA). This viability kit consists of two components.
Component A contains 1.67 mM of SYTO 9 and 1.67 mM propidium iodide in
anhydrous dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). Component B contains 1.67 mM SYTO
9 and 18.3 mM propidium iodide in anhydrous DMSO. SYTO 9 is a green
fluorescent nucleic acid stain. Propidium iodide is a red fluorescent nucleic acid
stain. Individually, SYTO 9 will tend to stain all bacteria, whether they have
intact or damaged membranes. However, propidium iodide will penetrate only
bacteria with damaged membranes. If both stains are present, propidium iodide
causes a reduction in SYTO 9. As a result, bacteria with intact cell membranes
will stain green while bacteria with damaged membranes will stain red.
Component A and component B (1.5 pi of each) were added to each PBS
suspension. The solution was left in the dark for approximately 10 minutes.
After this time, 3.5 pi of the suspension was added to a microscope slide and
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covered with a coverslip. The biofilms were viewed with a Zeiss microscope
using blue fluorescent light (x 100 objective lens).
The aim of the third method was to stain the bacterial cells with methylene blue.
A 1% methylene blue (Cairn Chemicals Ltd., Chesham, UK) solution was
prepared, and 0.5 ml of this solution was added to 0.5 ml of each PBS
suspension. This was left for 1 minute. After this time, the cells were observed
using a Zeiss microscope (x 100 objective lens).
During any of the three procedures discussed, if cells could not be seen, or only
a small number of cells could be seen, PBS suspensions were pooled together.
For each type of disc, at each time period, three replicate discs were used, thus
there were three PBS suspensions that could be pooled together following the
viable counts procedure. A volume of 1 ml PBS suspension (pooled) was
centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 minutes to concentrate the cells. A volume of
990 pi PBS was removed and discarded, the remainder being used to try to
obtain total counts. If necessary, the remaining PBS was centrifuged again in
the same manner, following the addition of a further 1ml PBS suspension
(pooled).
Finally, staining of intact biofilms with the Baclight live/dead viability kit was
carried out in an attempt to obtain total counts. Component A and component B
(1.5 pi of each) were added to 10 ml PBS. A drop of this was added to intact
biofilms, which were then kept in the dark for approximately 10 minutes. The
biofilms were viewed with a Zeiss microscope using blue fluorescent light (x 100
objective lens).
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ELECTRON

MICROSCOPY)
Discs were placed in 3% giutaraidehyde (Agar Scientific, Essex, UK) in 0.1 M
sodium cacodylate (Sigma) buffer, to fix the cells, and stored at 4°C overnight.
After this time, the specimens were placed in 1% osmium tetroxide (Sigma) at
4°C for 2 hours, which post-fixed the cells. The cells were then dehydrated in a
graded series of alcohols (ethanol) (20%, 50%, 70% and 90%). The specimens
were left in each alcohol for 15 minutes, before being rinsed 3 times in 100 %
alcohol (10 minutes each time). The specimens were then transferred into
hexadimethyldisilazane (Taab Laboratory Equipment Ltd., Reading, UK) and
removed after 2 minutes. Following this, the specimens were placed in a
dessicator and left to dry. Once dry, the specimens were mounted on to
aluminium stubs (Agar Scientific) using araldite (Sigma) and sputter-coated with
gold/palladium in a Polaron E5000 sputter coater. The specimens were then
viewed with a Cambridge 90B Scanning Electron Microscope operating at
15KV.

2.3.13

ANALYTICAL

PROCEDURES

(TRANSMISSION

ELECTRON

MICROSCOPY)
Discs were placed in 3% giutaraidehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, to
fix the cells, and stored at 4°C overnight. The cells were then dehydrated in a
graded series of alcohols (ethanol) (20%, 50% and 70%). The specimens were
left in each alcohol for 15 minutes, before being rinsed 3 times in 90% alcohol
(10 minutes each time). The specimens were then immersed in LR White (Agar
Scientific), which had been mixed with an equal volume of 90% alcohol, for 30
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minutes. Following this, the specimens were immersed in pure LR White for a
further 30 minutes. They were then left overnight in another batch of pure LR
White. The specimens were placed in a third batch of pure LR White for 30
minutes. LR White accelerator (Agar Scientific) was added to pre-coo led LR
White (15 pi of accelerator to every 10 ml of LR White) in a foil dish and stirred
for 30 seconds. During this stage, care had to be taken to exclude all air from
the resin or it would not set. The LR White was then polymerised in a freezer at
-20°C for 24 hours. Once the resin had set, the samples were sliced into 1 mm
sections on an EXAKT saw (EXAKT, Hamburg, Germany). The substrates
(hydroxyapatite discs or glass discs) were then gently eased away from the
resin leaving any biofilm within the resin. The specimens were sectioned into 1
pm sections, which were stained with methylene blue. These were viewed with
a light microscope. If bacteria were seen, 900 nm sections were cut. These
sections were mounted onto 200 mesh carbon-formvar-coated copper grids
(Agar Scientific). The sections were stained with uranyl acetate (Sigma) and
lead citrate (Sigma) and viewed in a JEOL 100-CX II Transmission Electron
Microscope.

2.3.14 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES (DISSOLUTION RATE OF GLASS
DISCS IN THE CDFF)
The weight loss of phosphate-based glass discs (and hydroxyapatite discs, in
some cases) in the CDFF was calculated. Before assembly of the CDFF,
phosphate-based glass discs were weighed, and their diameter and thickness
measured using vernier callipers. The surface area of each disc was calculated
(refer to Section 2.2).
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Discs taken from the CDFF were placed in 1 ml PBS (or 1 ml FAB) and
vortexed for 1 minute as part of the viable count procedure (refer to Section
2.3.10). These discs were then removed and dried. Following this, the discs
were placed in a hot air oven at a temperature of 160°C for 1 hour. The discs
were then weighed. The weight loss per unit area against time was calculated
(refer to Section 2.2). The data obtained was plotted as the mean weight loss
(mg.cm'^) against time (hours). The dissolution

rate (mg.cm'^.hr"^) was

calculated from the slope of the graph.

2.3.15 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES (PROFILOMETRY)
An impression of the surface of each disc was made using addition-cured
silicone (Schottlander & Davies Ltd., Letchworth, UK). Each impression was
then scanned by a non contacting laser profilometer (ProScan 1000) (Scantron
Industrial Products Ltd., Taunton, UK). A KL131A laser was used for this. The
start position (the point where the first measurement is taken) was set manually
for each scan. The step size (the distance the stage moves between
measurements) was set at 10 pm x 10 pm. The number of steps (total number
of measurements taken in a single line) was set at 600 x 600. Once scanning
had been completed, three 1 mm^ areas of the acquired image were selected.
The actual surface area of each selected area was calculated. Ten Ra values
(defined as the arithmetic average deviation of the points from the mean line)
were also calculated per 1 mm^ area.
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2.3.16 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Two way analysis of variance (ANOVA), following logio transformation of data,
was used to test for significant differences between the viable counts of oral
bacteria in biofilms formed on the various types of disc used during CDFF
experiments.

However,

if zero

counts

were

obtained,

logio

(Y

+

1)

transformation of data was carried out prior to two way ANOVA.
Statistical tests were also carried out to determine whether there were any
significant differences between the dissolution of the glass discs in the CDFF.
The F-max test was carried out to establish whether variances were similar to
each other. If variances were deemed to be suitably similar, two way ANOVA
was carried out. If variances were found not to be similar, a suitable
transformation procedure was used to transform data prior to two way ANOVA
been carried out. Significant differences between the surface area and Ra
values of the different types of disc investigated in the CDFF were also detected
using this method.
One way ANOVA was used to determine whether there were any significant
differences in the weight loss of hydroxyapatite discs in the CDFF at various
time intervals. The F-max test had previously revealed that variances were
suitably similar.
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CHAPTER 3
Dissolution of phosphate-based glasses
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3.1 AIM
Subsequent chapters will discuss the use of a CDFF to investigate the
formation and viability of oral bacterial biofilns on phosphate-based glass discs,
under conditions similar to those found in the oral cavity. In these experiments,
the antibacterial properties of phosphate-based glasses (based on the Na2 0 Ca0 -P2 0 s glass system) doped with incrœsing amounts of copper or silver
were considered. Na2 0 -Ca 0 -P2 0 s glasses (not containing copper or silver)
were used as controls. However, prior to these experiments taking place, the
composition of the phosphate-based glasses to be used had to be determined.
In any glass system, all additions play a role in the physical properties of the
glass. The dissolution rate of Na20-Ca0-P20s glasses may be altered by
changing the proportions (mol%) of the components. Thus, an aim of this part of
the study was to determine the dissolution rate of a range of phosphate-based
glasses with varying CaO content and Na20 content (fixed P2 O5 content), and
to use the information obtained to determine which glass composition would be
used as the control glass.
In addition, when other components are added to the Na20-Ca0-P20s glass
system, this can change the dissolution rate of the glass. Also, copper and
silver are transition metals and so can exist as either monovalent or divalent
ions in the glass melt, which further complicates the issue. It was important that
the control phosphate-based glass had similar properties to the phosphatebased glasses containing either copper or silver. Therefore, a further aim of this
part of the study was to investigate the effect copper or silver additions to the
Na2 0 -Ca 0 -P2 0 s glass system had on dissolution and to adjust the glass
composition of the phosphate-based glasses containing either copper or silver
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until the dissolution rate approximately matched the dissolution rate of the
control phosphate-based glass.

3.2 RESULTS/DISCUSSION
3.2.1 DISSOLUTION OF Ca0-Na20-P205 GLASSES
3.2.1.1 Dissolution of Ca0-Na20-P20s glasses in distilled water
Initially, work was carried out to determine the dissolution rate of a range of
phosphate-based glasses, which were being considered as control glasses for
CDFF experiments. Figures 3.1 to 3.6 show the mean weight loss per unit area
against time of phosphate-based glass discs in distilled water. As with each
graph presented in this chapter, each point represents the mean weight loss per
unit area of three glass discs. Error bars represent standard deviations. For
each graph a slope has been fitted to give an estimation of the dissolution rate.
Two conclusions are evident from these curves: (1) as expected, the dissolution
rate of the glasses decreased as the CaO content increased and (2) the
dissolution of Cai4 Na4 iP 45 (Figure 3.1) and Cai6 Na3gR45 (Figure 3.2) appeared
more linear than the dissolution of the glasses with a higher CaO content.
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Figure 3.1 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 4 Na4 iP 45 discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.2 Weight loss per unit area against time of C ai 6 Na3gP45 discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.3 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na37P45 discs in
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Figure 3.4 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.5 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca22Na33P45 discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.6 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca24 Na3 iP 45 discs in
distilled water
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Table 3.1 shows approximately how long it would take for the phosphate-based
glass discs investigated so far to completely dissolve in distilled water, based on
the results obtained from the dissolution tests. These results were used to help
decide which glass compositions would be used as controls in future CDFF
experiments.

Table 3.1 Estimated time until complete dissolution of Ca0-Na20-P20s glass
discs in distilled water
Glass code

Estimated time until complete
dissolution in distilled water (days)

Ca^^Na^i P45

0.95

Cai6Na3gP45

1.77

CaisNa37P45

5.62

Ca2oNa3sP45

12.17

Ca22Na33P45

22.91

Ca24Na3iP45

46.04

In phosphate-based glasses, sodium ions are loosely bound to the glass
structure, whilst calcium ions are tightly bound within the glass structure. Thus,
sodium ions are the first ions to leach from a glass in solution. When sodium
ions leach into solution there is a loss of positive charge from the glass. The
glass must maintain overall electrical neutrality, otherwise further sodium ions
would be prevented from leaching from the glass. This is achieved by ions such
as

(or HsO"’), arising from the ionisation of water, diffusing back into the glass

to replace the leached sodium ions (Franks, 2000).
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The rest of the glass structure is more difficult to break down, and it has been
suggested that this is due to calcium ions increasing phosphate network
strength by forming cross-links between the non-bridging oxygens of different
chains (refer to Figure 1.9) (Uo et al., 1998). Therefore, this process takes place
at a slower rate.
Thus, it is logical that glasses with a low CaO content (and hence a high Na2 0
content, as the P2O5 content has been fixed at 45 mol%) will have a faster
dissolution rate than glasses with a high CaO (low Na2 0 ) content.
The linear dissolution of Cai4 Na4 iP 45 and Cai6 Na3gP45 can be explained by the
ion-exchange stage of dissolution overlapping with the second stage of
dissolution, where the rest of the glass structure is broken down. These glasses
contain a high concentration of sodium ions, which readily diffuse out of the
glass, and the low concentration of calcium ions in the glass will make it easier
for the phosphate network to be broken down. Also,

ions diffuse into the

glass structure at a high rate, attacking the rest of the structure quickly.
Therefore, there is no time lag between the two stages of dissolution (Franks,
2000 ).

The non-linear dissolution of glasses with a higher CaO content can also be
explained. The ion-exchange process could be responsible for the initial fast
dissolution. However, dissolution then slows down due to the presence of more
calcium ions, which make the structure more difficult to break down. Also,
because of the relatively low Na2 0 content, fewer H'’ ions diffuse into the glass
to attack the rest of the structure (Franks, 2000).
It should be remembered that the reported dissolution rates of the glasses were
only approximations. During a dissolution test, the data obtained were plotted
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as mean weight loss (mg.cm'^) against time (hours). A line of best fit was
applied to these data and the slope of the line was taken to be the dissolution
rate of the glass. In the majority of cases, the mean weight loss per unit area
over time was non-linear (although the

values suggest that non-linearity was

only slight) so using a line of best fit to determine dissolution rates would not
give an entirely accurate result. The calculated dissolution rates of the glasses
were used to determine the estimated time until complete dissolution, hence
why these values are also only approximations. However, these values did
allow the dissolution rates of the glasses to be ranked, and gave some idea as
to which glass compositions would be most appropriate for use in future CDFF
experiments.

3.2.1.2 Dissolution of Ca0 -Na2 0 -P205 glasses in artificial saliva
Figures 3.7 to 3.12 show the mean weight loss per unit area against time of
phosphate-based glass discs in artificial saliva, whose dissolution in distilled
water was previously investigated (refer to Section 3.2.1.1). As was observed in
distilled water, the dissolution rate of the glasses decreased as the CaO content
of the glasses increased.
Glasses with a CaO content greater than 18 mol%, with the exception of the 24
mol% CaO glass, were shown to have a slower dissolution rate in artificial
saliva than in distilled water. However, glasses with a CaO content of 18 mol%
or lower were found to have a faster dissolution rate in artificial saliva than in
distilled water.
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Figure 3.7 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai4 Na4 iP 45 discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.8 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai6 Na3gP45 discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.9 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na37P45 discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.10 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa35P45 discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.11 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca22Na33P45 discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.12 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca24Na3 iP 45 discs in
artificial saliva
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Table 3.2 shows approximately how long it would take for the phosphate-based
glass discs investigated so far to completely dissolve in artificial saliva, based
on the results obtained from the dissolution tests carried out using this medium.
These results were used to help decide which glass compositions would be
used as controls in all future CDFF experiments.

Table 3.2 Estimated time until complete dissolution of Ca0-Na20-P20s glass
discs in artificial saliva
Glass code

Estimated time until complete
dissolution in artificial saliva (days)

Cai4Na4iP45

0.82

Cai6Na3gP45

1.56

Cai8Na37P45

4.53

Ca2oNa3sP45

24.23

Ca22Na33P45

38.50

Ca24Na3iP45

43.82

It has been reported that phosphate-based glasses tend to be less soluble in
ionic solutions, such as Hanks Buffered Saline Solution (HBSS) and Simulated
Body Fluid (SBF), than they are in distilled water. The ion concentration in these
solutions may slow down the diffusion of ions from phosphate-based glasses
(Franks et al., 2000; Uo et al., 1998). This phenomena could help to explain
why glasses with a CaO content greater than 18 mol%, (with the exception of
the 24 mol% CaO glass, which had the same dissolution rate in distilled water
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and artificial saliva), had a slower dissolution rate in artificial saliva than in
distilled water.
Glasses with a CaO content of 18 mol% or less were found to have a faster
dissolution rate in artificial saliva than distilled water, and a possible explanation
for this is that artificial saliva contains cations other than

(or

that could

help to speed up the ion exchange process (Franks, 2000). Because these
glasses have a high Na2 0 content, the faster ion exchange process would be
expected to have a greater effect on the dissolution of these glasses, than
glasses with a lower NaaO content.
It should be borne in mind that the dissolution of the glasses in artificial saliva
was only considered over a short time period due to bacterial growth in the
medium. Therefore, it is possible that the reported dissolution rates may have
differed if it had been possible for dissolution to be investigated over a longer
period of time.
At this stage, it was decided that Ca2oNa35P45 (Figure 3.4) would be used as a
control in future CDFF experiments. This decision was based on the results
from the dissolution tests carried out in both distilled water (see Section 3.2.1.1)
and artificial saliva. Glasses with a CaO content of less than 18 mol% were
deemed to be too soluble for use in the CDFF. However, a glass with a very
slow dissolution rate was not desirable as the copper/silver glasses used in
CDFF experiments had to have a similar dissolution rate to the control glass,
and the dissolution rate of the copper/silver glasses had to be high enough to
allow sufficient release of the

particular antibacterial

ion.

This

made

Ca2oNa35P45 a more attractive candidate as a control glass than Ca22Na33P45
(Figure 3.5) and Ca24Na3iP 45 (Figure 3.6). However, for reasons that will be
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discussed in a subsequent section (Section 3.22.2), in a limited number of
CDFF experiments Ca22Na33P45 was used as a control glass.

3.2.2 DISSOLUTION OF Ca0-Na20-P205-Cu GLASSES
3.2.2.1 Composition of Ca0 -Na2 0 -P205 -Cu glasses
Initially, it was assumed that copper would be present in phosphate-based
glasses as copper (II) oxide (CuO). If this were the case, then copper would be
present in this compound as a divalent ion. Thus, because calcium is a divalent
ion, copper oxide was substituted for CaO. It was hypothesized that by
undertaking this substitution, the dissolution rate of the copper-containing
glasses would be similar to that of the chosen control glass, Ca2oNa3sP45
Figure 3.13 shows the mean weight loss per unit area against time of
CaioNa35P4sCuio (CuO) discs in distilled water. If the dissolution rate of this
glass is compared with that of the chosen control glass (Figure 3.4), it can be
seen that the dissolution rate of CaioNa35P45CuOio (CuO) was found to be
approximately 12 times faster than Ca2oNa35P45 (8.15 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to
0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr'^ respectively).
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Figure 3.13 Weight loss per unit area against time of CaioNa35P45Cuio (CuO)
discs in distilled water

Because of the large difference in dissolution rate between CaioNa35P45Cuio
(CuO) and Ca2oNa35P45 , the implication was that the copper was present in
phosphate-based glasses as copper (I) oxide (CU2O). If this were the case, then
copper would be present in this compound as a monovalent ion. Thus, because
sodium is a monovalent ion, glasses were made where Na2 0 was substituted
with copper oxide. Figure 3.14 shows the mean weight loss per unit area
against time of Ca2oNa25P45Cuio (CU2O) discs in distilled water. If the dissolution
rate of this glass is compared with that of the chosen control glass (Figure 3.4),
it can be seen that the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P4sCuio (CU2 O) was
approximately 12 times slower than Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.0591 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared
to 0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr'^ respectively).
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Figure 3.14 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio (CU2O)
discs in distilled water

Figure 3.15 shows the mean weight loss per unit area against time of
Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs in distilled water. Previous dissolution tests had given no
clues as to whether copper (I) oxide or copper (II) oxide was present in the
glasses. The oxidation state of copper oxide within the glass structure would
have to be known in order to calculate the correct amount of CUSO4 required to
produce a glass with a particular copper oxide content (mol%). Because of this
uncertainty, the oxidation state was not considered during the preparation of
Ca2oNa25P45Cuio. Instead, the amount of copper present in the glass was
calculated and expressed as elemental copper. If the dissolution rate of
Ca2oNa25P45Cuio is compared with that of the chosen control glass (Figure 3.4)
it can be seen that the dissolution rate of the two glasses was very close
(0.8401 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to 0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr'^ respectively). Thus, it was
decided that all future copper-containing glasses (and silver-containing glasses)
would be prepared in this way, with the amount of elemental copper (or silver)
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being considered, rather than the oxidation state of the relevant oxide. The
advantage of preparing glasses in this way is that the copper (or silver) content
of the glasses can be stated with more confidence than the oxide content.
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Figure 3.15 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs in
distilled water

It has been reported that copper is, in fact, present in copper-containing glasses
as a mixture of both copper (I) oxide and copper (II) oxide. Melting conditions,
such as temperature, time and atmosphere, are reported to influence the redox
state of the copper ions. Other factors that may influence the redox state of
copper ions include glass composition and heat treatment after melting (Shih et
a/., 1999a; Shih etal., 1999b).
During the production of Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio (CU2 O), approximately twice as much
CUSO4 was used than during the production of Ca2oNa25P45 Cuio. This was the
only difference between these two glasses. However, the dissolution rate of
Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio (CU2 O) was

approximately
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dissolution rate of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio (0.0591 mg.cm’^.hr"^ compared to 0.8401
mg.cm'^.hr'^ respectively). These results can be explained by considering the
effect copper ions may have on the structure of phosphate-based glasses. If
divalent copper ions are present within the glass structure, these copper ions
could form cross-links between different phosphate chains, thus increasing the
strength of the phosphate network (Shih et al., 1998). Monovalent copper ions
may also play a role in strengthening the glass structure. Therefore, it is logical
that increasing the copper content of glasses would result in a decrease in
dissolution.
Interestingly, the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa25P4sCuio (0.8401 mg.cm'^.hr'^) was
similar to that of Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr"^), which was desirable but
somewhat unexpected. Because Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio contains copper ions, and
the CaO content and P2 O5 content of the two glasses was identical, the
dissolution rate of Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio was expected to be slower than the
dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3sP45 .
The dissolution rate of CaioNa35P45Cuio (CuO) (8.15 mg.cm'^.hr'^) was
approximately

10

times faster than the dissolution rate of Ca 2oNa25 P45Cuio

(0.8401 mg.cm'^.hr'^). These results highlight the influence the CaO content of
phosphate-based glasses have on dissolution.

3.2.2 2 Dissolution of Ca0 -Na2 0 -P205 -Cu glasses in distilled water
Figures 3.16 to 3.20 show the mean weight loss per unit area against time of a
variety of copper-containing phosphate-based glasses in distilled water.
Generally, increasing the copper content of the glasses (with a fixed 20 mol%
CaO content) resulted in a decrease in the dissolution rate. However,
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Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio (Figure 3.15) did not follow this pattern, the dissolution rate of
this glass (0.8401 mg.cm'^.hr'^) being higher than the dissolution rate of
Ca2oNa34P4 sCui (0.7383 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.16) and

Ca2oNa3oP45Cus

(0.5932 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.18). The CaO content was increased or
decreased, as required, to adjust the dissolution rates of the copper-containing
glasses.
The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa34P4 sCui was very close to the dissolution rate of
Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.4) in distilled water, the glass that
had initially been chosen as the control glass for all CDFF experiments.
However, the dissolution rate of this glass was approximately twice as fast as
the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa34P4sAgi (0.3583 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.21) in
distilled water. Based on the results obtained from the dissolution tests, it was
estimated that Ca2oNa34P4sCui discs would take approximately just under 12
days to completely dissolve in distilled water (refer to Table 3.3) compared to
just under 24 days for Ca2oNa34P4sAgi (refer to Table 3.7). Since the
antibacterial activity of copper and silver ions was to be compared, it was
decided to try to decrease the dissolution rate of the 1 mol% copper glass in an
attempt to achieve a dissolution rate that was similar to the dissolution rate of
Ca2oNa34P4sAgi
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Figure 3.16 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa34 P4 sCui discs in
distilled water

The dissolution rate of Ca22Na32P4sCui (0.346 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.17) was
very similar to the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa34P4sAgi (0.3583 mg.cm'^.hr'^)
(Figure 3.21), therefore it was decided that Ca22Na32P4sCui would be used in
future CDFF studies. However, the dissolution rate of Ca22Na32P4 sCui was
approximately two times slower than the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P45 in
distilled water (0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.4) Thus, it was decided that
Ca22 Na33 P45 (Figure 3.5), which had a dissolution rate (0.3688 mg.cm'^.hr'^) that
was closer to that of Ca22 Na32 P4sCui, should be used as a control in future
CDFF experiments involving this particular copper-containing glass.
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Figure 3.17 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca22 Na32P4 sCui discs in
distilled water

The dissolution rate of Ca2oNasoP45Cu5 (0.5932 mg.cm'^.hr’^) (Figure 3.18) was
found to be slower than that of Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.4),
although it was felt that the dissolution rates of the two glasses were close
enough for them to be used together in future CDFF studies. However, it had
been decided that the antibacterial activity of Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5 would be
investigated at the same time as the antibacterial activity of Ca22 Na32P4 sCui,
during the same CDFF experiments, and there was only space in the fermenter
for one type of control glass. As mentioned previously, it had been decided that
Ca22 Na3 iP 45 should be used as the control glass in CDFF experiments involving
Ca22 Na32 P4 sCui. The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3oP45Cus was faster than the
dissolution rate of Ca22Na3 iP 4 s (0.3688 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.17), although it
was felt that the dissolution rates of these two glasses was also relatively similar
and it would be possible for them to be used together in CDFF studies.
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Figure 3.18 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3oP4 sCu5 discs in
distilled water

In CDFF experiments involving other copper-containing glasses (10 mol% and
15 mol%), Ca2oNa35P45 was used as a control, as had originally been planned.
The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa2sP45Cuio (0.8401 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.15) was
shown to be close to the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.7049 mg.cm'^.hr'^)
(Figure 3.4) in distilled water. Therefore, it was decided that this glass should be
used in CDFF studies.
The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa2oP4sCui5 (0.1142 mg.cm'^.hr"^) (Figure 3.19) was
approximately 6 times slower than the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P45 in distilled
water. Therefore, it was decided to try to increase the dissolution rate of the 15
mol% glass. This was achieved by preparing Cai8 Na22P45 Cui 5 , the dissolution
rate of which (0.7441 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.20) was similar to that of
Ca2oN a3sP45.
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Figure 3.19 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa2oP45Cui 5 discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.20 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na22 P45C ui5 discs in
distilled water
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Table 3.3 shows approximately how long it would take for the copper-containing
glass discs investigated to completely dissolve in distilled water, based on the
results obtained from the dissolution tests carried out using this medium. Table
3.4 shows the estimated rate of release of copper from the glass discs in
distilled water, based on the results obtained from the dissolution tests carried
out in this medium.

Table 3.3 Estimated time until complete dissolution of Ca0-Na20-P20s-Cu
glass discs in distilled water
Estimated time until complete

Glass code

dissolution in distilled water (days)
Ca2oNa34P45Cui

11.81

Ca22Na32P4sCui

26.49

Ca2oNa3oP45Cu5

14.37

Ca2oNa3oP4sCuio

10.64

Ca2oNa2oP4sCui5

81.25

Cai8Na22P4sCui5

12.46
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Table 3.4 Estimated rate of release of copper from Ca0-Na20-P20s-Cu glass
discs in distilled water
Glass code

Estimated release o f copper
(m g.hr 1)

Ca2oNa34P45Cui

0.0325

Ca22Na32P4sCui

0.0149

Ca2oNa3oP45Cu5

0.1305

Ca2oNa3oP45Cuio

0.3700

Ca2oNa2oP4sCui5

0.0750

Cai8Na22P4sCui5

0.4950

3.2.2 3 D issolution o f Ca 0 -Na2 0 -P2 0 5 -Cu glasses in artificial saliva
Figures 3.21 to 3.24 show the mean weight loss per unit area against time of
some of the copper-containing phosphate-based glasses in artificial saliva,
previously investigated in Section 3.2.2 2. Due to the dissolution rates of these
glasses in distilled water, it was assumed that these glasses would be used in
future CDFF experiments. The dissolution rates of these glasses in artificial
saliva were investigated to help confirm this decision. These glasses were
shown to have slower dissolution rates in artificial saliva than in distilled water.
When the dissolution rates of these glasses were compared with the dissolution
rates of the chosen control glasses in artificial saliva, the dissolution rates of the
glasses was found to be suitably similar.
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Figure 3.21 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca22 Na32P4sCui discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.22 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3oP45Cu5 discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.23 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa25 P45 Cuio discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.24 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na22 P45Cui 5 discs in
artificial saliva
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Table 3.5 shows approximately how long it would take for the copper-containing
glass discs investigated to completely dissolve in artificial saliva, based on the
results obtained from the dissolution tests carried out using this medium. Table
3.6 shows the estimated rate of release of copper from the glass discs in
artificial saliva, based on the results obtained from the dissolution tests carried
out in this medium.

Table 3.5 Estimated time until complete dissolution of Ca0-Na20-P20s-Cu
glass discs in artificial saliva
Glass code

Estimated tim e until complete
dissolution in artificial saliva (days)

Ca22Na32P4sCui

52.21

Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5

23.49

Ca2oNa25P4sCuio

25.75

Cai8Na22P45CUi5

26.28

Table 3.6 Estimated rate of release of copper from Ca0-Na20-P20s-Cu glass
discs in artificial saliva
Estimated release o f copper

Glass code

(m g.hr 1)
Ca22Na32P4sCui

0.0074

Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5

0.0795

Ca2oNa25P4sCuio

0.1490

CaigNa22P45Cui5

0.2280
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3.2.3 DISSOLUTION OF CaO-NazO-PzOs-Ag GLASSES
3.2.3.1 Dissolution of CaO-NazO-PzOg-Ag glasses in distilled water
Figures 3.25 to 3.32 show the mean weight loss per unit area against time of a
variety of silver-containing glasses in distilled water. These results show that
glasses with a relatively high silver content (10 mol% and 15 mol% silver) had a
slower dissolution rate than glasses with a lower silver content (1 mol% and 15
mol% silver), when the CaO content was fixed at 20 mol%. The common
oxidation state of silver is Ag^, with silver (I) oxide (AgzO) being the most
common form of oxide (Cotton & Wilkinson, 1988). Monovalent silver ions may
play a role in strengthening the glass structure. If divalent silver ions were also
present in the glass structure, as silver (II) oxide (AgO), then it is possible that
these silver ions formed cross-links between different phosphate chains, thus
increasing phosphate network strength, as divalent copper ions are believed to
do. As expected, decreasing the calcium oxide content resulted in an increase
in the dissolution rates of the silver-containing glasses. Generally, silvercontaining glasses were found to have a slower dissolution rate than the
corresponding copper-containing glasses in distilled water. This difference
between dissolution rates was not entirely unexpected. As has been mentioned
previously, the dissolution of phosphate-based glasses is dependent on the
composition of the glasses. Silver ions are larger than copper ions, and this
difference in size may have influenced dissolution by affecting the structure of
the glasses. In addition, the redox state of the ions within the glass structure
may have influenced dissolution. The redox state of transition metal ions can
help to determine the structure of the phosphate-based glasses, since the redox
state of the ions will influence their organisation within the glass structure. Thus,
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if the proportion of ions with different redox states differs between phosphatebased glasses then it is feasible that this could result in considerable
differences in dissolution rates (Shih et al,, 1998; Shih & Chin, 1999a).
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Figure 3.25 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa34P45Agi discs in
distilled water

The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3oP45Ags (0.3288 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.26) was
approximately 1.8 times slower than the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3oP4 sCu5 in
distilled water (0.5932 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.18). The antibacterial activity of
Ca2oNa3oP45Ag 5 was to be compared with the antibacterial

activity of

Ca2oNa3oP45Cu5 , thus it was desirable that the dissolution rates of the two
glasses were as close as possible. However, for reasons that will become clear
in the next section (Section 3.2.3.2) it was decided that Ca2oNa3oP4 sAg5 would
be used in all CDFF studies.
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Figure 3.26 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3oP4 sAg5 discs in
distilled water

The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa2sP45Agio (0.1995 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.27) was
approximately 3.5 times slower than the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.7049
mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.4) in distilled water. Therefore, it was decided to try to
increase the dissolution rate of the 10 mol% silver-containing glass by
decreasing the CaO content. The dissolution rate of Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio (0.3499
mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.28) was still approximately 2 times slower than the
dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P45 in distilled water. Thus, the CaO content of the
10 mol% silver-containing glass was decreased further. The dissolution rate of
C ai 6 Na29 P45Agio (1.2742 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.29) was approximately 1.8
times faster than the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P45 in distilled water. Therefore,
it was decided that Cai8 Na27 P45Agio should be used in all CDFF experiments.
C ai 6 Na2gP45Agio was deemed to be too soluble for use in future CDFF studies,
the discs used in the dissolution tests taking only approximately 7 days to
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completely dissolve in distilled water (see Table 3.7). Unfortunately, the
dissolution rate of Cai8 Na27P45Agio was approximately 2.5 times slower than the
dissolution rate of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio (0.8401 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.15), so
Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio would

be expected to release fewer silver ions than

Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio would release copper ions.
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Figure 3.27 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa2sP45Agio discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.28 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.29 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 6 Na2gP45Agio discs in
distilled water
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The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa2oP45A gi 5 (0.187 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.30) was
approximately 3.8 times slower than the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P45 (0.7049
mg.cm'^.hr’^) (Figure 3.4) in distilled water. Therefore, it was decided to try to
increase the dissolution rate of the 15 mol% silver-containing glass by
decreasing the CaO content. The dissolution rate of C ai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 (0.455
mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.31) was approximately 1.5 times slower than the
dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P45 . Thus, the CaO content of the 15 mol% silvercontaining glass was decreased further. The dissolution rate of C ai6 Na24 P45A g i 5
(1.388 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.3.2) was approximately twice as fast as the
dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P4s Therefore, it was decided that Cai8Na22P45Agi5
would be used in all future CDFF experiments. CaieNa24P45A g i 5 was deemed to
be too soluble, the discs used in the dissolution tests taking only approximately
7 days to completely dissolve in distilled water (see Table 3.7). Unfortunately,
the dissolution rate of Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 was approximately 1.8 times slower than
the dissolution rate of Cai 8 Na22P4 sCui5 (0.7441 mg.cm'^.hr’^) (Figure 3.20), so
Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 would

be expected to release fewer silver ions than

Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 would release copper ions.
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Figure 3.30 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa2oP45A g i 5 discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.31 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs in
distilled water
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Figure 3.32 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai6 Na24 P45A gi 5 discs in
distilled water

The dissolution rates of Ca2oNa34P4sAgi (0.3583 mg.cm'^.hr'^), Ca2oNa3oP4sAg5
(0.3288

mg.cm'^.hr'^),

C ai 8 Na27P45Agio

(0.3499

mg.cm'^.hr'^)

and

Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 (0.455 mg.cm'^.hr'^) were closer to the dissolution rate of
Ca22 Na33 P45 (0.3688 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.5), than the dissolution rate of
Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.7049 mg.cm’^.hr"^) (Figure 3.4). However, it was decided that
Ca2oNa3sP45 should be used as the control glass in all future CDFF studies
involving these silver-containing glasses. The reason for this will be explained in
the next section (Section 3.2.3.2).
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Table 3.7 shows approximately how long it would take for the silver-containing
glass discs investigated to completely dissolve in distilled water, based on the
results obtained from the dissolution tests carried out using this medium. Table
3.8 shows the estimated rate of release of silver from the glass discs in distilled
water, based on the results obtained from the dissolution tests carried out in this
medium.

Table 3.7 Estimated time until complete dissolution of Ca0-Na20-P20s-Ag glass
discs in distilled water
Glass code

Estimated tim e until complete
dissolution in distilled water (days)

Ca2oNa34P45Agi

23.77

Ca2oNa3oP45Ag5

27.60

Ca2oNa25P4sAgio

44.90

Cai8Na23P45Agio

25.59

Cai6Na2iP4sAgio

7.20

Ca2oNa2oP45Agi5

52.83

Cai8Na22P45Agi5

20.83

Cai6Na24P45Agi5

6.97
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Table 3.8 Estimated rate of release of silver from Ca0-Na20-P20s-Ag glass
discs in distilled water
Estimated release o f silver (mg.hr

Glass code
Ca2oNa34P45Agi

0.0159

Ca2oNa3oP4sAg5

0.0720

Ca2oNa25P4sAgio

0.0870

Cai8Na23P4sAgio

0.1540

Cai6Na2sP45Agio

0.5680

Ca2oNa2oP4sAgi5

0.1245

Cai8Na22P4sAgi5

0.3030

Cai6Na24P4sAgi5

0.9300

3.2.3 2 D issolution o f Ca0 -Na2 0 -P2 0 5 -Ag glasses in artificial saliva
Figures 3.33 to 3.42 show the mean weight loss per unit area against time of
some of the silver-containing glasses in artificial saliva, previously investigated
in Section 3.2.3.1. Due to the dissolution rates of these glasses in distilled
water, it was assumed that these glasses would be used in future CDFF
experiments. The dissolution rates of these glasses in artificial saliva were
investigated to help confirm this decision.
These silver-containing glasses were found to have faster dissolution rates in
artificial saliva than they did in distilled water. Also, the dissolution rates of the
chosen silver-containing glasses in artificial saliva appeared to be faster than
the dissolution rates of the chosen copper-containing glasses in artificial saliva.
These results were unexpected, since silver-containing glasses had previously
been shown to be less soluble in distilled water than copper-containing glasses
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(refer to Section 3.2.3.1). However, it should be borne in mind that the
dissolution of phosphate-based glasses in artificial saliva was only considered
over a short period of time due to bacterial growth in the medium. If it had been
possible to investigate the dissolution of phosphate-based glasses over a longer
period of time, the dissolution rates of the copper and silver-containing glasses
may have differed, possibly becoming closer. Also, dissolution rates of
phosphate-based glasses were found to be more variable in artificial saliva than
distilled water, with repeatable results being difficult to obtain.
A decision had to be made about whether the dissolution rates of the silvercontaining glasses in distilled water or the dissolution rates of the silvercontaining glasses in artificial saliva would be used to decide which silver glass
compositions should be used in future CDFF studies. If the latter was chosen,
then the dissolution rates of silver-containing glasses with a higher CaO content
would need to be considered, since these glasses may prove to have
dissolution rates that were closer to the dissolution rates of the chosen coppercontaining glass discs in artificial saliva.
It was decided that the dissolution rates of the silver-containing glasses in
distilled water would be used. Therefore, it was decided that Ca2oNa34 P4 sAgi,
Ca2oNa3oP45Ag6, Cai8Na27P4sAgio and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 would be used in all
CDFF experiments. This decision was made as the dissolution of the silvercontaining glasses in distilled water was investigated over a longer period of
time while the dissolution of the silver-containing glasses in artificial saliva was
considered only for five hours. Also, as mentioned above, repeatable results
were more difficult to obtain when the dissolution of phosphate-based glasses in
artificial saliva was considered.
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The dissolution rates of the silver-containing glasses in artificial saliva were
found to be faster than the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3sP45 (0.3482 mg.cm'^.hr*^)
(Figure 3.10) in artificial saliva. Ca2oNa34P4sAgi (0.5313 mg.cm'^.hr"^) (Figure
3.33) was closest to Ca2oNa3sP45 , in terms of dissolution rate, but the dissolution
rate of the silver-containing glass was still approximately 1.5 times faster than
that of the non-silver-containing glass. The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3oP45Ags
(0.7072 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.34) was approximately twice as fast as that of
Ca2oNa3sP45 in artificial saliva, the greatest difference in dissolution rate
between

the

silver-containing

glasses

and

Ca2 oNa35 P45 - However,

the

dissolution rate of the silver-containing glasses was still closer to the dissolution
rate of Ca2oNa35 P45 , than the dissolution rate of Cai 8 Na37 P45 in artificial saliva
(1.8933 mg.cm'^.hr'^) (Figure 3.9).
A decision had to be made about which glass composition would be used as the
control glass in CDFF experiments involving the silver-containing glasses. As
discussed above, the dissolution rates of silver-containing glasses in distilled
water were used to determine which of these glasses would be used in future
CDFF experiments. If the dissolution rates of the potential control glasses in
distilled water were also used to decide which of these glasses would be used
in future CDFF experiments involving the silver-containing glasses, then
Ca22 Na33P45 would be chosen since the dissolution rate of this glass
composition (0.3688 mg.cm'^hr'^) was closer to the dissolution rates of the
silver-containing glasses in distilled water (refer to Section 3.2.3.1). However,
there was always the possibility that the dissolution rates of the glasses in
artificial saliva would more accurately reflect the dissolution rates of these
glasses in the CDFF, even though there were limitations with the dissolution
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tests carried out using artificial saliva, as discussed previously. The dissolution
rate of Ca2oNa3sP45 was closer to the dissolution rate of all of the silvercontaining glasses in artificial saliva, than any other of the non-silver-containing
glasses considered. It was decided that Ca2oNa3sP45 would be used as the
control glass. If the dissolution tests carried out in distilled water proved to more
accurately reflect the situation in the CDFF, then this control glass would be
more soluble than the silver-containing glass discs. However, it was decided
that it would be more preferable to have a control glass that exhibited a faster
dissolution rate than the silver-containing glasses, rather than a control glass
that exhibited a slower dissolution rate than the silver-containing glasses.
Unfortunately, if the dissolution tests carried out in artificial saliva proved to
more accurately reflect the situation in the CDFF, then Ca2oNa3sP45 would be
less soluble than the silver-containing glass discs. However, it was felt that the
dissolution rate of Cai 8 Na37P45 in artificial saliva (1.8933 mg.cm'^.hr'^), which
could have been considered as an alternative option to Ca2oNa3sP45 , was too
soluble (refer to Section 3.2.1.2).
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Figure 3.33 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa34 P45Agi discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.34 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3oP45Ags discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.35 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs in
artificial saliva
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Figure 3.36 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs in
artificial saliva
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Table 3.9 shows approximately how long it would take for the silver-containing
glass discs investigated to completely dissolve in artificial saliva, based on the
results obtained from the dissolution tests carried out using this medium. Table
3.10 shows the estimated rate of release of silver from the glass discs in
artificial saliva, based on the results obtained from the dissolution tests carried
out in this medium.

Table 3.9 Estimated time until complete dissolution of Ca0-Na20-P20s-Ag glass
discs in artificial saliva
Glass code

Estimated tim e until complete
dissolution in distilled water (days)

C a2oNas4P4sAg 1

15.91

Ca2oNa3oP4sAg5

13.11

CaigNa23P45Agio

14.70

Cai8Na22P4sAgi5

15.23

Table 3.10 Estimated rate of release of silver from Ca0-Na20-P20s-Ag glass
discs in artificial saliva
Glass code

Estimated release o f silve r (mg/hr ^)

Ca2oNa34P4sAgi

0.0240

Ca2oNa3oP45Ag5

0.1585

Cai8Na23P45Agio

0.2790

Cai8Na22P4sAgi5

0.4140
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3.2.4 CONCLUSION
To conclude, this part of the study was carried out to determine which
phosphate-based

glass

compositions

would

be

used

in

future

CDFF

experiments. It was important that the chosen phosphate-based glasses
exhibited similar dissolution rates. However, each time a glass composition is
changed (either by altering the proportions of the components or by adding new
components), the rate of dissolution alters. This alteration can be relatively
extreme and it can be difficult to obtain dissolution rates for different glass
compositions that are very similar. Also, different media may greatly influence
the dissolution rates of phosphate-based glasses (as was illustrated when the
dissolution of glasses in distilled water and artificial saliva was considered). The
solution was to try to get the dissolution rates of glasses as close as possible,
even though the dissolution rates might not be as similar as would be desired.
In some cases, decisions had to made about whether to depend on the
dissolution rates of glasses in distilled water or artificial saliva.
It was decided that Ca22 Na32P4sCui and Ca2oNa3oP45Cu5 would be investigated
for their antibacterial activity during the same CDFF experiments, with
Ca22 Na33 P45 being used as a control. It was also decided that the antibacterial
activity of Ca2oNa25P4sCuio and Cai8 Na22 P45Cui 5 would be determined using
the CDFF, with Ca2oNa3sP45 being used as a control.
It was concluded that Ca2oNa34P4sAgi, Ca2oNa3oP45Ags, Cai8Na27P4sAgio and
C ai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 should be chosen for further study. It was decided that the
antibacterial properties of these silver-containing glasses would be investigated
using the CDFF, with Ca2oNa3sP45 being used as a control.
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The following chapter will discuss the efficacy of the chosen copper-containing
glasses at reducing the formation and viability of S. sanguis biofiims, under
supragingival conditions.
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CHAPTER 4
The effect of copper-containing phosphate-based
glasses on the formation and viability of Streptococcus
sanguis biofiims, under supragingival conditions
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4.1 AIM
In the previous chapter, the dissolution of a selection of copper-containing
phosphate-based glasses was investigated (using dissolution tests), and the
information obtained was used to decide which of these copper-containing glass
compositions would be used in future CDFF experiments. The aim of this part of
the study was to investigate the formation and viability of biofiims of S. sanguis,
one of the predominant colonisers of dental plaque, on the chosen coppercontaining glasses, under supragingival conditions.

4.2 RESULTS
4.2.1 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF Ca22Na32P4sCui AND Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5
4.2.1.1 Viable counts
Preliminary

experiments

were

carried

out

to

investigate

the

effect

Ca22 Na32P4 sCui and Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5 discs had on viable counts during a short
period of time. Figure 4.1 shows the mean viable count of S. sanguis in biofiims
formed on hydroxyapatite discs, Ca22 Na33P45 discs, Ca22 Na32P4 sCui discs and
Ca2oNa3oP4 sCu5 discs over a 24-hour period. Each point represents the mean
viable count of three biofiims from one representative CDFF run. Error bars
represent standard deviations.
At 6 hours, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs (3.22 ± 0.19),
Ca22 Na33P45 discs (3.15 ± 0.26), Ca22 Na32P4sCui discs (3.27 ± 0.15) and
Ca2oNa3oP45Cu5 discs (2.92 ± 0.11) did not significantly differ.
However, by 24 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean
logio CFU.mm"^ on Ca2oNa3oP4 sCu5 discs (2.08 ± 0.25), and the mean log
CFU.mm'^ on both hydroxyapatite discs (2.97 ± 0.05) (P<0.01) and Ca22 Na33 P4s
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discs (2.90 ± 0.38) (P<0.05). The Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5 discs resulted in an
approximate 0.8 - 0.9 logio reduction in the mean number of viable cells
compared to the control discs. A significant difference was not detected
between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on Ca22Na32P4sCui discs (2.47 ± 0.38) and
the control discs. There was no significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs and Ca22Na33P45 discs.

SHA
□ Cu■ 1 mol% Cu
□ 5 mol% Cu

Time (hours)

Figure 4.1 Logic CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite
discs (HA), Ca22 Na33P45 discs (Cu-), Ca22Na32P45Cui discs (1 mol% Cu) and
Ca2cNa3c P45CU5 discs (5 mol% Cu)
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4.2.2 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF Ca2oNa25P4sCuio
4.2.2.1 Viable counts
Preliminary

experiments

were

carried

out

to

investigate

the

effect

Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs had on viable counts over a short period of time. Figure
4.2 shows the mean viable count of S. sanguis in biofiims formed on
hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs over a 24hour period. Each point represents the mean viable count of three biofiims from
one representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
At 6 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean logio
CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs (3.72 ± 0.08), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (3.90 ±
0.15) and Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs (3.20 ± 0.44).
However, by 24 hours there was a significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs (1.55 ± 0.17), and both hydroxyapatite
discs (2.84 ± 0.22) (P<0.05) and Ca22 Na33 P45 discs (2.87 ± 0.94) (P<0.05). The
Ca 2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs resulted in an approximate 1.3 logic reduction in the
mean number of viable cells compared to the control discs. There was no
significant difference between the mean logic CFU.mm"^ on hydroxyapatite
discs and Ca22Na33P4s discs.
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Figure 4.2 Logio CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite
discs (FIA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Cu-) and Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs (Cu+)

Flaving

determined

that these glasses appeared to

have antibacterial

properties, the effect Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs had on viable counts over a longer
period of time was investigated. Figure 4.3 shows the mean viable count of S.
sanguis in biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs over a 192-hour period. Each point represents the mean
viable count of three biofiims from one representative CDFF run. Error bars
represent standard deviations.
At 6 hours, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs (4.17 ± 0.11),
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (3.88 ± 0.48) and Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs (3.43 ± 0.37) did not
significantly differ.
Flowever, as was seen previously during preliminary experiments (Figure 4.2),
by 24 hours there was a significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm^ on Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs (2.85 ± 0.53), and both hydroxyapatite
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discs (4.14 ± 0.13) (P<0.01) and Ca2oNa35P45 discs (4.21 ± 0.16) (P<0.01).
There was an approximate 1.4 logio reduction in the mean viable count on
Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs at this time. A significant difference was not found
between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa3sP45
discs.
By 48 hours, there was an increase in the mean number of viable cells on
Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs, with no significant difference detected between the
mean logic CFU.mm’^ on these discs (3.84 ± 0.16), and the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on both hydroxyapatite discs (4.38 ± 0.26) and Ca2cNa35 P45 discs
(4.35 ± 0.14). A significant difference was also not detected between the mean
logic CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2cNa3sP45 discs.
At 120 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs (4.46 ± 0.26), Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (3.86 ±
0.66) and Ca2cNa2sP45Cuic discs (3.64 ± 0.08).
At 192 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on the Ca2cNa25 P4 sCuic discs (3.50 ± 0.66) and the Ca2cNa3sP45
discs (4.71 ±0.15) (P<0.05). A significant difference was not detected between
the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on Ca2cNa2sP45Cuic discs and hydroxyapatite discs
(4.41 ± 0.35). A significant difference was also not detected between the mean
logic CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2cNa35P45 discs.
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Figure 4.3 Logio CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite
discs (HA), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (Cu-) and Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs (Cu+)

4.2.2.2 Dissolution of glass discs in the CDFF
Figure 4.5 shows the mean weight loss per unit area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs over
a 192-hour period, with Figure 4.5 showing the mean weight loss per unit area
of Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs during the same CDFF experiment. Each point
represents the mean weight loss of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 3.81
± 1.92 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs was 3.18
± 1.82 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was not
significant.
By 24 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 6.14 ±
0.81 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs was 2.33 ±
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0.95 mg.cm’^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was not
significant.
After 48 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa35 P45 discs was found to be 6.64
± 2.00 mg.cm"^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25P45 Cuio discs was 3.53
± 1.64 mg.cm"^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was not
significant.
At 120 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 15.11
±5.14 mg.cm'^, whilst the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs was 7.91
± 1.73 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was not
significant.
By 192 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 14.16
± 2 .1 0 mg.cm'^, whilst the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs was
11.03 ± 5.15 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs
was not significant.
The rate of dissolution (m g.cm '^.hr'\ obtained from the slope of the line fitted to
the data, for the two glass compositions suggests that Ca2oNa3sP45 discs were
more soluble in the CDFF than Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs. However, the results
discussed above show that any difference in weight loss at each time period
was not significant, thus it is unlikely that the rate of dissolution would
significantly affect the microbiological results.
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Figure 4.4 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in the
CDFF
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Figure 4.5 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa25 P45 Cuio discs in
the CDFF
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4.2 2.3 Dissolution of hydroxyapatite discs in the CDFF
Figure 4.6 is a representative graph showing the mean weight loss per unit area
of hydroxyapatite discs over a 192-hour period. Each point represents the mean
weight loss of three discs removed during one representative CDFF run. Error
bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, the mean weight loss of hydroxyapatite discs was found to be
2.56 ± 1.56 mg.cm'^.hr'\ By 24 hours, the hydroxyapatite discs were shown to
have gained weight, the mean weight loss of these discs being -0.22 ± 1.52
mg.cm'^.hr'\ After 48 hours, the hydroxyapatite discs appeared to have gained
weight once again, and the mean weight loss of these discs was found to be
-0.70 ± 0.96 mg.cm"^.hr"\ At 120 hours, the hydroxyapatite discs were shown to
have lost weight, with the mean weight loss of these discs being 0.44 ± 1.00
mg.cm'^.hr'\ By 192 hours, the mean weight loss of hydroxyapatite discs was
1.80 ± 2.98 mg.cm'^.hr'\ A significant difference was not detected between the
mean weight loss values of hydroxyapatite discs at any time period.
The hydroxyapatite discs appeared to lose and gain weight during the CDFF
experiments, but there appeared to be no significant change in weight. Similar
results were obtained when the dissolution of hydroxyapatite discs used in other
single species CDFF experiments was considered. Therefore, Figure 4.18 is the
only graph presented in this thesis that shows the weight loss of hydroxyapatite
discs during single species CDFF experiments.
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Figure 4.6 Weight loss per unit area against time of hydroxyapatite discs in the
CDFF

4.2.2.4 Profilometry
Figure 4.7 shows the surface area of hydoxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa35P45 discs
and Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs at various time periods. Each point represents the
mean surface area of three discs removed during one representative CDFF
experiment. Error bars represent standard deviations.
Before and during the CDFF run, the hydroxyapatite discs appeared to have a
smaller surface area than both the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and the Ca2oNa35P4 sCuio
discs.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, a significant difference in mean
surface area was not detected between hydroxyapatite discs (1.25 ± 0.05 mm^),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (1.52 ± 0.14 mm^) and Ca2oNa35P4sCuio discs (1.44 ± 0.05
mm^) (two way AN OVA, following reciprocal transformation of data).
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After 6 hours, there was still no significant difference between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.26 ± 0.02 mm^), Ca2oNa35P4s discs (1.54 ± 0.05
mm^) and Ca2oNa35P4sCuio discs (1.67 ± 0.38 mm^).
By 24 hours, the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.23 ± 0,06 mm^),
Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (1.62 ± 0.16 mm^) and Ca2oNa35P45 Cuio discs (1.41 ± 0.11
mm^) did not significantly differ.
At 48 hours, a significant difference was again not found between the mean
surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.30 ± 0.14 mm^), Ca2oNa35 P4 s discs (1.67
±0.10 mm^) and Ca2oNa35P4sCuio discs (1.50 ± 0.05 mm^).
After 120 hours, the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.21 ± 0.09
mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.83 ± 0.05 mm^) (P<0.05) and Ca2 oNa35P4 sCuio discs
(1.75 ± 0.08 mm^) did not significantly differ.
By 192 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.63 ± 0.76 mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (2.10 ± 0.15
mm^) and Ca2oNa35P45Cuio discs (1.90 ± 0.24 mm^).
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Figure 4.7 Surface area of 1 mm^ sections of hydroxyapatite discs (HA),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Cu-) and Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs (Cu+)

Figure 4.8 shows the Ra values of hydoxyapatite discs, Ca 2 oNa3 sP45 discs and
Ca2 oNa2 5 P4 sCuio discs at various time periods. Each point represents the mean
Ra value of three discs removed during one representative CDFF experiment.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, no significant difference was
detected between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.39 ± 0.71 pm),
Ca2 oNa3 5 P45 discs (7.17 ± 1.20 pm) and Ca2 oNa2 5 P4 sCuio discs (6.37 ± 0.09
pm).
As with surface area (Figure 4.6), before and during the CDFF run the
hydroxyapatite discs appeared to have smaller Ra values than both the
Ca2 oNa3 5 P45 discs and the Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs.
After 6 hours, there was still no significant difference between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.24 ± 0.42 pm), Ca2 oNa3 5 P45 discs (6.55 ± 0.35
pm) and Ca2 oNa2 5 P4 sCuio discs (6.61 ± 1.49 pm).
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A

Ra values

significant difference was found

between the

mean

of

hydroxyapatite discs (4.16 ± 0.71 pm) and Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (7.56 ± 0.38 pm)
(P<0.01) at 24 hours. No significant difference was detected between the mean
Ra values of Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs (6.12 ± 0.68 pm), and both of the control
discs at this time point.
By 48 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean Ra values of
hydroxyapatite discs (5.02 ± 2.01 pm) and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (10.15 ± 0.52 pm)
(P<0.01). A significant difference was also detected between the mean Ra
values of Ca2oNa35P45 discs and Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs (6.84 ± 0.18 pm)
(P<0.01). The mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio
discs did not significantly differ.
At 120 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean Ra values of
hydroxyapatite discs (3.64 ± 0.88 pm) and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (9.99 ± 0.62 pm)
(P<0.01). There was also a significant difference between the mean Ra values
of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs (8.64 ± 0.29 pm) (P<0.01).
There was no significant difference between the mean

Ra values of

Ca2oNa35 P45 discs and Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs.
After 192 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean Ra values
of hydroxyapatite discs (3.42 ± 1.03 pm) and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (12.41 ± 0.83
pm) (P<0.01). There was also a significant difference between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs (10.18 ± 1.54 pm)
(P<0.01). There was no significant difference between the mean Ra values of
Ca2oNa35 P45 discs and Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs.
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Figure 4.8 Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Cu-) and
Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs (Cu+)

4.2.3 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF Cai8Na32P4sCui5
4.2.3.1 Viable counts

Figure 4.9 shows the viable count of S. sanguis in biofilms formed on
hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Cai8 Na22P45Cui 5 discs over a 192hour period. Each point represents the mean viable count of three biofilms from
one representative CDFF experiment. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, the mean number of logio CFU.mm'^ on the Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5
discs (1.77 ± 1.14) was significantly lower than the mean number of logio
CFU.mm'^

on

the

Ca2oNa3sP45

discs

(3.57

±

0.33)

(P<0.05).

The

Cai8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs resulted in an approximate 1.8 logio reduction in the
number of mean viable cells compared to the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs. The mean
number of viable cells on the Cai8 Na22P4 sCui5 discs was also approximately 1.5
logio less than the mean number of viable cells on the hydroxyapatite discs
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(3.22 ± 0.34). However, a significant difference was not detected between the
mean logio CFU.mm"^ on the hydroxyapatite discs and Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs.
A significant difference was also not found between the mean logic CFU.mm'^
on hydroxyapatite discs and the mean logic CFU.mm"^ on Ca2oNa35P45 discs.
By 24 hours, there was an even further reduction in the number of viable cells
on

the

CaigNa22 P45Cui5

discs.

The

mean

logic

CFU.mm"^

on

the

Cai8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs (0.99 ± 0.57) was found to be significantly lower than the
mean logic CFU.mm'^ on both the hydroxyapatite discs (3.66 ± 0.18) (P<0.01)
and the Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (3.61 ± 0.36) (P<0.01). There was approximately 2.6
logic fewer viable cells on the C ai 8 Na22P4 sCui5 discs compared to the control
discs. A significant difference was not detected between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on the hydroxyapatite discs and the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on the
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs.
However, by 48 hours there was an increase in the number of viable cells on
the C ai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs, as was seen with the Ca2cNa25P4sCuic discs (Figure
4.3). A significant difference was not detected between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on the hydroxyapatite discs (3.79 ± 0.56), Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (4.61 ±
0.26) and C ai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs (3.29 ± 0.08).
At 120 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on the hydroxyapatite discs (3.94 ± 0.98), Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (4.18 ±
0.60) and C ai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs (3.58 ± 0.54).
After 192 hours, there was also no significant difference in the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on the hydroxyapatite discs (4.08 ± 0.47), Ca2cNa35P45 discs (4.60 ±
0.35) and Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (3.55 ± 0.29).
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Figure 4.9 Logio CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite
discs (HA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Cu-) and Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (Cu+)

4.2.3.2 Dissolution of glass discs in the CDFF
Figure 4.10 shows the mean weight loss per unit area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs over
a 192-hour period, with Figure 4.11 showing the mean weight loss per unit area
of C ai 8 Na22P45C ui 5 discs during the same CDFF experiment. Each point
represents the mean weight loss of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 3.18
± 1.82 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs was 0.86
± 0.50 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was not
significant.
By 24 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 8.70 ±
0.26 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa2sP45Cuio discs was 2.44 ±
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I.19 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was
significant (P<0.01).
At 48 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 7.40 ±
2.16 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs was 2.06 ±
0.77 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was
significant (P<0.05).
After 120 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be
II.4 6 ± 1.82 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs was
2.62 ± 0.67 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was
significant (P<0.01).
By 192 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 16.50
± 2.58 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs was 4.17
± 2.03 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss between the glass discs was
significant (P<0.01).
The rate of dissolution (mg.cm'^.hr'^), obtained from the slope of the line fitted to
the data, for the two glass compositions suggests that Cai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs
were more soluble during the CDFF experiment than the Ca2oNa35P45 discs.
There was a statistical difference between the mean weight loss per unit area of
the two glass compositions at each time period, except at 6 hours, which
supports this assumption.
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Figure 4.10 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa35 P45 discs in the
CDFF
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Figure 4.11 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na22 P45 C ui 5 discs in
the CDFF
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The mean weight loss per unit area of C ai 8 Na22 P45Cui 5 discs was also
compared with the mean weight loss per unit area of Ca2oNa2sP45 Cuio discs in
the CDFF (Figure 4.5). At each time period, there was not a significant
difference between the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs and
Cai 8 Na22P4 sCui5 discs, except at 192 hours where a significant difference was
detected (P<0.05).

4.2.S.3 Profilometry
Figure 4.12 shows the surface area of hydoxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
and Cai8 Na22 P45C ui 5 discs at various time periods. Each point represents the
mean surface area of three discs removed during one representative CDFF
experiment. Error bars represent standard deviations.
During the CDFF experiment, the surface area of the hydroxyapatite discs
appeared to be consistently smaller than the surface area of the Ca2oNa3sP45
discs and the C ai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs.
There was no significant difference between the mean surface area of the
hydroxyapatite discs (1.32 ± 0.09 mm^), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (1.28 ± 0 .1 3 mm^)
and C ai 8 Na22P4 sCui5 discs (1.52 ± 0.10 mm^) before the start of the
experiment.
After 6 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.27 ± 0.03 mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.60 ±0.11
mm^), and C ai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (1.54 ± 0.05 mm^).
At 24 hours, no significant difference was detected between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.37 ± 0.04 mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.64 ± 0.34
mm^), and Cai 8 Na22 P45Cui 5 discs (1.63 ± 0.22 mm^).
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At 48 hours, no significant difference was detected between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.28 ± 0.02 mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.66 ± 0.33
mm^) and Cai8 Na22P45Cui5 discs (1.42 ± 0.08 mm^).
After 120 hours, the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.22 ± 0.10
mm^), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (1.76 ± 0.33 mm^) and Cai8 Na22P45Cui 5 discs (1.61 ±
0.06 mm^) did not significantly differ.
By 192 hours, a significant difference was detected between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.17 ± 0.05 mm^) and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.76 ±
0.42 mm^) (P<0.05). A significant difference was not detected between the
mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs and Cai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs (1.37 ±
0.11 mm^), and between the mean surface area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
Cai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs.
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Figure 4.12 Surface area of 1 mm^ sections of hydroxyapatite discs (HA),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Cu-) and Cai8Na22P4sCui5 discs (Cu+)
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Figure 4.13 shows the Ra values of hydoxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
Cai8 Na22 P45 Cui5 discs at various time periods. Each point represents the mean
Ra value of three discs removed during one representative CDFF experiment.
As with surface area (Figure 4.12), during the CDFF run the hydroxyapatite
discs appeared to have smaller Ra values than both the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
the Cai8Na22P4sCui5 discs.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF no significant difference was
detected between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.73 ± 0.63 pm),
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (4.19 ± 1.03 pm) and Cai 8 Na22P45 Cui 5 discs (6.58 ± 0.34
pm) (two way AN OVA, following reciprocal transformation of data).
After 6 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean Ra values
of hydroxyapatite discs (4.16 ± 0.56 pm), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (6.85 ± 1.22 pm)
and Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (6.62 ± 0.79 pm).
At 24 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean Ra values of
hydroxyapatite discs (5.00 ± 0.47 pm), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (7.54 ± 2.65 pm) and
Cai8 Na22 P45 Cui 5 discs (7.91 ± 1.94 pm).
By 48 hours, there was no significant difference between the mean Ra values of
hydroxyapatite discs (4.56 ± 0.07 pm), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (8.77 ± 4.37 pm) and
Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (5.37 ± 0.55 pm).
At 120 hours, a significant difference was detected between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs (3.69 ± 0.85 pm) and Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (10.56 ±
3.76 pm) (P<0.01). A significant difference was also detected between the
mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs and Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (6.97 ±
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1.19 pm) (P<0.01). A significant difference was not found between the mean Ra
values of Ca2oNa35P4s discs and Cai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs.
After 192 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean Ra values
of hydroxyapatite discs (3.03 ± 0.47 pm) and Ca2oNa35P45 discs (11.16 ± 4.27
pm) (P<0.01). There was also a significant difference between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs and Cai 8 Na22P45Cui 5 discs (5.06 ± 0.63 pm)
(P<0.01). A significant difference was not found between the mean Ra values of
Ca2oNa35P45 discs and Cai8 Na22P45Cui5 discs.
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Figure 4.13 Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Cu-)
and Cai8Na22P45Cui5 discs (Cu+)

4.2.4 SEM
Figures 4.14 to 4.16 are representative photographs showing S. sanguis
attached to a hydroxyapatite disc (Figure 4.14), a non-copper-containing glass
disc

(Ca2oNa3sP45)

(Figure

4.15)

and
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(Ca2oNa25P45Cuio) (Figure 4.16), after 24 hours. SEM photographs of each type
of disc used in the CDFF were similar, showing a small number of cells
attached to the surface, not just after 24 hours but also at other time periods.
Sections 4.2.2.4 and 4.2.3.3 described how the surface of hydroxyapatite discs
appeared to be consistently smoother than the surface of the glass discs, during
the CDFF experiments. The SEM photographs shown in this section further
illustrate the differences between the surfaces of hydroxyapatite discs and
phosphate-based glass discs.

Figure 4.14 SEM photograph of S. sanguis attached to a hydroxyapatite disc
after 24 hours
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Figure 4.15 SEM photograph of S. sanguis attached to a Ca2oNa35P45 disc after
24 hours
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Figure 4.16 SEM photograph of S. sanguis attached to a Ca22 Na28 P4sCuio disc
after 24 hours
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4.2.5 TOTAL COUNTS
Initially, a haemocytometer was used to try to obtain total counts. However,
problems were encountered when using this method (refer to Section 4.3).
Thus, it was decided to try Baclight live/dead staining of bacterial cells, which
had been removed from the discs, to obtain total counts. Problems with this
method were also experienced (see Section 4.3).
Baclight live/dead staining of intact biofilms was then attempted. A limited
number of attached bacterial cells were observed using this technique, as is
illustrated by Figure 4.17 which shows S. sanguis attached to a coppercontaining glass disc (Ca2oNa2sP45Cuio) after 24 hours, and Figure 4.18 which
shows S. sanguis attached to a non-copper-containing glass disc (Ca2oNa35 P4 s)
after 24 hours. However, it was not possible to obtain total counts using these
images (refer to Section 4.3).
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Figure 4.17 S. sanguis, stained by Baclight live/dead viability stain, attached to
a Ca2oNa25P45Cuio disc after 24 hours (the bar represents 10 pm)
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Figure 4.18 S. sanguis, stained by Baclight live/dead viability stain, attached to
a Ca2oNa35P45 disc after 24 hours (the bar represents 10 pm)

4.3 DISCUSSION
The results show that there was a strong correlation between the copper
content of the glasses and viable counts of S. sanguis during the first 24 hours.
After 6 hours, increasing the copper content of the glasses had no effect on the
number

of

viable

cells

until

a

concentration

of

15

mol%

copper

(Cai8 Na22 P45Cui5) was used, which led to an approximate 1.8 logio reduction in
the number of viable cells.
After 24 hours, it could be clearly seen that as the copper content of the glasses
increased, the number of viable cells decreased. The Ca22Na32P4 sCui discs
caused no reduction in viable cell number when compared to the control discs,
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whereas the Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5 discs caused an approximate 0.8 - 0.9 logio
reduction, the Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs caused an approximate 1.3 - 1.4 logic
reduction and the Cai8 Na22P45C ui 5 discs caused an approximate 2.6 logic
reduction.
The antibacterial activity of Ca22 Na32P4sCui discs and Ca2cNa3cP45Cu5 discs
was considered only over a 24 hour period. However, the antibacterial activity of
Ca2cNa25P45 Cuic discs and Cai8 Na22 P45C ui 5 discs was considered over a longer
period of time. The results from the CDFF experiments in which these glass
compositions were considered showed that, following the initial reduction in the
number of viable cells, there was an increase in number after 24 hours,
although the number of viable cells remained below those found on the control
discs. However, except for one instance, the number of viable cells on the
Ca2cNa25 P4sCuic discs and Cai 8 Na22P4 sCui5 discs were not significantly lower
than the number of viable cells on the control discs, after the initial drop.
The initial reduction in the number of viable cells is likely to be due to the
bactericidal properties of copper. However, it is also possible that, in the case of
Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 , fewer viable cells adhered to this glass composition
compared to the number of viable cells that attached to the control discs. This
could have resulted in the low viable counts on these copper-containing discs
after 6 hours.
The increase in the number of viable cells could have been due to a variety of
reasons. Bacteria attached to the surface of the copper-containing glass discs
may have been particularly susceptible to the bactericidal properties of the
copper ions, due to their close proximity. Bacteria further away from the surface
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of the copper-containing glass discs may have been less affected by the copper
ions, being able to proliferate resulting in an increase in bacterial cell number.
It should be noted that the dissolution of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs in the CDFF
appeared to be linear, suggesting that the increase in the number of viable cells
on these discs after 24 hours was not due to a decrease in the release of
copper. Copper should have been universally distributed throughout the glass,
thus the linear dissolution of the glass discs should have led to linear release of
copper ions. The dissolution of C ai 8 Na22P45Cui5 discs in the CDFF appeared to
be more non-linear. Thus, the possibility that this non-linearity might have been
involved in the initial reduction in the number of viable cells followed by an
increase in viability could not be ruled out, although it is unlikely. It was judged
to be unlikely because a similar recovery in the number of viable cells was
observed when the Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs were investigated, regardless of the
fact that linear dissolution of these discs was observed.
The weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs in the CDFF at
each time period did not significantly differ, which was desirable. However, the
weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and C ai 8 Na22P4 sCui5 discs in the CDFF at
each time period did significantly differ, except for after 6 hours. The dissolution
rate of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was shown to be faster than the dissolution rate of
Cai8 Na22 P45Cui5 discs. Even so, the greater weight loss of the Ca2oNa3sP45
discs did not influence the results obtained. The dissolution rate of the
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in this CDFF experiment was found to be very similar to the
dissolution rate of the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in the previous CDFF experiment (in
which Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs were investigated for their antibacterial properties)
(± 0.0013 mg.cm’^.hr'^), and the viable counts on the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs were
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not significantly different from the viable counts on the hydroxyapatite discs,
suggesting that the bacterial cells were able to adequately adhere to the
Ca2oNa35 P45 discs.
The rates of dissolution for the Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs and the Cai8Na22P4sCui5
discs suggested that Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs were more soluble in the CDFF
than CaiaNa22P45Cui 5 discs. If the rates of dissolution had been used to
calculate the hourly release of copper from these glass discs, it would have
appeared that Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs actually released more copper than
Cai 8 Na22 P45Cui 5 discs. This would contradict the viable counts that showed
Cai 8 Na22 P45 Cui5 discs had a greater ability to reduce viable counts initially,
which was attributed to a greater amount of copper being released. However, it
was shown that the weight loss of Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs and Cai8Na22P4sCui5
discs was very similar after 6 hours (1.35 ± 1.01 mg.cm'^.hr"^ compared to 0.86
± 0.50 mg.cm'^hr'^) and after 24 hours (2.33 ± 0.95 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to
2.44 ± 1.19 mg.cm'^.hr'^), and were not significantly different. These results
suggest that the release of copper from the Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs should have
been greater than the release of copper from the Ca2 oNa25P45 Cuio discs after 6
and 24 hours, the times when viable counts were influenced by these glass
discs.
Dissolution tests had previously been carried out, which considered the
dissolution of phosphate-based glass discs in distilled water and artificial saliva
(refer to Chapter 3). In both distilled water and artificial saliva, the dissolution
rate of the glass discs appeared to be faster than the dissolution rate of the
same glass compositions in the CDFF. Differences were expected since the
conditions encountered by the glass discs in the dissolution tests were very
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different to those experienced in the CDFF experiments. For example, during
the dissolution tests, the dissolution of the glass discs was examined using a
static system, while during the CDFF experiments, the dissolution of the glass
discs was considered using a dynamic system. Also, the glass discs used in the
dissolution tests were larger than those used in the CDFF experiments, thus the
surface area of the discs would have differed. Either of these factors could have
helped to contribute to the reported differences in dissolution.
Hydroxyapatite discs appeared to lose and gain weight during the CDFF
experiments, although the changes in weight were found not to significantly
differ. Weight loss may have been due to slow dissolution of the hydroxyapatite
discs. Weight gain may have been due to water absorption

by the

hydroxyapatite discs.
Total counts could have been used to determine whether the reduction in viable
counts on the C ai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs after 6 hours was due to the bactericidal
properties of copper, a reduced number of bacterial cells adhering to this
particular glass composition, or a combination of the two. Unfortunately, total
counts were not achieved. Initially, a haemocytometer was used to try to
determine total counts. However, on many occasions, it was difficult to tell the
difference between bacterial cells and debris, leading to concerns about the
accuracy of the total counts being achieved. Therefore, a decision was made to
try to stain bacterial cells, which had been removed from the discs, with the
Baclight live/dead viability stain and to then view the stained cells to obtain total
counts. However, cells were either not observed, or too few cells were observed
on each type of disc to obtain total counts. It may have been that there were not
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enough cells present to allow large numbers to be viewed with the light
microscope.
Staining of intact biofilms with the Baclight live/dead viability stain revealed
bacterial cells adherent to the surface of copper-containing glass discs and
control glass discs. Bacterial cells adherent to hydoxyapatite discs were less
clear due to extensive staining of the discs. The discs were completely stained
green. It was hoped that total counts could be obtained from the stained intact
biofilms. However, the images that were obtained were unclear and loose cells
could be observed, making it impossible for total counts to be obtained.
After discs were removed from the CDFF, efforts were made to remove any
unattached cells (by immersing them in PBS) but, following Baclight live/dead
viability staining of intact biofilms, it would appear that loose cells were still
associated with the discs, although probably at a lower level than they would be
if attempts had not been made to remove them.
Differences in the surface roughness, judged by surface area and Ra values, of
the different types of disc during the CDFF experiments were apparent. The
surface area and Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs seemed to be consistently
lower than those of both the copper-containing glass discs and control glass
discs, although a significant difference was not always detected. The surface
area and Ra values of the hydroxyapatite discs also appeared to remain
constant throughout the duration of the CDFF experiment, while there was
generally an increase in the surface area and Ra values of the glass discs. The
differences in surface roughness did not have any obvious influence on the
results obtained. Surface roughness has been reported to influence bacterial
adhesion to surfaces, such as enamel surfaces (Morgan & Wilson, 2001).
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However, there were no obvious differences in the ability of the bacterial cells to
adhere to the different types of disc. As mentioned previously, the only
uncertainty with regards to the viable counts obtained, was what had caused
the reduction in viable counts on the Cai8 Na22 P45Cui 5 discs after 6 hours. A
possibility is that less bacterial cells adhered to this particular glass composition
but, if this were the case, it is unlikely that this was due to surface roughness. A
significant difference was not detected between the surface area and Ra values
of any of the three types of disc at 0 hours and 6 hours, so any differences in
attachment during these first 6 hours should not be due to surface roughness.
SEM photographs show S. sanguis attached to a hydroxyapatite disc, noncopper-containing glass disc and copper-containing glass disc, after 24 hours in
the CDFF. The number of cells seen adhering to the discs, at each time point,
was lower than had been expected. It was suspected that some of the adherent
bacterial cells could have detached during the processing of the samples for
SEM. It has been reported that passing an air-liquid interface, as would have
happened when the specimens were prepared, can result in the detachment of
bacteria that were adhered to the surface (Gomez-Suarez et al., 2001).
Of the copper-containing phosphate-based glasses investigated in this chapter,
Ga2oNa35P45 Cuio and C ai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 were shown to have the most profound
effect on the viable counts of S. sanguis. Therefore, these glasses were chosen
for further study. Experiments were carried out to investigate the formation and
viability of oral microcosm biofilms on the selected copper-containing glass
compositions,

under supragingival

conditions.

These

experiments

were

designed to more accurately model the in vivo situation. The results from this
part of the study will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
The effect of copper-containing phosphate-based
giasses on the formation and viabiiity of orai
microcosm biofiims, under supragingivai conditions
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5.1 AIM
Chapter 4 considered the efficacy of several copper-containing glasses at
reducing the formation and viability of S. sanguis biofilms, under supragingival
conditions. Copper-containing glasses that were shown to have the greatest
effect on the viability of these single species biofilms were chosen for further
study. The aim of this part of the work was to investigate the formation and
viability of oral microcosm biofilms on the selected copper-containing glasses,
under supragingival conditions. These experiments were carried out to more
closely simulate the oral environment, to get a better idea of how effective these
glasses might be at reducing the formation and viability of oral biofilms on their
surface in the supragingival environment of the oral cavity.

5.2 RESULTS
5.2.1 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF Ca2oNa35P4sCuio AND Cai8Na22P45Cuis
5.2.1.1 Viable counts
Figure 5.1 shows the number of viable streptococci within the oral microcosm
biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs, Cai8Na22P4sCuio
discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs. Figure 5.2 shows the total number of viable
aerobic bacteria within the oral microcosm biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite
discs, Ca2oNa35P45 discs, Cai8Na22P4sCuio discs and Cai8Na22P45Cui5 discs.
Figure 5.3 shows the total number of viable anaerobic bacteria within the oral
microcosm

biofilms formed

on

hydroxyapatite discs,

Ca2oNa35P45 discs,

Cai 8 Na22 P45Cuio discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs. Each point represents the
mean viable count of three biofilms from one representative CDFF experiment.
Error bars represent standard deviations.
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After 24 hours, the mean log 10 CFU.mm"^ of streptococci on hydroxyapatite
discs (3.76 ± 0.87), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (3.74 ± 0.76), Cai 8 Na22 P4sCuio discs
(4.42 ± 0.65) and Cai8 Na22P4sCui5 (3.70 ± 0.82) did not significantly differ
(Figure 5.1).
At 96 hours, no significant difference between the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of
streptococci on hydroxyapatite discs (5.25 ± 0.66), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (5.20 ±
0.76), Cai8 Na22 P4 sCuio discs (5.21 ± 0.26) and Cai8 Na22 P4 sCui5 (5.51 ± 0.30)
was found.
By 216 hours, a significant difference was still not detected between the mean
logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci on hydroxyapatite discs (5.53 ± 0.95),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (5.87 ± 1.15), Cai8 Na22P4 sCuio discs (5.64 ± 0.20) and
Cai8Na22P4sCui5 (5.08 ± 0.15).
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Figure 5.1 Logic CFU.mm'^ of streptococci in oral microcosm biofilms formed on
hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (Cu-), Cai 8 Na22 P45Cuio discs (10
mol% Cu) and C ai 8 Na22 P45C ui 5 discs (15 mol% Cu)
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After 24 hours, the mean logio CFU.mm’^ of aerobic bacteria on hydroxyapatite
discs (4.63 ± 0.41), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (3.80 ± 0.97), Cai 8 Na22P45Cuio discs
(4.16 ± 0.38) and Cai8 Na22 P45C ui 5 (4.07 ± 0.92) did not significantly differ
(Figure 5.2).
At 96 hours, a significant difference was not found between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^

of aerobic bacteria

on

hydroxyapatite discs

(5.48 ± 0.64),

Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (5.59 ± 0.57), C ai 8 Na22 P4sCuio discs (5.49 ± 0.35) and
Cai8Na22P45Cui5 (5.01 ± 1.01).
By 216 hours, the mean logic CFU.mm'^ of aerobic bacteria on hydroxyapatite
discs (6.24 ± 0.41), Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (5.88 ± 1.08), C ai 8 Na22P4 sCuic discs
(5.58 ± 0.21) and Cai 8 Na22P4sCui5 (5.03 ± 0.29) still did not significantly differ.
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Figure 5.2 Total number of aerobic bacteria (logic CFU.mm'^) in oral microcosm
biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (Cu-),
C ai 8 Na22 P45Cuic discs (10 mol% Cu) and Cai8 Na22 P45Cuis discs (15 mol% Cu)
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logio CFU.mm'^ of anaerobic

(4.57 ±

0.37),

Ca2oNa3sP45 discs

bacteria

(3.76

±

on

0.80),

C ai 8 Na22 P45 Cuio discs (4.21 ± 0.58) and Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 (3.94 ± 0.79) did not
significantly differ (Figure 5.3).
At 96 hours, a significant difference between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ of
anaerobic bacteria on hydroxyapatite discs (5.71 ± 0.71), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
(5.52 ± 0.95), Cai8 Na22 P45Cuio discs (5.48 ± 0.09) and Cai 8 Na22 P45 Cui 5 (5.66 ±
0.30) was not found.
By

216

hours,

hydroxyapatite

the
discs

mean

logic

(6.12 ±

CFU.mm'^

0.81),

of anaerobic

Ca2cNa3sP45 discs

bacteria

(5.41

±

on

1.46),

C ai 8 Na22 P4 sCuic discs (5.78 ± 0.40) and Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (5.81 ± 0.43)
still did not significantly differ.
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Figure 5.3 Total number of anaerobic bacteria (logio CFU.mm'^) in oral
microcosm biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
(Cu-), C ai 8 Na22P45Cuio discs (10 mol% Cu) and Cai8 Na22 P45C ui 5 discs (15
mol% Cu)

Figure 5.4 illustrates the relative viability of each type of bacterial count on
hydroxyapatite discs. Figure 5.5 illustrates the relative viability of each type of
bacterial count on Ca2oNa3sP45 discs. Figure 5.6 illustrates the relative viability
of each type of bacterial count on Cai8 Na22P45Cuio discs. Figure 5.7 illustrates
the relative viability of each type of bacterial count on C ai 8 Na22P45C ui 5 discs.
Each point represents the mean viable count of three biofilms from one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
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At each time point, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci, aerobic bacteria
and anaerobic bacteria on hydroxyapatite discs did not significantly differ
(Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofilms formed on
hydroxyapatite discs
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At each time point, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci, aerobic bacteria
and anaerobic bacteria on Ca2oNa35P45 discs did not significantly differ (Figure
5.5).
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Figure 5.5 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofilms formed on
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
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At each time point, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci, aerobic bacteria
and anaerobic bacteria on C ai8 Na27P45Agio discs did not significantly differ
(Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofilms formed on
Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs
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At each time point, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci, aerobic bacteria
and anaerobic bacteria on Cai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs did not significantly differ
(Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofiims formed on
Cai8Na22P45Cui5 discs

5.2.1.2 Identification of bacteria within oral microcosm biofiims
Blood agar plates were used to determine the total aerobic counts and total
anaerobic counts. Identification of the bacterial colonies growing on these blood
agar plates was attempted. Identification was attempted by carrying out Gram
staining of bacterial cells, the catalase test and the oxidase test.
Gram staining showed that the majority of the bacterial colonies growing on the
blood agar plates (following both aerobic and anaerobic incubation) were Grampositive cocci. Most of these Gram positive cocci were present as single cells or
chains of cells, suggesting that these were streptococci. A negative result was
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obtained when the catalase test was carried out, supporting the theory that
these bacterial colonies were streptococci.
The remaining Gram positive cocci were present as clumps of cells, which
resembled staphylococci. When the catalase test was carried out a positive
result was observed, whilst a negative result was obtained when the oxidase
test was carried out. The results from these biochemical tests also suggested
that the bacterial colonies were staphylococci.
Gram staining showed that the rest of the bacterial colonies were Gram
negative rods. Identification of these bacterial colonies was not made.
In addition, a small number of yeast colonies, possibly Candida species, were
found on the agar plates. These yeast colonies were identified by light
microscopy, after having been stained with the Gram stain.
Veillonella agar plates were used to try to isolate Veillonella species. The
bacterial colonies on these agar plates appeared to be Gram positive cocci.
Even though Veillonella species are Gram negative cocci, they can sometimes
appear to be Gram positive cocci (Ready, pers. comm.) Therefore, bacterial
colonies from the Veillonella agar plates were streaked onto blood agar plates
and incubated aerobically at 37°C for 24 hours. After this time, bacterial
colonies were observed on the majority of the blood agar plates. Veillonella
species are obligate anaerobes so this aerobic growth suggested that the
bacterial colonies were not Veillonella species.
CFAT agar plates were used to try to isolate Actinomyces species. Gram
staining showed that the bacterial colonies on these agar plates were Gram
positive cocci. However, Actinomyces species are Gram-positive rods. Thus,
Gram staining suggested that the bacterial colonies growing on the CFAT agar
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plates were not actinomyces. In addition, yeast colonies were found to be
present on the CFAT agar plates.

5.2.1.3 Dissolution of glass discs in the CDFF
Figure 5.8 shows the mean weight loss per unit area of Ca2oNa35 P45 discs over
a 216-hour period, with Figure 5.9 showing the mean weight loss per unit area
of Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs and Figure 5.10 showing the mean weight loss per
unit area of C ai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs, during the same CDFF experiment. Each
point represents the mean weight loss of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
At 24 hours, the mean weight loss of the Ca2oNa35P45 discs (14.82 ± 4.43
mg.cm"^) was found to be significantly different to the mean weight loss of both
the Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs (2.08 ± 0.31 mg.cm'^) and the C ai 8 Na22P45C ui 5 discs
(1.23 ± 0.25 mg.cm’^) (P<0.01). There was not a significant difference between
the mean weight loss of the Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs and C ai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs
(two way ANOVA, following logio transformation of data).
By 96 hours, the mean weight loss of the Ca2oNa35P45 discs (29.89 ± 5.65
mg.cm'^) was still significantly different to the mean weight loss of both the
Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs (5.16 ± 1.05 mg.cm'^) and the Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs
(3.55 ±0 .1 7 mg.cm'^) (P<0.01). There was not a significant difference between
the mean weight loss of the Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs and Cai8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs.
At 216 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (67.66 ± 9.58 mg.cm'^)
was significantly higher than the mean weight loss of both the Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio
discs (15.83 ± 1.66 mg.cm'^) and the Cai8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs (9.05 ± 2.35
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mg.cm'^) (P<0.01). There was not a significant difference between the mean
weight loss of the Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs.
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Figure 5.8 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in the
CDFF
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Figure 5.9 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs in
the CDFF
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Figure 5.10 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na22 P45Cui5 discs in
the CDFF
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5.2.1.3 Dissolution of hydroxyapatite discs in the CDFF
Figure 5.11 is a representative graph showing the mean weight loss per unit
area of hydroxyapatite discs over a 216-hour period. Each point represents the
mean weight loss of three discs removed during one representative CDFF run.
Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 24 hours, the mean weight loss of hydroxyapatite discs was 0.54 ± 0.48
mg.cm'^.hr"\ By 96 hours, the hydroxyapatite discs were found to have gained
weight, the mean weight loss of these discs been -0.13 ± 0.69 mg.cm'^.hr'\
After 216 hours, the hydroxyapatite discs appeared to have gained weight once
again, with the mean weight loss been -0.97 ± 0.92 mg.cm'^.hr'\ A significant
difference was not detected between the mean weight loss of hydroxyapatite
discs at any time period.
The hydroxyapatite discs appeared to lose weight and then gain weight during
this CDFF experiment, but there was no statistically significant change in
weight.
Similar results were obtained when the dissolution of hydroxyapatite discs used
in other microcosm experiments was considered. Therefore, Figure 5.11 is the
only graph presented in this thesis that shows the weight loss of hydroxyapatite
discs during microcosm CDFF experiments.
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Figure 5.11 Weight loss per unit area against time of hydroxyapatite discs in the
CDFF

5.2.1.4 Profilometry
Figure 5.12 shows the surface area of hydoxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs,
Ca2oNa2sP45Cuio discs and CaisNa22P45 Cui5 at various time periods. Each point
represents the mean surface area of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, a significant difference in mean
surface area was not detected between hydroxyapatite discs (1.16 ± 0.06 mm^),
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.41 ±0.11 mm^), Ca2oNa35P45Cuio discs (1.39 ±0.12 mm^)
and Cai8 Na22P45C ui 5 discs (1.45 ±0.10 mm^).
However, after 24 hours, a significant difference in mean surface area was
found between the hydroxyapatite discs (1.30 ± 0.05 mm^) and both
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.79 ± 0.02 mm^) (P<0.01), and Ca2oNa3sP45 Cuio discs (1.70
± 0.07 mm^) (P<0.05). There was no significant difference between the mean
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surface area of hydroxyapatite discs and Cai8 Na22P45Cui 5 discs (1.58 ± 0.90). A
significant difference in mean surface area was also not found between
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs, Ca2oNa35P45Cuio discs and Cai8Na22P45Cui5 discs.
At 96 hours, a significant difference between the mean surface area was found
between the hydroxyapatite discs (1.25 ± 0.12 mm^) and both Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
(1.96 ± 0.07 mm^) and Ca2oNa35P4sCuio discs (1.93 ± 0.23 mm^) (P<0.01).
There was no significant difference between the mean surface area of
hydroxyapatite discs and Cai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs (1.61 ± 0.20). A significant
difference in mean surface area was not detected between Ca2oNa3sP45 discs,
Ca2oNa35P4 sCuio discs and Cai8Na22P4sCui8 discs.
By 216 hours, the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.33 ± 0.09 mm^)
significantly differed from the mean surface area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (2.27 ±
0.16 mm^), Ca2oNa35P45Cuio discs (2.15 ± 0.19 mm^) and Cai8Na22P45Cui5
discs (1.81 ± 0.09) (P<0.01). There was also a significant difference between
the mean surface area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Cai8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs
(P<0.01). A significant difference was not found between the mean surface area
of Ca2oNa35P45 discs and Ca2oNa35P4sCuio discs, and between the mean
surface area of Ca2oNa35P4sCuio discs and Cai8Na22P45Cui5 discs.
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Figure 5.13 shows the Ra values of hydoxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs,
Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs and Cai8 Na22 P45Cui5 discs at various time periods.
Each point represents the mean Ra value of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, no significant difference was
detected between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (3.04 ± 1.22 pm),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (6.08 ± 1.55 pm), Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs (5.25 ± 1.32 pm)
and Cai8Na22P4sCui5 discs (6.17 ± 0.60 pm).
After 24 hours, a significant difference was detected between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.37 ± 0.64 pm) and the mean Ra values of both
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (11.30 ± 1.53 pm) and Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs (9.18 ± 0.56
pm) (P<0.01). The mean Ra values of Ca2oNa35P45 discs and Cai 8 Na22P45Cui5
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discs (7.06 ± 0.74 pm) (P<0.05) also significantly differed. There was not a
significant difference between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs and
Cai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs, the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs, and between the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio
discs and C ai 8 Na22P45Cui5 discs.
At 96 hours, a significant difference was detected between the mean Ra values
of hydroxyapatite discs (3.90 ± 1.06 pm) and the mean Ra values of both
Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (14.42 ± 2.26 pm) and Ca2oNa25 P4 sCuio discs (12.30 ± 2.26
pm) (P<0.01). The mean Ra values of Ca2oNa35P45 discs and Cai8 Na22P45Cui5
discs (7.84 ± 0.69 pm) also significantly differed (P<0.01), as did the mean Ra
values of Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs and C ai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (P<0.05). There
was no significant difference between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite
discs and C ai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs, and between the mean Ra values of
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs.
By 216 hours, a significant difference was detected between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.87 ± 0.87 pm) and the mean Ra values of both
Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (16.84 ± 2.28 pm) and Ca2oNa25P45 Cuio discs (15.11 ± 0.93
pm) (P<0.01). The mean Ra values of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and C ai 8 Na22P4 sCui5
discs (8.92 ± 1.02 pm) (P<0.01) also significantly differed, as did the mean Ra
values of Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs (P<0.01). There
was no significant difference between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite
discs and Cai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs, and between the mean Ra values of
Ca2oNa35P45 discs and Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs.
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Figure 5.13 Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa35p45 discs (Cu-),
Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio discs (10 mol% Cu) and Cai8Na22P4sCui5 discs (15 mol% Cu)
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5.2.1.5 SEM
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 are representative photographs showing oral bacteria
attached to hydroxyapatite discs, after 216 hours. The majority of the bacterial
cells adherent to the hydroxyapatite discs, not just after 216 hours but also at
other time periods, appeared to be cocci-shaped bacterial cells, and this is
illustrated by Figure 5.14. Figure 5.15 illustrates how much of the surface of
hydroxyapatite discs was covered by oral bacteria, after 216 hours. After 24 and
96 hours, the surface coverage of hydroxyapatite discs by oral bacteria was
similar to that shown by Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.14 SEM photograph of oral bacteria attached to a hydroxyapatite disc
after 216 hours
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Figure 5.15 SEM photograph showing the proportion of oral bacteria attached to
a hydroxyapatite disc after 216 hours

Figures 5.16 to 5.18 are representative photographs showing oral bacteria
attached to Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs at different time periods. After 24 hours, the
majority of the bacterial cells adherent to the Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs were coccishaped bacterial cells, as illustrated by Figure 5.16. By 96 hours, the majority of
the cells attached to the Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs were still cocci-shaped bacterial
cells, as illustrated by Figure 5.17. However, much larger cocci-shaped cells,
which appeared to be too big to be bacterial cells, were also observed at this
time period. It was suspected that these cells were yeast cells, possibly
Candida species. After 216 hours, the number of cells seen on the surface of
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the Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs was lower than expected for this time period (Figure
5.18). However, the majority of the attached cells were still cocci-shaped
bacterial cells, with a small number of potential yeast cells been observed.

Figure 5.16 SEM photograph of oral bacteria attached to a Ca2oNa25P45Cuio
disc after 24 hours
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»

Figure 5.17 SEM photograph of oral bacteria (and yeast cells) attached to a
Ca2oNa25P45Cuio disc after 96 hours
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Figure 5.18 SEM photograph of oral bacteria (and yeast cells) attached to a
Ca2oNa25P45Cuio disc after 216 hours

Figures 5.19 to 5.21 are representative photographs showing oral bacteria
attached to CaiaNa22P45Cui5 discs at different time periods. After 24 hours, the
majority of the bacterial cells adherent to the Cai8 Na22 P4sCuio discs were coccishaped bacterial cells, as illustrated by Figure 5.19. SEM photographs showed
that the number of bacterial cells attached to Cai8 Na22P45Cui 5 discs was similar,
after 96 hours. Flowever, after 216 hours the Cai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs were totally
covered by oral bacteria, as illustrated by Figure 5.20. Figure 5.21 shows the
morphology of cells that were present at this time.
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Figure 5.19 SEM photograph of oral bacteria attached to a Cai8 Na22P4 sCui5
disc after 24 hours
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Figure 5.20 SEM photograph of oral bacteria attached to a Cai8 Na22 P45Cui5
disc after 216 hours
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t

IL
Figure 5.21 SEM photograph showing the morphology of oral bacteria attached
to a Cai8 Na22P45Cui 5 disc after 216 hours

5.2.1.6 TEM
TEM was attempted to try to gain more information about the composition and
organisation of the microcosm biofilms. In addition, it was hoped that TEM
would show the location of copper ions, if present, within bacterial cells.
However, on many occasions cells could not be seen. There were instances
when individual cells could be seen, but this occurred infrequently.
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5.2.1.7 Total counts
A haemocytometer was used to try to obtain total counts. However, this method
was unsuccessful. Next, Baclight live/dead staining of bacterial cells, which had
been removed from the discs, was carried out to try to obtain total counts.
Again, this method was unsuccessful. Finally, Baclight live/dead staining of
intact biofilms was attempted but without success (see Section 5.3).

5.3 DISCUSSION
The results suggest that both Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio and C ai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs had
no effect on the viability of oral microcosm biofilms, under supragingival
conditions. These results differ from those obtained when the antibacterial
activity of Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio and Cai8 Na22 P<5C ui 5 discs against Streptococcus
sanguis

biofilms

was

considered,

under

similar

conditions.

In

these

experiments, the copper-containing glasses were shown to reduce the viability
of Streptococcus sanguis biofilms during the first 24 hours, when compared to
the control discs (see Chapter 4). However, microcosm biofilms are more
complex than single species biofilms and, as a result, it was unsurprising that
the microcosm biofilms seemed to be less susceptible to the antibacterial
properties of copper, than the single species biofilms (Pratten et a/., 1998b).
All of the microcosm biofilms were found to consist mainly of streptococci. The
high proportion of streptococci was not unexpected since these bacteria are
amongst the first to colonise the tooth surface, and are known to predominate in
supragingival plaque (Kolenbrander & London, 1993; Wilson et a/., 1995).
Microbial growth was seen on Veillonella agar plates, used to isolate Veillonella
species, and CFAT agar plates, used to isolate Actinomyces species. However,
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following Gram staining of the microbial colonies growing on these agar plates
(and aerobic incubation of the bacterial colonies from the Veillonella agar
plates, following streaking onto blood agar plates), it was concluded that these
microbial

colonies

were

not

actinomyces

and

veillonellae.

In

repeat

experiments, the concentration of each CFAT chemical (cadmium sulphate,
neutral acriflavin, potassium tellurite and basic fuschin) was increased three
fold, but the selectivity of the agar was not improved.
It is possible that Actinomyces species and Veillonella species were present
within the microcosm biofilms but, perhaps, they were present in low numbers
so were not detected by the viable count procedure.
In the reported GDFF experiment, yeast colonies were identified on blood agar
plates, following both aerobic and anaerobic incubation. The SEM also revealed
yeast cells attached to the surface of the discs. Yeast cells were present in
small numbers during this particular GDFF experiment, but in some of the
repeat GDFF experiments yeast cells were present in high numbers, resulting in
a dramatic reduction in bacterial cell number. Due to yeast out-competing the
bacterial cells in some of the GDFF experiments, it was decided that more
saliva would be collected from different individuals to produce a fresh batch of
pooled saliva. This new salivary inoculum was used in future GDFF experiments
(discussed in Ghapter 7). It may be that one of the volunteers from which saliva
was collected had recently been taking antibiotics, leading to a higher than
average proportion of yeast in the original salivary inoculum.
The dissolution

rate of Ga2oNa25P45 Cuio discs in this particular GDFF

experiment appeared to be higher than the dissolution rate of Ga2oNa25P4 sCuio
discs in the single species experiments (discussed in Ghapter 4) (0.0702
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compared to 0.0609 mg.cm’^.hr'^). The dissolution

rate of

Cai 8 Na22 P45Cui5 discs in this particular CDFF experiment also appeared to be
higher than the dissolution rate of CaiaNa22P45Cui 5 discs in the single species
experiments (discussed in Chapter 4) (0.0412 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to 0.0236
mg.cm'^.hr'^).

As

mentioned

previously,

Ca2oNa25P45Cuio

discs

and

Cai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs seemed to reduce the viability of single species biofilms
during the first 24 hours, while the same glass compositions had no effect on
the viability of microcosm biofilms at any time period. However, the dissolution
rates of the glasses suggest that it is unlikely that any difference in dissolution
was responsible for the difference in viable counts.
The weight loss of Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs in this
microcosm experiment at each time period were significantly similar, which was
desirable. However, the weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was significantly
higher than the weight loss of Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs and C ai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5
discs at each time period. Even so, as had been seen previously in single
species GDFF experiments (Chapter 4), the greater weight loss of Ca2oNa35P45
discs did not appear to influence the results obtained.
There appeared to be a correlation between the weight loss of the glass discs
and the surface roughness of the glass discs, at each time period. The weight
loss of Ca2oNa35P45 discs was consistently greater than the weight loss of the
other glass discs, with the surface area and Ra values of the Ca2oNa35 P45 discs
glass discs been greater than those of the other glass discs. In comparison, the
weight loss of C ai 8 Na22 P45C ui 5 discs was consistently lower than the weight
loss of the other glass discs, with the surface area and Ra values of these glass
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discs been lower than those of the other glass discs (although a significant
difference was not always detected).
As was observed with the discs used in the single species biofilms (Chapter 4),
the surface area and Ra values of the h/droxyapatite discs seemed to be
consistently lower than those of both the copper-containing glass discs and
control glass discs, although a significant difference was not always detected.
Also, the surface area and Ra values of the hydroxyapatite discs appeared to
remain constant throughout the duration of the GDFF experiment, while there
was generally an increase in the surface area and Ra values of the glass discs.
While it cannot be certain that surface roughness did not affect bacterial cell
adhesion since total counts were not obtained, given the other results (viable
counts) it is unlikely. When attempts were made to determine the total number
of bacterial cells within single species biofilms various problems were
encountered (see Chapter 4). These problems were still apparent when
attempts were made to determine the total number of bacterial cells within the
microcosm biofilms.
When the SEM was used to observe cells attached to the surface of the discs,
generally more cells were seen than had been when single species biofilms
were been considered (refer to Chapter 4). However, SEM images could still not
be used to compare cell adhesion to each type of disc as there were still
concerns about cell detachment from the surface of the discs during processing
of the samples for SEM. Figure 5.17 showed lots of cells attached to a
Ca2oNa25 P45Cuio disc after 96 hours. However, Figure 5.18 showed fewer cells
attached to a Ca2oNa25 P45 Cuio disc after 216 hours, even though there was no
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significant change in the viable counts on Ca2oNa25P4sCuio discs at the two time
periods.
The SEM also revealed that the majority of cells attached to the surface of the
discs were cocci-shaped bacterial cells, with a small proportion of (possible)
yeast cells also attached. These observations supported the viable count results
(and subsequent identification of microbial colonies), which showed that the
majority of microbial colonies growing on the agar plates were cocci-shaped
bacterial cells, with yeast cells also been present.
Problems were experienced when trying to observe microcosm biofiims with the
TEM. Bacterial cells were observed only infrequently and in small numbers. It
may have been that bacterial cells had become detached during processing of
the samples, as was suspected happened when samples were processed for
observation with the SEM.
At this stage, it was decided that phosphate-based glasses containing metal
ions other than copper would be investigated for their antibacterial activity
against oral bacterial biofiims. Silver has been reported to have the highest
antibacterial activity when compared to other metal ions (Kawahara et al.,
2000). Thus, silver was incorporated into phosphate-based glasses and these
materials were initially investigated for their efficacy at reducing the formation
and viability of biofiims of S. sanguis on their surface, under supragingival
conditions. The results from this study are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
The effect of silver-containing phosphate-based
glasses on the formation and viability of Streptococcus
sanguis biofiims, under supragingival conditions
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6.1 AIM
So far, the efficacy of copper-containing glasses at reducing the formation and
viability of oral bacterial biofiims, under conditions designed to mimic the
supragingival environment, has been considered (Chapters 4 and 5). However,
phosphate-based glasses containing metal ions other than copper could also
potentially be used in the supragingival environment of the oral cavity. Silver, for
example, is known to be a powerful antibacterial metal ion that can be
incorporated into the glass structure. Therefore, the aim of this part of the study
was to investigate the formation and viability of biofiims of S. sanguis (one of
the predominant colonisers of supragingival plaque) on several silver-containing
phosphate-based glasses, under supragingival conditions. The composition of
the silver-containing glasses selected for this part of the work was similar to the
composition of the copper-containing glasses whose antibacterial activity
against S. sanguis biofiims has already been considered in Chapter 4. The
dissolution rates of the chosen silver-containing glasses were also similar to the
dissolution rates of the previously investigated copper-containing glasses in
distilled water and artificial saliva, as determined by dissolution tests (Chapter
3). Thus, a further aim was to compare the formation and viability of S. sanguis
biofiims on these particular silver-containing glasses, with the formation and
viability of S. sanguis biofiims on the copper-containing glasses.
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6.2 RESULTS
6.2.1

ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF Ca2oNa34P4sAgi, Ca2oNa3oP45Ags,

Cai8Na27P4sAgio AND Cai8Na22P45Agis (PRELIMINARY STUDY)
Preliminary experiments were carried out to investigate the short-term
antibacterial activity of several silver-containing phosphate-based glasses.
Figure 6.1 shows the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofiims formed on
hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs, Ca2oNa34 P4sAgi discs, Ca2oNa3oP4sAg5
discs, C ai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs and C ai8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs over a 24-hour period.
Each point represents the mean viable count of three biofiims from one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean logio
CFU.mm'^ on Ca2oNa34P4sAgi discs (1.12 ± 0.63), and both Ca2oNa35P45 discs
(2.26 ± 0.55) (P<0.05) and hydroxyapatite discs (2.79 ± 0.41) (P<0.01). The
Ca2oNa34P4 sAgi discs resulted in an approximate 1.1 - 1.7 logic reduction in the
mean number of viable cells compared to the control discs. There was also a
significant difference

(P<0.01)

between

the

mean

logic

CFU.mm'^ on

Ca2cNa3cP45Ag 5 discs (0.55 ± 0.48), Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgic discs (0.03 ± 0.06) and
C ai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (no viable cells detected), and both the hydroxyapatite
and Ca2cNa3sP45 discs. The Ca2cNa3cP4 sAg5 discs caused an approximate 1.8 2.3 logic reduction in the number of viable cells compared to the control discs,
while the Cai 8 Na27P4sAgic discs caused an approximate 2.2 - 2.8 logic
reduction.

The

mean

logic

CFU.mm'^

on

Ca2cNa34 P4 sAgi

discs

and

C ai8 Na27 P4 sAgic discs were significantly different (P<0.05), as were the mean
logic CFU.mm'^on Ca2cNa34P4sAgi discs and Cai8 Na22P4 sAgi5 discs (P<0.01).
The mean logic CFU.mm'^on the other discs did not significantly differ.
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After 24 hours, the mean logio CFU.mm'^on the Ca2oNa34 P45Agi discs (1.07 ±
0.55) was similar to the number present on these discs after 6 hours (± 0.04
logic). However, there was no significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on Ca2cNa34P45Agi discs, and both hydroxyapatite discs (1.87 ±
0.72) and Ca2cNa35P45 discs (1.57 ± 0.32). There was a significant difference
between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on Ca2cNa3cP45Ag 5 discs (0.03 ± 0.06),
Cai8 Na27 P45Agic discs (0.03 ± 0.06) and Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (no viable cells
detected), and both the Ca2cNa3sP45 discs and hydroxyapatite discs (P<0.01).
The mean number of viable cells on the Ca2cNa3cP4sAg5 discs was similar to the
number present on these discs after 6 hours (± 0.33 logic), whilst there was no
difference in the mean number of viable cells on the C ai 8 Na27P4sAgic discs after
6 and 24 hours. Again, no viable cells were detected on the C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5
discs. A significant difference was also detected between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on Ca2cNa34P4 sAgi discs and Ca2cNa3cP45Ags discs (P<0.05),
Ca2cNa34P4sAgi

discs

and

Cai8Na27P4sAgic

discs

(P<0.05),

and

Cai 8 Na27P4sAgic discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (P<0.05). There was not a
significant difference between the mean logic CFU.mm"^ on any of the other
discs.
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Figure 6.1 Logio CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite
discs (HA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Cu-), Ca2oNa34P45Agi discs (1 mol% Ag),
Ca2oNa3oP45Ags discs (5 mol% Ag), Cai 8 Na27P45Agio discs (10 mol% Ag) and
Cai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs (15 mol% Ag)

6.2.2 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF Cai8Na27P45Agio
6.2.2.1 Viable counts

Following preliminary experiments, the antibacterial activity of Cai 8 Na27 P45Agio
discs was investigated over a longer period of time. Figure 6.2 shows the mean
logic CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite discs,
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Cai 8 Na27 P45Agio discs over a 192-hour period. Each
point represents the mean viable count of three biofiims from one representative
CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, there was an approximate 1.8 - 2.0 logic reduction in the mean
number of viable cells on Cai 8 Na27 P45Agic discs (0.80 ±0.13) compared to the
mean number of viable cells found on both the hydroxyapatite discs (2.77 ±
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0.24) and Ca2oNa35 P45 discs (2.47 ± 0.37). The mean logio CFU.mm'^ on
Cai 8 Na27P45Agio discs, and both type of control disc were significantly different
(P<0.01).
After 24 hours, there was still a significant difference between the mean logic
CFU.mm"^ on C ai8 Na27P4 sAgio discs (0.35 ± 0.61), and both hydroxyapatite
discs (1.81 ± 0.15) (P<0.05) and Ca2oNa35P45 discs (2.31 ± 0.16) (P<0.01). The
mean number of viable cells on C ai 8 Na27P4sAgio discs was approximately 1.5 2.0 logic less than on the control discs.
After 48 hours, the mean number of viable cells on Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgic discs (0.12
± 0.21) was approximate 1.7 logic less than the number of viable cells on
hydroxyapatite discs (1.77 ± 0.58), but this difference was not significant. The
mean number of viable cells on the C ai 8 Na27P4 sAgic discs was approximately
0.91 logic less than the mean number of viable cells on the control glass discs
(0.95 ± 0.88), but this difference was also not significant.
By 120 hours, there was an increase in the mean number of viable cells on the
C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgic discs (2.53 ± 0.67). However, the mean number of viable cells
on Cai8 Na27P4sAgic discs was still approximately 1.9 - 2.2 logic less than on
the hydroxyapatite discs (4.45 ±0.19) and Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (4.71 ± 0.17). This
difference between the Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgic disc, and both types of control disc
was significant (P<0.01).
However, by 192 hours there was a further increase in the mean number of
viable cells on the C ai8 Na27P4 sAgic discs (4.21 ± 0.76). There was no significant
difference between the mean log CFU.mm^ on these discs, hydroxyapatite
discs (5.15 ± 0.13) and Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (5.09 ± 0.18).
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Figure 6.2 Logio CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite
discs (HA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Ag-) and Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (Ag+)

6.2 2.2 Dissolution of glass discs in the CDFF
Figure 6.3 shows the mean weight loss per unit area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs over
a 192-hour period, with Figure 6.4 showing the mean weight loss per unit area
of Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs during the same CDFF experiment. Each point
represents the mean weight loss of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 2.13 ±
1.59 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs was 3.85 ±
0.52 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss was not significant (two way
ANOVA, following logio transformation of data).
By 24 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa35P45 discs was found to be 5.89 ±
2.15 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Cai8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs was 14.57 ±
0.18 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss was not significant.
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At 48 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa35P45 discs was found to be 7.60 ±
4.35 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Cai 8 Na27P4sAgio discs was 16.09 ±
7.27 mg.cm’^. This difference in weight loss was not significant.
After 120 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be
19.80 ± 2.80 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs was
48.32 ± 12.62 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss was not significant.
By 192 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 17.80
± 1.69 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Cai 8 Na27P4sAgio discs was 77.23
± 2.97 mg.cm"^. This difference in weight loss was significantly different
(P<0.05).
The rate of dissolution (mg.cm'^.hr'^), determined from the slope of the line fitted
to the data, for the two glass compositions suggests that Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs
were approximately 3.5 times more soluble in the CDFF than the Ca2oNa3sP45
discs, although a significant difference in weight loss (mg.cm'^) was not found
until 192 hours.
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Figure 6.3 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in the
CDFF
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Figure 6.4 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgio discs in
the CDFF
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The dissolution of the Cai8 Na27P45Agio discs in the CDFF was also compared to
the dissolution of Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs (Figure 4.5), investigated for their
antibacterial properties against biofiims of S. sanguis, under similar conditions.
At each time period, the mean weight loss of the C ai 8 Na27P45Agio discs was
found

to

be

statistically

different

(two

way

ANOVA,

following

logio

transformation of data) to the mean weight loss of the Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio discs
(after 6 hours and 48 hours, P<0.05; after 24 hours, 120 hours and 192 hours,
P<0.01), with the weight loss of Cai8 Na27P4 sAgio discs consistently greater.

6 2.2.3 Profilometry
Figure 6.5 shows the surface area of hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa35 P45 discs
and C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs at various time periods. Each point represents the
mean surface area of three discs removed during one representative CDFF run.
Error bars represent standard deviations.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, there was no significant between the
mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.38 ± 0 .1 3 mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45
discs (1.49 ± 0.05 mm^) and Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs (1.40 ±0.19 mm^).
However, after 6 hours in the CDFF there was a significant difference between
the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.40 ± 0.10 mm^) and
Cai 8 Na27P4sAgio discs (1.78 ± 0.08 mm^) (P<0.05). A significant difference was
not found between the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs and
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.44 ± 0.09 mm^), or between the mean surface area of
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs.
By 24 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean surface area
of hydroxyapatite discs (1.38 ± 0.06 mm^) and Cai8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (1.89 ±
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0.21 mm^) (P<0.01). A significant difference was not found between the mean
surface area of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa35P45 discs (1.66 ± 0.09 mm^),
or between the mean surface area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio
discs.
After 48 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.40 ± 0.08 mm^) and Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs (1.98
± 0.01 mm^) (P<0.01). A significant difference was not found between the mean
surface area of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.67 ±0.11 mm^),
or between the mean surface area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio
discs.
By 120 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean surface area
of hydroxyapatite discs (1.17 ± 0.10 mm^) and Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (2.15 ±
0.19 mm^) (P<0.01). There was also a significant difference between the mean
surface area of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (2.11 ± 0.03 mm^)
(P<0.01). There was not a significant difference between the mean surface area
of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs.
At 192 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean surface area
of hydroxyapatite discs (1.30 ± 0.04 mm^) and Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs (2.06 ±
0.10 mm^) (P<0.01). There was also a significant difference between the mean
surface area of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (2.07 ± 0.17 mm^)
(P<0.01). A significant difference was not detected between the mean surface
area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and C ai 8 Na27P45Agio discs.
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Figure 6.5 Surface area of 1 mm^ sections of hydroxyapatite discs (HA),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Ag-) and Cai8 Na27P45Agiodiscs (Ag+)

Figure 6.6 shows the Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
Cai8 Na27 P45Agio discs at various time periods. Each point represents the mean
Ra value of three discs removed from one representative CDFF run.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, a significant difference was not
found between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (5.73 ± 1.35 pm),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (6.38 ± 0.68 pm) and Cai8 Na27P45Agio discs (4.95 ± 1.83
pm).
After 6 hours, there was still no significant difference between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs (5.68 ±1.15 pm), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (7.32 ±2.11
pm) and Cai8 Na27P45Agio discs (10.21 ± 2.40 pm).
However, by 24 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs (5.04 ± 0.61 pm) and Ca2oNa35P45 discs (10.34 ±
0.94 pm) (P<0.05), and between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs
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and Cai8 N8 2 7 P45Agio discs (12.61 ± 1.00 pm) (P<0.01). There was not a
significant difference between the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs.
At 48 hours, a significant difference was found between the mean Ra values of
hydroxyapatite discs (5.25 ± 0.54 pm) and Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgio discs (14.06 ± 0.31
pm) (P<0.01), and between the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa35P45 discs (9.19 ±
1.68 pm) and C ai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs (P<0.05). There was not a significant
difference between the

mean

Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs and

Ca2oNa3sP45 discs.
After 120 hours, the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (3.00 ±1 .12 pm)
and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (17.68 ± 3.09 pm) significantly differed (P<0.01). There
was also a significant difference between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite
discs and Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgio discs (14.34 ± 2.03 pm) (P<0.01). A significant
difference was not found between the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa35P45 discs and
Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs.
By 192 hours, a significant difference was found between the mean Ra values
of hydroxyapatite discs (4.35 ± 0.64 pm) and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (15.06 ± 1.63
pm) (P<0.01), and between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs and
Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (14.03 ± 0.81 pm) (P<0.01). There was not a significant
difference

between

the

mean

Ra

values

Cai8Na27P45Agio discs.
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Figure 6.6 Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca 2 oNa3 5 P4 5 discs (Ag-) and
Cai8Na27P45Agio discs (Ag+)

6.2.3 ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT OF CaigNa22P45Agi5
6.2.3.1 Viable counts
Figure 6.7 shows the mean logio CFU.mm’^of S. sanguis in biofilms formed on
hydroxyapatite discs, Ca 2 oNa3 sP45 discs and C ai 8 Na2 2 P4 sAgi5 discs over a 192hour period. Each point represents the mean viable count of three biofilms from
one representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ on Cai8 Na2 2 P45 A g i 5 discs (0.79 ± 0.70)
was significantly lower than the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on both hydroxyapatite
discs (2.63 ± 0.18) (P<0.01) and Ca2 oNa3 sP45 discs (2.88 ± 0.47) (P<0.01).
At 24 hours, the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on Cai8 Na2 2 P4 sAgi5 discs (0.24 ± 0.21)
was still significantly lower than the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on both the
hydroxyapatite discs (2.04 ± 0.23) (P<0.01) and Ca 2 cNa3 5 P45 discs (2.84 ± 0.22)
(P<0.01).
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After 48 hours, there was a decrease in the number of viable cells on all three
types of disc, with no significant difference existing between the mean logio
CFU.mm'^ on hydroxyapatite discs (no viable cells detected), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
(no viable cells detected) and Cai 8 Na22 P45Agis discs (0.05 ± 0.09).
By 120 hours, there had been an increase in the number of viable cells on all
three types of disc. The mean logic CFU.mm'^ on Cai 8 Na22P4 sAgi5 discs (1.06 ±
1.29) was significantly lower than the mean

logic CFU.mm'^

on the

hydroxyapatite discs (4.08 ± 0.59) (P<0.01) and Ca2cNa35P45 discs (2.68 ± 0.46)
(P<0.05).
After 168 hours, the number of viable cells on the C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (2.39 ±
0.67) continued to increase although the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on these discs
was still significantly lower than the mean log CFU.mm'^ on the hydroxyapatite
discs (4.72 ± 0.24) (P<0.01) and Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (4.62 ± 0.37) (P<0.01).
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Figure 6.7 Logic CFU.mm'^ of S. sanguis in biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite
discs (HA), Ca2cNa3sP45 (Ag-) discs and C ai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs (Ag+)
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G.2.3.2 Dissolution of glass discs in the CDFF
Figure 6.8 shows the mean weight loss per unit area of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs over
a 192-hour period, with Figure 6.9 showing the mean weight loss per unit area
of C ai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs during the same CDFF experiment. Each point
represents the mean weight loss of three discs removed from during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
After 6 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 2.90 ±
0.59 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Cai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs was 5.71 ±
3.01 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss was not significant.
By 24 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa35P45 discs was found to be 4.04 ±
0.71 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of C ai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs was 15.66 ±
0.51 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss was significant (P<0.05).
At 48 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa35P45 discs was found to be 7.70 ±
1.23 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of C ai 8 Na22P45A g i 5 discs was 28.91 ±
2.12 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss was significant (P<0.01).
After 120 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be
25.87 ± 9.63 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of Cai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs was
60.98 ± 3.22 mg.cm'^. This difference in weight loss was significant (P<0.01).
At 168 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs was found to be 9.87 ±
5.19 mg.cm'^. Due to experimental problems, it was not possible to determine
the mean weight loss of Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs at this time.
The rate of dissolution (mg.cm'^.hr'^), obtained from the slope of the line fitted to
the data, for the two glass compositions suggested that the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
were less soluble than the Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
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Figure 6.8 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in the
CDFF
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Figure 6.9 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs in
the CDFF
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The dissolution of the Cai 8 Na22 P45Agis discs in the CDFF was also compared
with the dissolution of the Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (Figure 4.11), investigated for
their antibacterial properties against biofilms of S. sanguis, under similar
conditions. After 6 hours, there was not a significant difference between the
mean

weight

loss

(mg.cm'^)

of

the

Cai 8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs

and

the

C ai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs. However, after 24 hours, 48 hours and 120 hours, the
mean weight loss of the Cai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs was significantly greater than
the mean weight loss of the Cai8 Na22P4sCui5 discs (P<0.01).

6.2.3 3 Profilometry
Figure 6.10 shows the surface area of hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
and C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs at various time periods. Each point represents the
mean surface area of three discs removed during one representative CDFF run.
Error bars represent standard deviations.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, the mean surface area of the
hydroxyapatite discs (1.26 ± 0.10 mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.33 ± 0.07 mm^)
and Cai8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (1.43 ± 0.10 mm^) did not significantly differ.
After 6 hours, the mean surface area of the hydroxyapatite discs (1.36 ± 0.07
mm^), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.47 ± 0.15 mm^) and Cai 8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs (1.64 ±
0.19 mm^) still did not significantly differ.
By 24 hours, a significant difference was found between the mean surface area
of hydroxyapatite discs (1.28 ± 0.03 mm^) and the Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (1.89
± 0.06 mm^) (P<0.01), and also between the mean surface area of Ca2oNa3sP45
discs (1.50 ± 0.12 mm^) and C ai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs (P<0.05). A significant
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difference did not exist between the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs
and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs.
After 48 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean surface
area of the hydroxyapatite discs (1.29 ± 0.05 mm^) and both Ca2oNa35 P45 discs
(1.79 ± 0.06) (P<0.01), and Cai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (1.99 ±0.13) (P<0.01). There
was not a significant difference between the mean surface area of Ca2oNa3sP45
discs and C ai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
By 120 hours, the mean surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.27 ± 0.09)
significantly differed compared to the mean surface area of both the
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.81 ± 0.21) and the Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (1.95 ± 0.12)
(P<0.01). A significant difference was not found between the mean surface area
of Ca2oNa3sP4 5 discs and C ai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs.
At 168 hours, a significant difference was found between the mean surface area
of hydroxyapatite discs (1.36 ± 0.10), and both the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.91 ±
0.23) and the C ai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (2.06 ± 0.14) (P<0.01). There was no
significant difference between the mean surface area of Ca2oNa35 P45 discs and
Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
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Figure 6.10 Surface area of 1 mm^ sections of hydroxyapatite discs (HA),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Ag-) and Cai8 Na25P4 sAgi5 discs (Ag+)

Figure 6.11 shows the Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and
Cai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs at various time periods. Each point represents the mean
Ra value of three discs removed from one representative CDFF run.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, a significant difference was not
found between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.16 ± 0.99 pm),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (5.73 ± 1.52 pm) and Cai8 Na22P45Agi 5 discs (6.07 ± 0.92
pm).
After 6 hours, there was still no significant difference between the mean Ra
values of hydroxyapatite discs (5.52 ± 0.14 pm), Ca2oNa35P4s discs (6.44 ± 1.37
pm) and Cai8 Na22P4 sAgi5 discs (8.19 ± 1.81 pm).
By 24 hours, a significant difference was found between the mean Ra values of
hydroxyapatite discs (5.13 ± 0.43 pm) and the Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs (12.06 ±
2.14 pm) (P<0.01). A significant difference was not found between the mean Ra
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values of hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (7.28 ± 0.83 pm), and
between the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa35 P4 5 discs and Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs.
At 48 hours, the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.44 ± 0.49 pm) and
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (14.17 ± 6.66 pm) significantly differed (P<0.01), as did the
mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs and Cai8 Na22P4 sAgi5 discs (14.06 ±
1.33 pm) (P<0.01). There was no significant difference between the mean Ra
values of Ca2oNa35P45 discs and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
After 120 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean Ra values
of hydroxyapatite discs (4.26 ± 0.32 pm) and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (14.06 ± 2.71
pm) (P<0.01), and also between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs
and C ai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (14.33 ± 0.28 pm) (P<0.01). A significant difference
was not found between the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa35 P45 discs and
Cai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs.
By 168 hours, the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (5.40 ± 0.56 pm)
significantly differed to the mean Ra values of Ca2oNa35P4 s discs (13.39 ± 3.49
pm) (P<0.01). The mean Ra values of hydoxyapatite discs also significantly
differed to the mean Ra values of the C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (16.32 ± 3.13 pm)
(P<0.01). There was no significant difference between the mean Ra values of
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
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Figure 6.11 Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Ag-)
and Cai8 Na27P45Agio discs (Ag+)

6.2.Z.2 SEM
Figure 6.12 is a representative photograph showing S. sanguis attached to a
hydroxyapatite disc, after 24 hours. Surface coverage of hydroxyapatite discs
by S. sanguis was similar to that shown by Figure 6.12, after 6 hours and 48
hours.
Figure 6.13 is a representative photograph showing S. sanguis attached to a
hydroxyapatite disc, after 120 hours. By this time, the number of bacteria
adhered to hydroxyapatite discs had increased, with a further increase in
bacterial cell number observed at the end of the experiment. In Figure 6.13, a
precipitate also appears to be present on the surface of the hydroxyapatite disc.
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mm

Figure 6.12 SEM photograph of S. sanguis attached to a hydroxyapatite disc
after 24 hours
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Figure 6.13 SEM photograph of S. sanguis attached to a hydroxyapatite disc
after 120 hours

Figure 6.14 is a representative photograph showing S. sanguis attached to a
Ca2oNa35P45 disc, after 24 hours. Similar surface coverage of Ca2oNa35P45 discs
by S. sanguis was observed at each time period. On some occasions, more
cells were observed adherent to the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs, but this occurred
infrequently.
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Figure 6.14 SEM photograph of S. sanguis attached to a Ca2oNa35P45 disc after
24 hours

Figure 6.15 is a representative photograph of a Ca2oNa25P4 sAgio disc, after 24
hours. This is a typical view of a Ca2oNa25P45Agio disc at this time period.
Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs looked very similar. Crevices could be observed, which
appeared to be filled with a precipitate. This precipitate was also observed
outside of crevices but only on rare occasions early on, and increased with time.
Figure 6.16 is a representative photograph showing one of the crevices close
up. A few cells can be observed within the precipitate.
Figure 6.17 is a representative photograph showing another crevice close up.
Obvious crystal structures can be seen.
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Figure 6.18 is a representative photograph showing a Cai8 Na22P45A gi 5 disc,
after 120 hours. By this time, the precipitate covered the entire disc. Precipitate
did not entirely cover Ca2oNa25P4 sAgio discs at any time period, although by 120
hours there was a notable increase in the amount of the deposit that was
observed compared to earlier time periods. By 192 hours, similar surface
coverage of the Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs by the precipitate was noted.

Figure 6.15 SEM photograph showing a typical view of a Cai8 Na27P4sAgio disc
after 24 hours
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7

Figure 6.16 SEM photograph showing a magnified view of one of the crevices
shown by Figure 6.15
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Figure 6.17 SEM photograph showing a magnified view of a second crevice
seen in Figure 6.15
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Figure 6.18 SEM photograph showing a typical view of a Cai 8 Na22P45A g i 5 disc
after 120 hours

6.2.2.3 Total counts

Previously, various problems had been encountered when trying to obtain total
counts. A haemocytometer had been used, without success. This was followed
by an attempt to stain bacterial cells, which had been removed from the discs,
with the Baclight live/dead stain, which was also unsuccessful. Finally, intact
biofilms were stained with the Baclight live/dead stain but, once again, problems
were encountered (refer to Chapters 4 and 5).
It was decided that staining of bacterial cells, following their removal from the
discs to which they were attached, was probably going to be the best method
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for obtaining total counts, even though past attempts at staining bacterial cells
in this way (using the Baclight live/dead stain) had proved ineffective. The
Baclight live/dead stain is known to fade in the presence of fluorescent light,
which could potentially help to explain why problems were encountered when
trying to observe bacterial cells. Thus, another bacterial stain, namely
methylene blue, was considered. However, when methylene blue was used as
a bacterial stain, bacterial cells could still not be seen. Even when the bacterial
suspension was centrifuged prior to staining, to try to concentrate the bacterial
cells, cells were not observed. Figure 6.19 shows representative images that
were obtained following staining of bacterial suspensions (from hydroxyapatite
discs) with methylene blue, before and after centrifugation, at 24 hours. Similar
images were observed at all other time periods, and with each type of disc.

a*

B

Figure 6.19 Bacterial suspensions (from hydroxyapatite discs) stained with
methylene blue, before centrifugation (A) and after centrifugation (B), at 24
hours. The bars represent 10pm
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6.3 DISCUSSION
Initially, experiments were carried out to determine the antibacterial activity of
several silver-containing glasses against biofilms of S. sanguis, over a 24 hour
period. The results from these experiments showed that there was a strong
relationship between the silver content of the glasses and the viable counts of
S. sanguis. After 6 hours, it could be clearly seen that as the silver content of
the

glasses

increased,

the

number

of

viable

cells

decreased.

The

Ca22 Na32 P45Agi discs caused an approximate 1.1 - 1.7 logio reduction in viable
cell number when compared to the control discs, the Ca2oNa3oP4sAg5 discs
caused an approximate 1.8 - 2.3 logic reduction and the Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs
caused an approximate 2.2 - 2.8 logic reduction. On the Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs,
viable cells were not detected.
After 24 hours, a similar pattern was observed. There appeared to be
approximately 0.5 - 0.8 logic less viable cells on the Ca22 Na32P4 sAgi discs
when compared to the control discs, although this difference was found not to
be statistically significant.

On both the Ca2cNa3cP45Ag 5 discs and the

C ai8 Na27 P45Agic discs there were approximately 1.54 - 1.84 logic fewer viable
cells, the number of viable cells being close to zero, when compared to the
control discs, and on the C ai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs viable cells were again not
detected.
Following

these

preliminary

experiments,

the

antibacterial

activity

of

C ai 8 Na27 P45Agic discs and C ai8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs against biofilms of S. sanguis
was considered over a longer period of time. As in the short term experiments,
these glass compositions significantly reduced the number of viable cells when
compared to the control discs, during the first 24 hours. By 48 hours, the silver-
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containing glass discs were found to maintain low numbers of viable cells,
although a dramatic decrease in viable counts was observed on the control
discs at this time period when the antibacterial activity of Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs
was investigated. After 48 hours, a gradual increase in the number of viable
cells on both of the silver-containing glass discs was observed. Even though the
viable cells had begun to recover, they were still suppressed at 120 hours when
compared to the control discs. By the end of the experiments, the viable cell
number on the Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs was no longer significantly lower than the
number of viable cells on the control discs (192 hours), but the number of viable
cells on the Cai 8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs continued to be suppressed (168 hours).
The C ai8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs appeared to be very soluble in the CDFF, which was
why the experiments involving this particular glass composition were terminated
at 168 hours. However, if it had been possible to continue this experiment,
perhaps the number of viable cells on these glass discs would have recovered
as they did on the C ai 8Na27P4sAgio discs.
Previous work, in which copper-containing glasses were investigated for their
antibacterial activity against biofilms of S. sanguis, revealed a similar pattern,
with an initial reduction in the number of viable cells followed by a total recovery
in cell number by 48 hours (refer to Chapter 4). As with the copper-containing
glasses, it is possible that the initial reduction in the number of viable cells could
have been due to the bactericidal properties of silver. However, it is also
possible that fewer viable cells adhered to the silver-containing glass discs
compared to the control discs, which may have contributed to the initial low
viable counts observed on the silver-containing glass discs.
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The dissolution of the Cai 8 Na27P45Agio discs and the Cai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs in
the CDFF appeared to be linear, suggesting that the gradual increase in the
number of viable cells on these glass discs, following the initial reduction, was
not due to a decrease in the release of silver ions. Silver should have been
uniformly distributed throughout the glass, so the silver ions should have been
released at a linear rate.
Generally, it would appear that the silver-containing glass discs were more
effective at reducing viable counts on the disc surface and maintaining low
viable counts, than the corresponding copper-containing glass discs (discussed
in Chapter 4). However, the dissolution rate of the Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs was
found to be approximately 6.5 times faster than the dissolution rate of
Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs in the CDFF (0.4018 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to 0.0609
mg.cm'^.hr'^), and the mean weight loss of the discs at each time period was
found to be statistically different. The dissolution rate of C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs
was found to be approximately 22 times faster than the dissolution rate of
C ai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5 discs in the CDFF (0.5259 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to 0.0236
mg.cm'^.hr'^), and the weight loss of the discs at each time period, excluding 6
hours, was found to be statistically different. Therefore, the amount of silver
released from the silver-containing glass discs would be expected to be
considerably

greater

than

the

amount

of

copper

released

from

the

corresponding copper-containing glass discs, in the CDFF. This made a
comparison of the antibacterial activity of the silver and copper ions released
from the phosphate-based glass discs difficult.
There was also a large difference between the dissolution rates of the silvercontaining glass discs and the control glass discs, although a significant
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difference was not always found between the mean weight loss values at each
time period. The dissolution rates of the silver-containing glass discs appeared
to be faster than the dissolution rates of the control glass discs. The silvercontaining glass discs were also visibly more soluble than the control discs.
This was not ideal, as the high dissolution of the silver glass discs may have
made it difficult for bacterial cells to adhere to these discs. It was not possible to
determine whether this was the case because the control glass discs could not
be used as a comparison due to these glasses having a lower dissolution rate.
Total counts were not achieved, thus it was not possible to determine whether
fewer bacterial cells had adhered to the silver-containing glass discs compared
to the control discs using this method. Methylene blue was used to try to stain
bacterial cells, but bacterial cells were not observed. As with previous staining
procedures that had been attempted, it may have been that there were not
enough cells present to enable them to be viewed using the light microscope.
The surface area and Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs appeared to be
consistently lower than those of both the silver-containing glass discs and the
control glass discs, although a significant difference was not always found.
However, the surface area and Ra values of the silver-containing glass discs
and the control glass discs did not significantly differ, except on a small number
of occasions, which was unexpected given the large differences in dissolution
between the two types of glass disc. Any differences in surface roughness were
unlikely to have influenced the microbiological results. The surface roughness
was found to be similar for the silver glass discs and the control glass discs, but
large differences between the viable counts on these discs were observed at
various time periods, particularly in the early stages of the experiments.
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SEM photographs of Cai8 Na27P45Agio discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs often
showed a precipitate, which was initially present within the crevices of the glass
discs, but was also observed outside of the crevices as time progressed. This
precipitate may have been a hydrated calcium phosphate such as brushite
(Franks et a/., 2000). The precipitate may have formed during the CDFF
experiment, or during processing of the glass discs for SEM. Since the
precipitate was mostly observed on the silver glass discs, it is likely that it
formed during the CDFF experiments because if the precipitate was due to
processing it would have been seen on all of the glass samples prepared for
observation with the SEM. Occasionally, the precipitate was also observed on
hydroxyapatite discs (Figure 6.13) and control glass discs, probably due to the
precipitate being carried over from the silver glass discs onto the control discs,
by the scraper blades of the CDFF. Silver may also have been carried over onto
the control discs, either individually or as part of the precipitate, and this could
possibly help to explain the dramatic reduction in the number of viable cells on
the hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2oNa35P45 discs (when the antibacterial activity
of C ai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs was being considered), after 48 hours (Figure 6.7).
Following

this

work,

it was

decided

that

Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs

and

C ai 8 Na22P4 sAgi5 discs would be investigated further for their ability to reduce
the formation and viability of microcosm biofilms on their surface, under
supragingival conditions. These glass compositions had been found to be
relatively successful at reducing and maintaining low viable counts. The results
from this part of the work are discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
The effect of silver-containing phosphate-based
glasses on the formation and viability of oral
microcosm biofiims, under supragingival conditions
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7.1 AIM
The aim of this part of the study was to investigate the formation and viability of
oral microcosm biofiims on selected silver-containing phosphate-based glasses,
under supragingival conditions. Previously, these chosen glasses had been
shown to significantly reduce the viability of S. sanguis biofiims when compared
to the control discs, under similar conditions (refer to Chapter 6). However, the
experiments discussed in this chapter should have more accurately modelled
the supragingival environment (since supragingival plaque is a microcosm
biofilm), giving a better idea of how effective these silver glass compositions
might be at controlling biofilm formation and viability on their surface. The silvercontaining glasses used in this part of the study were similar in composition to
the copper-containing glasses already investigated for their antibacterial activity
against microcosm biofiims, under supragingival conditions (Chapter 5). In
addition, dissolution tests (Chapter 3) had shown that the dissolution rates of
the selected silver-containing glasses were relatively similar to the previously
investigated copper-containing glasses in both distilled water and artificial
saliva. Therefore, a further aim was to compare the formation and viability of
microcosm biofiims on these particular silver-containing glasses, with the
formation and viability of microcosm biofiims on the copper-containing glasses,
under supragingival conditions.
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7.2 RESULTS
7.2.1 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF CaigNagyPAsAgio AND CaigNazzPAsAgis
7.2.1.1 Viable counts
Figure 7.1 shows the number of viable streptococci within the oral microcosm
biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa35P45 discs, Cai8Na27P4sAgio
discs and Cai 8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs. Figure 7.2 shows the total number of viable
aerobic bacteria within the oral microcosm biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite
discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs, Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
Figure 7.3 shows the total number of viable anaerobic bacteria within the oral
microcosm

biofiims formed on hydroxyapatite discs,

Ca2oNa35P45 discs,

C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs and Cai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs. Each point represents the
mean viable count of three biofiims from one representative CDFF run. Error
bars represent standard deviations.
After 24 hours, viable cells of streptococci were not detected on the
hydroxyapatite

discs,

Ca2oNa35P45

discs,

Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio

discs

and

C ai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs (Figure 7.1).
At 96 hours, viable cells of streptococci were still not detected on the
Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs and C ai 8 Na22P4 sAgi5 discs. However, viable cells were
now detected on both types of control disc. There was a significant difference
between the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci on the hydroxyapatite discs
(3.02 ± 2.69) and the Ca2oNa35P45 discs (3.00 ± 1.61), and both types of silvercontaining glass disc (P<0.05). A significant difference was not found between
the mean logic CFU.mm'^ of streptococci on the hydroxyapatite discs and the
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs. Because viable cells were not detected on either of the
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silver-containing glass compositions, a significant difference was also not found
between the Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs and the Cai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs.
By 216 hours, viable cells of streptococci were detected on the silver-containing
glass compositions for the first time during the experiment, and the mean viable
counts on these silver-containing glasses were similar to those present on the
control discs at this time. A significant difference was not found between the
mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci on hydroxyapatite discs (5.70 ± 0.28),
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (5.24 ± 0.76), Cai8 Na27P4 sAgio discs (5.12 ± 0.70) and
Cai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (4.26 ± 0.31).
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Figure 7.1 Logio CFU.mm’^ of streptococci in oral microcosm biofilms formed on
hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (Ag-), Cai 8 Na27P45Agio discs (10
mol% Ag) and C ai 8 Na22 P45Agis discs (15 mol% Ag)
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After 24 hours, viable aerobic bacteria were not detected on hydroxyapatite
discs, Ca2oNa35P45 discs, Cai8Na27P45Agio discs and Cai8Na22P45Agi5 discs
(Figure 7.2).
At 96 hours, viable aerobic bacteria were detected on all four types of disc,
although the viable counts on both of the silver-containing glass compositions
were lower than those on the control discs. The mean number of viable cells on
the C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (1.34 ± 0.60) was approximately 2.8 - 3.0 logio less
than the mean number of viable cells on the hydroxyapatite discs (4.11 ± 1.74)
and the Ca2oNa35P45 discs (4.32 ± 0.42). This difference between the mean
logic CFU.mm'^ of aerobic bacteria on the Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs, and both of
the control discs was significant (P<0.01). The mean number of viable cells on
the C ai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (0.16 ± 0.16) was approximately 4.0 - 4.2 logic less
than the mean number of viable cells on the hydroxyapatite discs and the
Ca2cNa35P45 discs, the mean viable count been close to zero. This difference
between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ of aerobic bacteria on the Cai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5
discs, and both types of control disc was significant (P<0.01). A significant
difference was not found between the mean logic CFU.mm"^ on hydroxyapatite
discs and Ca2cNa3sP45 discs, and also between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on
the Cai8Na27P4sAgic discs and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
By 216 hours, there was an increase in the mean number of viable cells on all
four types of disc. The mean viable count of aerobic bacteria on both of the
silver-containing glasses was similar to the mean number of viable cells on the
control discs. A significant difference between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ of
aerobic bacteria on hydroxyapatite discs (6.93 ± 0.67), Ca2cNa3sP45 discs (6.71
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± 0.46), C ai 8 Na27P45Agio discs (6.41 ± 0.59) and Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs (5.93 ±
0.26) was not found.
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Figure 7.2 Total number of aerobic bacteria (logio CFU.mm'^) in oral microcosm
biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (Ag-),
Cai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (10 mol% Ag) and Cai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs (15 mol% Ag)

After 24

hours,

hydroxyapatite

viable anaerobic bacteria were

discs,

Ca2oNa3sP45

discs,

not detected

Cai8 Na27P45Agio

on the

discs

and

Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs (Figure 7.3).
At 96 hours, viable cells were detected on all four types of disc, although the
mean viable counts on the silver-containing glasses appeared to be lower than
those on the control discs. The mean number of viable cells on the
Cai8 Na27 P45Agio discs (1.47 ± 1.10) was found to be approximately 3.0 logio
CFU.mm'^ less than on the hydroxyapatite discs (4.49 ± 1.61) and the
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (4.54 ± 0.54). This difference in mean logic CFU.mm'^ of
anaerobic bacteria on the Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgio discs, and both types of control disc
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significant

(P<0.01).

The

mean

number

of viable
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cells

on

the

C ai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs (0.60 ± 0.66) appeared to be approximately 3.9 logio
CFU.mm'^ less than on the hydroxyapatite discs and the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs.
This difference in mean logic CFU.mm'^ of anaerobic bacteria on the
Cai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs, and both types of control disc was significant (P<0.01).
A significant difference was not found between the mean logic CFU.mm'^ on
hydroxyapatite discs and Ca2cNa35P45 discs, and also between the mean logic
CFU.mm'^ on the Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgic discs and Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs
By 216 hours, the mean number of viable cells on all four types of disc was
found to have increased. There was not a significant difference between the
mean logic CFU.mm'^ on the hydroxyapatite discs (7.14 ± 0.51), Ca2cNa3sP45
discs (6.86 ± 0.36), Cai8 Na27P4 sAgic discs (6.49 ± 0.66) and Cai8 Na22 P4 sAgi5
discs (6.09 ± 0.25).
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Figure 7.3 Total number of anaerobic bacteria (logio CFU.mm'^) in oral
microcosm biofilms formed on hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
(Ag), C ai 8 Na27 P45Agio discs (10 mol% Ag) and Cai8Na22P45Agi5 discs (15 mol%
Ag)
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Figure 7.4 illustrates the relative viability of each type of bacterial count on
hydroxyapatite discs. Figure 7.5 illustrates the relative viability of each type of
bacterial count on Ca2oNa35P45 discs. Figure 7.6 illustrates the relative viability
of each type of bacterial count on Cai8 Na27P4sAgi8 discs. Figure 7.7 illustrates
the relative viability of each type of bacterial count on Cai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs.
Each point represents the mean viable count of three biofilms from one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
At each time point, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci, aerobic bacteria
and anaerobic bacteria on hydroxyapatite discs did not significantly differ
(Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.4 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofilms formed on
hydroxyapatite discs
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At each time point, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci, aerobic bacteria
and anaerobic bacteria on the Ca2oNa35P45 discs did not significantly differ
(Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.5 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofilms formed on
Ca2oNa35P45 discs
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At each time point, the mean logio CFU.mm'^ of streptococci, aerobic bacteria
and anaerobic bacteria on Cai8 Na27P4 sAgio discs did not significantly differ
(Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.6 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofilms formed on
Cai8Na27P45Agio discs
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After 24 and 96 hours, the mean logio CFU.mm’^ of streptococci, aerobic
bacteria and anaerobic bacteria on Cai8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs did not significantly
differ. However, the mean logic CFU.mm'^ of streptococci was found to be
significantly lower than the mean logic CFU.mm'^ of both aerobic and anaerobic
bacteria on the C ai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs (P<0.01), after 216 hours (Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.7 Logic CFU.mm'^ of oral bacteria in microcosm biofilms formed on
Cai8Na22P45Agi5 discs
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7.2.1.2 Identification of bacteria within oral microcosm biofilms
Blood agar plates were used to determine the total aerobic counts and total
anaerobic counts. Identification of the bacterial colonies growing on these blood
agar plates was attempted. Identification was attempted by carrying out Gram
staining of bacterial cells, the catalase test and the oxidase test.
Gram staining showed that the majority of the bacterial colonies growing on the
blood agar plates (following both aerobic and anaerobic incubation) were Grampositive cocci. Most of these Gram-positive cocci were present as single cells or
chains of cells, suggesting that these were streptococci. A negative result was
obtained when the catalase test was carried out, supporting the theory that
these bacterial colonies were streptococci.
The remaining Gram-positive cocci were present as clumps of cells, which
looked like staphylococci. When the catalase test was carried out a positive
result was observed, whilst a negative result was obtained when the oxidase
test was carried out. The results from these biochemical tests also suggested
that the bacterial colonies were staphylococci.
Gram staining did not reveal any Gram-negative cells, or Gram-positive cells
other than Gram-positive cocci.
Veillonella agar plates were used to try to isolate Veillonella species. However,
no growth was observed on these agar plates at any time period. CFAT agar
plates were used to try to isolate Actinomyces species. Gram staining showed
that the bacterial colonies on these agar plates were Gram-positive cocci.
However, Actinomyces species are Gram-positive rods. Thus, Gram staining
suggested that the bacterial colonies growing on the CFAT agar plates were not
actinomyces.
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7.2.1.3 Dissolution of glass discs in the CDFF
Figure 7.8 shows the mean weight loss per unit area of Ca2oNa35P45 discs over
a 216-hour period, with Figure 7.9 showing the mean weight loss per unit area
of C ai 8 Na27P45Agio discs and Figure 7.10 showing the mean weight loss per
unit area of Cai 8 Na22P4 sAgi5 discs, during the same CDFF experiment. Each
point represents the mean weight loss of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
At 24 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa35P45 discs (10.57 ± 5.12 mg.cm'^),
C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (15.87 ± 1.11 mg.cm'^) and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs
(17.66 ± 2.51 mg.cm’^) did not significantly differ (two way AN OVA, following
logio transformation of data).
By 96 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean weight loss of
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (13.86 ± 4.24 mg.cm'^), and both the Cai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs
(53.10 ± 9.87 mg.cm'^) and the Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs (51.59 ± 1.57 mg.cm'^)
(P<0.01).

A

significant

difference

between the mean

weight

loss

of

C ai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs and Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs was not found.
After 216 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (23.72 ± 0.79
mg.cm'^)

was

significantly

different to the

mean

weight

loss

of the

Cai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs (86.62 ± 5.32 mg.cm'^) (P<0.01). However, a significant
difference

between

the

mean

weight

loss

of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs

and

C ai8 Na27 P45Agio discs (46.89 ± 19.32 mg.cm'^) was not found. A significant
difference

was

also

not

found

between

Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
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Figure 7.8 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa35 P45 discs in the
CDFF
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Figure 7.9 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na27 P45Agio discs in
the CDFF
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Figure 7.10 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na22P45A g i 5 discs in
the CDFF

The dissolution of the Cai 8 Na27P45Agio discs in the CDFF was also compared to
the dissolution of Ca2oNa2sP45Cuio discs (Figure 5.9), investigated for their
antibacterial

properties

against

oral

microcosm

biofilms,

under

similar

conditions. At each time period, the mean weight loss of the Cai 8 Na27 P45Agio
discs

was

significantly

greater

than

the

mean

weight

loss

of

the

Ca2oNa25 P45 Cuio discs (P<0.01).
In addition, the dissolution of the Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs in the CDFF was
compared to the dissolution of the Cai 8 Na22P4 sCui5 discs (Figure 5.10), also
investigated for their antibacterial properties against oral microcosm, under
similar conditions. At each time period, the mean weight loss of the
C ai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs was significantly greater than the mean weight loss of
the C ai 8 Na22 P45C ui 5 discs (P<0.01).
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7.2.1.4 Profilometry
Figure 7.11 shows the surface area of hydroxyapatite discs, Ca2oNa35P45 discs,
C ai 8 Na27 P45Agio discs and Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs, at various time periods. Each
point represents the mean surface area of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, there was no significant difference
between the mean surface area of the hydroxyapatite discs (1.20 ± 0.11 mm^),
Ca2oNa35P45 discs (1.47 ± 0.11 mm^), Cai8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (1.43 ± 0.05 mm^)
and C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (1.34 ± 0.11 mm^).
However, after 24 hours, a significant difference was found between the mean
surface area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.31 ± 0.04 mm^), and the Ca2oNa3sP45
discs (1.84 ± 0.18 mm^), Cai 8 Na27P4sAgio discs (2.18 ± 0.22 mm^) and
C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (1.88 ± 0.22 mm^) (P<0.01). There was no significant
difference

between the mean

surface area of the

Ca2oNa35P45 discs,

Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs and Cai 8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs.
At 96 hours, a significant difference was again found between the mean surface
area of hydroxyapatite discs (1.31 ± 0.12 mm^), and the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (1.89
± 0.12 mm^) (P<0.01), C ai 8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (P<0.05) (1.80 ± 0.27 mm^) and
Cai8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (1.96 ± 0 . 1 6 mm^) (P<0.01). There was no significant
difference

between the

mean

surface area of the Ca2oNa3sP45 discs,

Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs and Cai8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs.
By 216 hours, the mean surface area of the hydroxyapatite discs (1.38 ± 0.02
mm^) was still significantly lower than the mean surface area of Ca2oNa35 P45
discs (1.91 ± 0.17 mm^), Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs (2.23 ± 0.05 mm^) and
C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (2.29 ± 0.06 mm^). A significant difference was not found
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between the mean surface area of the Ca2 oNa3 5 P45 discs, C ai 8 Na2 7 P4 5 Agio
discs and C ai 8 Na2 2 P4 sAgi5 discs.

*
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Figure 7.11 Surface area of 1 mm^ sections of hydroxyapatite discs (HA),
Ca2oNa3sP45

discs

(Ag-),

Cai8Na27P45Agio

discs

(10

mol%

Ag)

and

C ai 8 Na2 2 P45 A g i 5 discs (15 mol% Ag)

Figure 7.12 shows the Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs, Ca 2 oNa3 5 P45 discs,
C ai 8 Na2 7 P45 Agio discs and C ai8 Na2 2 P45 A g i 5 discs, at various time periods. Each
point represents the mean Ra value of three discs removed during one
representative CDFF run. Error bars represent standard deviations.
Before the discs were placed in the CDFF, a significant difference was not
found between the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (4.46 ± 2.63 pm),
Ca 2 oNa3 5 P45 discs (6.63 ± 1.29 pm), C ai 8 Na2 7 P45 Agio discs (5.74 ± 0.32 pm)
and C ai 8 Na2 2 P4 sAgi5 discs (5.47 ± 0.78 pm) (two way AN OVA, following logio
transformation of data).
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However, after 24 hours there was a significant difference between the mean
Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (5.16 ± 0.25 pm), and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs
(10.89

±

0.98

pm),

Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio discs

(14.99

±

0.78

pm)

and

C ai8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs (11.60 ± 2.65 pm) (P<0.01). A significant difference was
not found

between

the

mean

Ra

values

of the

Ca2oNa35P45 discs,

Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
At 96 hours, the mean Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (5.58 ± 0.91 pm) were
again shown to be significantly different to the mean Ra values of the
Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (10.29 ± 1.21 pm) (P<0.05), Cai8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs (11.87 ±
2.04 pm) (P<0.01) and Cai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs (12.73 ± 0.64 pm) (P<0.01). A
significant difference was still not found between the mean Ra values of the
Ca2oNa35P45 discs, Cai8Na27P4sAgio discs and C ai8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs.
By 216 hours, there was a significant difference between the mean Ra values of
hydroxyapatite discs (4.97 ± 0.05 pm), and Ca2oNa3sP45 discs (14.00 ± 1.05
pm), C ai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs (15.62 ± 1.58 pm) and C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs
(15.54 ± 0.65 pm) (P<0.01). As at other time periods, there was not a significant
difference

between

the

mean

Ra

values

C ai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs and Cai8Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
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Figure 7.12 Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs (HA), Ca2oNa35P45 discs (Ag-),
Cai8 Na27P45Agio discs (10 mol% Ag) and Cai8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs (15 mol% Ag)

7.2.1.5 SEM
Figure 7.13 is a representative photograph showing supragingival bacteria
attached to a hydroxyapatite disc, after 216 hours. At this time, the majority of
the bacterial cells seen adherent to hydroxyapatite discs were cocci-shaped
bacteria cells, which is illustrated by Figure 5.13. Bacterial cells were not
observed on hydroxyapatite discs, after 24 and 96 hours.
Bacterial cells were not observed on Ca2oNa3sP45 discs at any time period.
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Figure 7.13 SEM photograph of oral bacteria attached to a hydroxyapatite disc
after 216hrs

Figures 7.14 is a representative photograph showing a Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio disc,
after 96 hours. This is a typical view of a Cai8 Na27P4sAgio disc at this time
period. Figure 7.15 is a representative photograph showing a magnified view of
one part of the Cai8 Na27P4sAgio disc. Figure 7.15 shows that a precipitate was
present on the surface of the Cai8 Na27 P45Agio discs. A few bacterial cells could
be observed within this precipitate. Both cocci-shaped and rod-shaped bacterial
cells appeared to be present. After 24 hours, bacterial cells were not observed
on the Cai8 Na27P4sAgio discs. At 216 hours, much precipitate was observed on
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the Cai8 Na27P45Agio discs but there was no evidence of the presence of
bacterial cells.

Figure 7.14 SEM photograph showing a typical view of a Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgio disc
after 96hrs
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Figure 7.15 SEM photograph showing a magnified view of the precipitate shown
by Figure 7.14

Figure 7.16 is a representative photograph showing a Cai8 Na22P4 sAgi5 disc,
after 96 hours. This is a typical view of a Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 disc at this time
period. Figure 7.17 is a representative photograph of a magnified view of one
part of the Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 disc. Figure 7.17 shows that a precipitate was
present on the surface of the CaiaNa22 P45A gi 5 discs, as there was on the
surface of the Cai 8 Na27P4 sAgio discs. A few rod-shaped bacterial cells were
observed within this precipitate. A smaller number of cocci-shaped bacterial
cells were seen. After 24 and 216 hours, similar images were observed.
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Figure 7.16 SEM photograph showing a typical view of a Cai8 Na22P4 sAgi5 disc
after 96 hours
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Figure 7.17 SEM photograph showing a magnified view of the precipitate shown
by Figure 7.16

7.2.1.6 TEM
TEM was attempted to try to gain more information about the composition and
organisation of the microcosm biofilms, in addition, it was hoped that TEM
would show the location of silver ions, if present, within bacterial cells. However,
on many occasions cells could not be seen. There were instances when
individual cells could be seen, but this occurred infrequently.
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7.3 DISCUSSION
After 24 hours, viable cells were not detected on any type of disc, including the
control discs. Not finding any viable cells on the silver-containing glass discs
was not surprising, but was unexpected for the control discs. A possible
explanation is that silver ions, released from the silver-containing glass discs
during the CDFF experiment, may have been carried over from the silver glass
discs onto the control discs by the scraper blades of the CDFF. If silver ions
were present on the control discs they could have exerted an antibacterial
effect, reducing the number of viable cells on these discs.
By 96 hours, viable cells were detected on the control discs. Viable cells were
also found on the silver-containing glass discs, although viable cells of
streptococci were still not detected. At this time point, both of the silvercontaining glasses resulted in a significant reduction in the number of viable
streptococci, aerobic bacteria and anaerobic bacteria compared to the control
discs. The C ai 8 Na22 P45A g i 5 discs appeared to be more effective at reducing
viable

counts

of

aerobic

bacteria

and

anaerobic

bacteria

than

the

C ai 8 Na27 P45Agio discs, although a significant difference between the viable
counts on the two silver-containing glass compositions was not found.
By 216 hours, the number of viable streptococci, aerobic bacteria and anaerobic
bacteria on the silver-containing glass discs was no longer significantly lower
than the number of these bacteria on the control discs.
The viable counts suggest that the silver-containing glass discs were more
effective at reducing the number of viable cells in the oral microcosm biofilms
than the corresponding copper-containing glass discs. The copper-containing
glass discs were shown to have no effect on the viability of oral microcosm
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biofilms, at any time period (discussed in Chapter 5). However, the dissolution
rates of the silver-containing glass discs were found to be greater than the
dissolution rates of the corresponding copper-containing glass discs in the
CDFF. The dissolution rate of the C ai 8 Na27 P4sAgio discs was approximately 4
times greater than the dissolution rate of the Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs (0.2765
mg.cm'^.hr"^ compared to 0.0702 mg.cm'^.hr'^), and the weight loss of the discs
at each time period was found to be significantly different. The dissolution rate
of the C ai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs was approximately 10 times higher than the
dissolution rate of the Cai8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs (0.4267 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to
0.0412 mg.cm'^.hr’^), and the weight loss of the discs at each time period was
found to be statistically different. Thus, it would be expected that the amount of
silver released from the silver-containing glass discs would be much greater
than the amount of copper released from the copper-containing glass discs. In
single species CDFF experiments, a similar pattern was observed with the
silver-containing glass discs being considerably more soluble than the coppercontaining glass discs, thus releasing more ions. As with the single species
experiments, this difference in dissolution made it unclear whether the silver
ions had a greater antibacterial effect against microcosm biofilms than the
copper ions.
Identification of the bacterial colonies growing on blood agar plates (used to
obtain total aerobic counts and total anaerobic counts) suggested that all of the
microcosm biofilms consisted mainly of streptococci, with staphylococci also
present. In previous CDFF experiments, the composition of microcosm biofilms
was found to be similar (Chapter 5). Gram staining showed that all of the
colonies growing on the agar plates were Gram-positive cocci. However, the
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SEM also revealed rod shaped cells attached to the silver-containing glass
discs, particularly Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 . This observation highlights the limitations of
viable counts. It may have been that these rod shaped cells were present within
the microcosm biofilms but, perhaps, they were present in low numbers so were
not detected by the viable count procedure.
The surface area and Ra values of hydroxyapatite discs appeared to be
consistently lower than those of both the silver-containing glass discs and the
control glass discs, with a significant difference always found after the start of
the CDFF experiment. Also, as seen previously, surface area and Ra values of
the hydroxyapatite discs appeared to remain constant throughout the duration
of the CDFF experiment, while there was generally an increase in the surface
area and Ra values of the glass discs, due to the dissolution of these glass
discs.
SEM photographs showed a precipitate on the surface of the silver-containing
glass discs, similar to the precipitate that had been observed on the same glass
compositions following single species CDFF experiments (refer to Chapter 6).
As discussed previously, this precipitate may have been a hydrated calcium
phosphate such as brushite, produced during the CDFF experiments.
Problems were again experienced when trying to observe microcosm biofilms
with the TEM. Observation of bacterial cells was uncommon. On the rare
occasions when bacterial cells were seen, the number of cells observed was
small. A possible explanation is that bacterial cells may have detached during
processing of the samples.
So far, the formation and viability of oral bacterial biofilms on both copper and
silver-containing phosphate-based glasses, under conditions designed to model
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the supragingival environment, has been considered. However, phosphatebased glasses (containing antibacterial metal ions) could also be used in the
subgingival environment. At this stage, therefore, it was decided to investigate
the formation and viability of oral microcosm biofilms on silver-containing
phosphate-based glasses, under conditions designed to mimic the subgingival
environment. Due to time constraints, both copper and silver-containing glasses
could not be investigated, under these conditions. Silver-containing glasses
were chosen for further investigation since they had been shown to have the
greatest effect on the viability of oral bacterial biofilms, under supragingival
conditions. The results from this part of the study will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
The effect of silver containing phosphate-based
glasses on the formation and viability of oral
microcosm biofiims, under subgingival conditions
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8.1 AIM
The formation and viability of oral bacterial biofilms on silver-containing glasses,
under conditions designed to mimic the supragingival environment, has been
investigated (Chapters 6 and 7). However, silver-containing glasses could also
be used in the subgingival environment. Therefore, the aim of this part of the
study was to investigate the formation and viability of microcosm biofilms on
selected silver-containing glasses, under subgingival conditions.

8.2 RESULTS
8.2.1 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF Cai8Na27P45Agio AND Cai8Na22P4sAgi5
8.2.1.1 Viable counts
After 24 hours, viable counts were not detected on any type of disc. By 96
hours, viable counts were still not detected on any type of disc. By 168 hours
(the next sampling time), the silver-containing glass discs had totally dissolved,
thus viable counts were not obtained.

8.2.2 DISSOLUTION OF GLASS DISCS IN THE CDFF
After 24 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa25 P45 discs was found to be
10.94 ± 2.69 mg.cm'^, while the mean weight loss of CaieNa27 P45Agio discs was
31.94 ± 1.01 mg.cm'^, and the mean weight loss of Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs was
found to be 30.87 ± 5.57 mg.cm'^.
By 96 hours, the mean weight loss of Ca2oNa2sP45 discs was found to be 52.34
± 5.54 mg.cm"^, while the mean weight loss of Cai8 Na27 P4 sAgio discs was 97.88
± 7.04 mg.cm'^. A mean weight loss value for Cai8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs was not
obtained as these glass discs either crumbled or broke when vortexed.
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At 168 hours, the Cai 8 Na27P45Agio discs and the Cai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 discs had
totally dissolved. Thus, weight loss values were not obtained for these discs.
Weight loss values were also not obtained for Ca2oNa2sP45 discs. Weight loss
values were not obtained for these control glass discs as the CDFF experiment
was abandoned at this point, since no silver-containing glass discs remained.

8.2.3 DISSOLUTION OF GLASS DISCS IN ARTIFICIAL GCF
The dissolution of the silver-containing glass discs in the CDFF experiments
reported in this chapter appeared to be much faster than the dissolution of the
same silver-containing glass discs investigated for their antibacterial activity
against microcosm biofilms, under supragingival conditions (see Chapter 7).
The reasons for this were unclear. Thus, it was decided to investigate two
factors that may have contributed to the fast dissolution of the silver-containing
glasses, namely the nutrient source (artificial GCF) and the anaerobic
environment. The influence of these two factors was investigated by carrying
out dissolution tests (refer to Section 2.2) in artificial GCF, under both aerobic
and anaerobic conditions.
Figures 8.2 to 8.4 show the mean weight loss per unit area against time of
Ca2oNa2sP45 discs (Figure 8.2), Cai8 Na27P4sAgio discs (Figure 8.3) and
Cai8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs (Figure 8.4) in artificial GCF, when incubated aerobically.
Figures 8.5 to 8.7 show the mean weight loss per unit area against time of
Ca2oNa2sP45 discs (Figure 8.5), Cai8 Na27P4sAgio discs (Figure 8.6) and
Cai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs

(Figure

8.7)

in

anaerobically.
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Figure 8.1 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa2sP45 in artificial
GCF (aerobic incubation)
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Figure 8.2 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na27P45Agio in artificial
GCF (aerobic incubation)
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Figure 8.3 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na22P45A gi 5 in artificial
GCF (aerobic incubation)
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Figure 8.4 Weight loss per unit area against time of Ca2oNa2sP45 in artificial
GCF (anaerobic incubation)
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Figure 8.5 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai 8 Na27 P45Agio in artificial
GCF (anaerobic incubation)
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Figure 8.6 Weight loss per unit area against time of Cai8 Na22 P4sAgi5 in artificial
GCF (anaerobic incubation)

8.3 DISCUSSION
During the CDFF experiment, viable cells were not detected on any of the discs.
It was hypothesised that a limited number of viable cells, if any, would be
detected on the silver-containing glass discs during the initial stages of the
experiment due to previous results obtained (refer to Chapters 6 and 7).
Therefore, it was not surprising that viable cells were not detected on these
glass discs. It was also appreciated that viable cells may not be found on the
control discs during the initial stages of the experiment, again due to previous
results (see Chapter 7).
Silver ions may have had a bactericidal effect on adherent bacterial cells,
accounting for viable cells not been detected on the silver-containing glass
discs. As the silver-containing glass discs dissolved, the silver ions released
may have been carried over onto the control discs by the scraper blades of the
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CDFF. Thus, silver ions may also have been responsible for the lack of viable
cells detected on the control discs.
Another possible explanation for the lack of viable cells on any of the discs is
that bacterial cells simply did not adhere to the discs. Perhaps viable cells did
attach to the discs but the number of bacterial cells was simply too low to be
detected by viable counts. Bacteria associated with periodontitis tend to be slow
growing, fastidious micro-organisms. Alternatively, the glass discs may have
been too soluble to allow bacterial cells to attach, proliferate and become
established, but bacterial growth on the hydroxyapatite discs would still be
expected.
The silver-containing glass discs were found to be considerably more soluble
during these CDFF experiments than they were in the CDFF experiments
carried out to determine the antibacterial activity of these glass compositions
against microcosm biofiims, under supragingival conditions (refer to Chapter 7).
This has important implications, the results suggesting that the dissolution rate
of phosphate-based glasses in vivo may depend on the location of the glass.
Thus, the release rate of metal ions, such as silver, will also depend on the
location of the glass.
The fast dissolution of the silver-containing glass discs could have been due to
a variety of reasons. Two factors that may have contributed to the fast
dissolution were the nutrient source (artificial GCF) and the anaerobic
environment. Thus, dissolution tests were carried out to investigate the effect
these variables had the dissolution of silver-containing glass discs. The
dissolution rate of Cai 8 Na27 P45Agio discs was found to be approximately 2 times
faster in artificial GCF than in artificial saliva, when incubated aerobically
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(1.2567 mg.cm’^.hr'^ compared to 0.6407 mg.cm’^.hr'^). The dissolution rate of
C ai 8 Na22 P45A gi 5 discs was found to be approximately 2 times faster in artificial
GCF than in artificial saliva, when incubated aerobically (1.2796 mg.cm'^.hr"^
compared to 0.6187 mg.cm'^.hr'^). These results suggest that artificial GCF
could have contributed to the increased dissolution observed with the silvercontaining glass discs in the CDFF.
When incubated aerobically, the dissolution rate of Cai8 Na27P4 sAgio discs in
artificial GCF was found to be faster than the dissolution rate of these glass
discs in artificial GCF, incubated anaerobically (1.2567 mg.cm'^.hr"^ compared
to 0.841 mg.cm'^.hr'^). When incubated aerobically, the dissolution rate of
C ai 8 Na22 P4sAgi5 discs was found to be faster than the dissolution rate of these
glass discs in artificial GCF, incubated anaerobically (1.2796 mg.cm'^.hr'^
compared to 1.0214 mg.cm'^.hr'^). These results were unexpected, the
dissolution rates of the silver-containing glass discs were expected to be faster
following anaerobic incubation. Due to the anaerobic environment, a higher
dissolved CO2 concentration would be expected. A higher dissolved CO2
concentration is generally associated with a decrease in pH. Acidic pH has
been shown to increase the dissolution rate of phosphate-based glasses
(Bunker ef a/., 1984; Delahaye etal., 1998). However, it should be remembered
that the dissolution tests were only carried out over a short period of time due to
bacterial growth. If the dissolution tests had been conducted over a longer
period of time, it is possible that different results would have been obtained.
As with the silver-containing glass discs, Ca2oNa3sP45 discs appeared to be
more soluble during these CDFF experiments than they were in the CDFF
experiments carried out to determine the antibacterial activity of these glass
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compositions against microcosm biofiims, under supragingival conditions (refer
to Chapter 7). Therefore, dissolution tests were also carried out to investigate
the dissolution of Ca2oNa35P45 discs in artificial GCF, when incubated both
aerobically and anaerobically. The dissolution rate of Ca2oNa35P45 discs was
approximately 2 times faster in artificial GCF than in artificial saliva, when
incubated aerobically (0.6178 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to 0.3482 mg.cm'^.hr"^).
Therefore, these results suggest that artificial GCF could have also contributed
to the increased dissolution observed with the control glass discs in the CDFF.
When incubated aerobically, the dissolution rate of Ca2oNa3sP45 discs in artificial
GCF was found to be faster than the dissolution rate of these glass discs in
artificial GCF, incubated anaerobically (0.6178 mg.cm'^.hr'^ compared to 0.4621
mg.cm'^hr^).
The following chapter will provide a critical appraisal of the methods, approach
and results of this study. Some of the conclusions that were made following this
study will be discussed, and some suggestions for future work will be made.
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9.1 CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF METHODS. APPROACH AND RESULTS
It was hypothesised that copper and silver ions incorporated into phosphatebased glass discs would reduce the formation and viability of oral bacterial
biofiims on the surface of these phosphate-based glass discs, with silver ions
proving more effective than copper ions. In addition, it was hypothesised that
dose-related effects would be observed, with an increase in the copper and
silver content of phosphate-based glass discs resulting in a decrease in the
formation and viability of oral bacterial biofiims. Section 9.2 discusses the
conclusions that were made, as a result of this study, which can be used to
assess whether the results obtained supported these hypotheses.
This study had three aims. The first aim was to determine, and compare, the
efficacy of copper and silver ions, incorporated into phosphate-based glass
discs, at reducing the formation and viability of oral bacterial biofiims (single
species biofiims and microcosm biofiims) on the surface of these phosphatebased glass discs, under conditions designed to mimic the oral environment
(supragingival and subgingival conditions). The second aim was to establish
whether the efficacy of copper and silver-containing phosphate-based glass
discs at reducing the formation and viability of oral bacterial biofiims on their
surface could be altered by varying the concentration of metal ions incorporated
into the phosphate-based glass discs. To achieve these aims, both viable
counts and total counts were required. However, only viable counts were
achieved.
Traditional culture techniques were used to try to establish the number of viable
cells of S. sanguis adherent to a series of copper and silver-containing
phosphate-based glass discs (and also control discs), under supragingival
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conditions. For these single species experiments, traditional culture techniques
proved to be a satisfactory way to obtain viable counts.
During microcosm experiments, traditional culture techniques were also used to
try to determine the number of viable oral bacteria attached to various copper
and silver-containing glass discs (and also control discs), under supragingival
conditions. Blood agar (incubated aerobically) was used to establish the total
number of adherent aerobic bacteria (obligate aerobes and facultative
anaerobes), with viable counts obtained in this manner deemed to be reliable.
Blood agar (incubated anaerobically) was also used to determine the total
number of adherent anaerobic bacteria (facultative anaerobes and obligate
anaerobes). Viable counts were obtained although, in hindsight, confidence in
the reliability of these viable counts could have been improved by pre-reducing
the diluent (PBS). Following removal from the CDFF, discs were placed into the
diluent and vortexed to remove the attached biofiims. The diluent was also used
to dilute the resulting bacterial suspensions, if necessary, prior to inoculation of
agar plates. Because the diluent was not pre-reduced, obligate anaerobes may
have been killed following exposure to oxygen. Thus, the reported viable counts
may have been lower than the actual number of anaerobic bacteria that were
attached to the experimental surfaces in the CDFF.
Three different types of selective agar were used to try to isolate particular
bacterial species, assumed to be present within microcosm biofiims. However,
only MS agar plates (used to isolate Streptococcus species) successfully
isolated the desired bacterial species. Attempts were made to isolate
Actinomyces species using CFAT agar plates, and Veillonella species using
Veillonella agar plates. However, even though microbial growth was commonly
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observed on these agar plates, it was determined that Actinomyces species and
Veillonella species were not present on their respective selective agar. Thus,
limited information was obtained regarding the influence phosphate-based
glasses had on the viability, and relative proportions, of individual bacterial
species within microcosm biofiims.
As an alternative/adjunct to traditional culture techniques, molecular techniques
could have been used to determine the effect that phosphate-based glasses
had on the viability and relative proportions of different bacterial species, within
oral microcosm biofiims. Molecular techniques are more accurate and less time
consuming than traditional culture methods (Doungudomdacha et al., 2000).
They can be used to detect low numbers of bacterial cells (Watanabe &
Frommel, 1993), and bacteria that cannot be isolated using traditional culture
techniques (Harper-Owen eta!., 1999; Rolph eta!., 2001).
To try to improve the selectivity of Veillonella agar plates, the concentration of
vancomycin incorporated into these agar plates could have been increased.
The concentration of vancomycin present in molten Veillonella agar was 7.5
pg/L. This concentration of vancomycin was considerably lower than the
minimum concentration of vancomycin that has being reported to inhibit the
growth of oral streptococci (1 mg/L) (Maskell & Williams, 1987). Thus, oral
streptococci would have been able to grow on the Veillonella agar plates
prepared during this study. It is also feasible that the concentration of
vancomycin incorporated into the Veillonella agar plates was insufficient to
suppress the growth of other oral bacteria (the manufacturers of Veillonella agar
actually recommend a vancomycin concentration of 7.5 mg/L, but a lower
concentration was used in error).
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Conclusions could be made, based on the viable counts obtained during this
study, regarding the efficacy of copper and silver ions, incorporated into
phosphate-based glass discs, at reducing the number of viable cells (during
single species experiments and microcosm experiments) adherent to the
surface of these phosphate-based glass discs. A comparison of the efficacy of
the metal ions at reducing the number of adherent viable cells was achieved,
and dose-related effects were successfully analysed (refer to Section 9.2).
However, more detailed conclusions could have been drawn, if total counts had
been achieved.
Total counts could have been used to quantitatively compare the amount of
bacterial adhesion to each type of disc. Total counts would have given a better
indication of the efficacy of copper and silver ions, incorporated into phosphatebased glass discs, at reducing the formation of oral bacterial biofiims on the
surface of these phosphate-based glass discs (comparatively low total counts
would suggest less biofilm formation). Combined with viable counts, total counts
would also have given a better idea of the ability of these metal ions to reduce
the viability of oral bacterial biofiims, formed on the surface of phosphate-based
glass discs. The total number of cells (live and dead) attached to copper and
silver-containing phosphate-based glass discs (and also control discs) could
have been compared with the number of adherent viable cells, allowing the
proportion of dead cells to be determined.
Unfortunately, the methods applied during this study to try to achieve total
counts proved unsuccessful. Thus, it was often difficult to ascertain whether
comparatively low viable counts observed on some experimental surfaces were
due to relatively few bacterial cells adhering to the experimental surfaces and/or
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killing of adherent viable cells. One alternative method that could have been
used to try to obtain total counts is flow cytometry. In addition, the adhesion of
oral bacteria to phosphate-based glasses could possibly have been investigated
using a parallel flow cell.
One of the methods used to try to obtain total counts involved staining intact
biofiims with the Baclight live/dead viability stain. The stained biofiims were then
viewed with a Zeiss microscope using blue fluorescent light. This method was
deemed to be an unsuitable way to obtain total counts. Bacterial cells adherent
to the surface of the experimental discs were difficult, often impossible, to count.
Hydroxyapatite discs were completely stained green, so any bacterial cells that
had attached could not be seen. Phosphate-based glass discs did not stain, and
it was clear that bacterial cells had adhered to these discs. However, three
factors contributed to total counts not being obtained. Firstly, the build-up of
biofiims on the surface of the phosphate-based glass discs meant that individual
cells were rarely seen. Secondly, unclear (blurred) images were obtained.
Therefore, even if a relatively small number of bacterial cells were attached to
the experimental discs, it was difficult to differentiate between individual
bacterial cells. Finally, loose cells were frequently seen. These loose cells
obscured the view of the experimental discs, so even if bacterial cells adherent
to the experimental discs were present in low numbers, it was difficult to see
them. Therefore, it was not easy to count them. This method was only used to
try to attain total counts on hydroxyapatite discs, non-copper-containing glass
discs and copper-containing glass discs, during single-species experiments
(first experiments carried out during this study). Due to the problems
experienced, it was decided that this technique would not be used to try to
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achieve total counts during the remaining experiments of the project. Baclight
live/dead viability staining of intact biofiims was ceased.
However, it may have been advantageous to continue with this procedure.
Viewing stained biofiims in this manner could have provided some information
about the build-up of oral bacterial biofiims, over time. It would have been
interesting to compare the amount of surface coverage of the different
experimental discs by oral bacterial biofiims, as time progressed. Any
information that could have been gained about the amount of biofilm formation
on the experimental surfaces would have been particularly useful, since total
counts were not achieved. It would also have been interesting to compare the
proportion of live and dead cells on the superficial layers of the biofiims (top of
biofiims) on the various discs.
Intact oral bacterial biofiims stained with the Baclight live/dead viability stain
could also have been viewed with a confocal laser scanning microscope.
Confocal laser scanning microscopy could have been used to investigate the
formation of oral bacterial biofiims on the experimental surfaces. The
organisation of live and dead cells within the biofilm could have been studied.
Confocal laser scanning microscopy was attempted on one occasion, but the
results obtained were limited. Bacterial cells could be seen adherent to
hydroxyapatite discs (staining of the hydroxyapatite discs by the Baclight
live/dead viability stain was not evident). However, bacterial cells could not be
seen attached to the phosphate-based glass discs, although loose cells were
occasionally observed (it was assumed that these cells had detached from the
phosphate-based glass discs during processing of the samples). Confocal laser
scanning microscopy was used to try to observe microcosm biofiims on
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hydroxyapatite discs, non-silver-containing glass discs and silver-containing
glass discs (supragingival conditions). Due to the problems discussed, confocal
laser scanning microscopy was not attempted again. In hindsight, confocal laser
scanning microscopy should have been persevered with. This technique should
also have been attempted during the earlier stages of the study. The results that
could potentially have been obtained by using this form of microscopy would
have been very useful for helping to determine the effect copper and silvercontaining glass discs had on the formation and viability

of oral bacterial

biofiims on their surface.
SEM could have been used to qualitatively compare the amount of bacterial
adhesion to each type of experimental disc. SEM could have been used to try to
gain some indication of the efficacy of copper and silver ions, incorporated into
phosphate-based glass discs, at reducing the formation of oral bacterial biofiims
on the surface of these phosphate-based glass discs. However, the procedure
used to prepare samples for SEM appeared to result in the loss of adherent
cells from the surface of the experimental discs, so this was not possible. The
same procedure was used to prepare samples for SEM throughout the project,
even though this procedure had limitations. In hindsight, other procedures could
have been attempted. Alternative procedures that could have been considered
will be discussed further on this section.
Due to time constraints, the efficacy of copper and silver ions, incorporated into
phosphate-based glass discs, at reducing the formation and viability of S.
sanguis biofiims on the surface of these phosphate-based glass discs, under
subgingival conditions, was not investigated. As a result of time limitations, the
formation and viability of microcosm biofiims on copper-containing phosphate-
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based glass discs, under subgingival conditions, was also not considered.
Attempts were made to investigate the efficacy of silver ions, incorporated into
phosphate-based glass discs, at reducing the formation and viability of
microcosm biofiims on the surface of these phosphate-based glass discs, under
subgingival conditions. However, these experiments proved unsuccessful.
Viable cells were not detected on any type of disc (including the control discs),
at any time period. Because viable cells were not discovered on the control
discs, conclusions could not be made regarding the efficacy of the silvercontaining phosphate-based glass discs to reduce the number of viable cells
attached to their surface. Due to problems with other analytical procedures
(total counts and SEM), the total amount of bacterial adhesion (if any) to the
experimental discs could not be assessed. Therefore, it was also not possible to
compare bacterial adhesion,

and subsequent biofilm formation, on the

experimental discs. Hence, these experiments were unproductive. In addition,
the reason(s) for the lack of viable cells on the control discs could not be
determined.
In hindsight, the experimental method could have been modified. It was
speculated that viable cells were not discovered on any type of disc due to
silver ions, released from the silver-containing phosphate-based glass discs,
being carried over onto the control discs by the scraper blades (refer to Section
9.2.2). To overcome this problem, separate CDFF experiments could have been
conducted. One CDFF experiment could have been carried out using only the
silver-containing phosphate-based glass discs as substratum. A second CDFF
experiment could have been carried out using only the control phosphate-based
glass discs and hydroxyapatite discs as substratum. Each inoculum could have
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been checked for viability, to ensure any observed differences in the number of
viable cells attached to the silver-containing phosphate-based glass discs
(during one of the CDFF experiment) and the control discs (during the other
CDFF experiment) could not be attributed to significant differences between the
viable cell concentration of the two inoculums. The effluent could also be
checked to ensure bacterial cells had passed through the CDFF, using Gram
staining (and viable counts, if desired).
This approach could also have been taken when considering the efficacy of
silver ions, incorporated into phosphate-based glass discs, of reducing the
formation and viability of microcosm biofiims on the surface of these phosphatebased glass discs, under supragingival conditions. During these experiments,
viable cells were not detected on any type of disc (including the control discs),
at 24 hours. Thus, it was not possible to accurately establish the efficacy of the
silver ions at this time period.
A 5% carbon dioxide, 95% nitrogen gas cylinder was used to produce an
anaerobic environment in the CDFF. This anaerobic environment should have
encouraged the survival and growth of any obligate bacteria introduced into the
CDFF. However, a suitable environment for obligate anaerobes was not created
in the inoculation vessel. Subgingival plaque samples, which would be expected
to consist of a high proportion of obligate anaerobes, were used as an
inoculum. Thus, another possible explanation for the lack of viable cells
detected on any of the experimental discs is that they were unable to survive in
the inoculation vessel, due to the presence of oxygen. In hindsight, the medium
to be inoculated (inside the inoculation vessel) should have been pre-red uced,
and an anaerobic environment inside the inoculation vessel maintained.
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The third aim of this study was to gain some information about the mechanisms
by which copper and silver ions, incorporated into phosphate-based glass discs,
reduced the viability of bacteria within oral biofiims (if copper and silver were
shown to have antibacterial properties). The results suggested that copper and
silver did have antibacterial properties, but this aim was not achieved. It was
hoped that TEM could be used to achieve this aim. However, the procedure
used to prepare samples for TEM appeared to result in the loss of adherent
cells from the surface of the discs (as occurred when samples were prepared
for SEM), so this was not possible. Changes were not made to the way in which
samples were prepared for TEM throughout the duration of the study, although
this method of preparation was clearly not satisfactory. As with SEM
preparation, other procedures should have been attempted.
An alternative procedure that could have been attempted is Cryo-EM. For SEM,
the sample is cleaned of culture medium, fixed, protected from crystal damage
by placing it in a sucrose solution and frozen in liquid nitrogen. The sample can
then be stored until needed and viewed on a special cryo-SEM. A Cryo-EM was
available near the Eastman Dental Institute (available at the School of
Pharmacy, London), so this procedure could have been attempted. For cryoTEM, the sample is prepared in the same way except it has to be specially
frozen at high pressure in a special piece of equipment and embedded in the
same piece of equipment. There are no high pressure units available near the
Eastman Dental Institute. The closest units are in Surrey and Oxford. Thus,
transferring samples to places relatively far away (at least 1-2 hours travelling
time) would subject the samples to the same problems of dissolution (suspected
to be one of the reasons for the loss of adherent cells from the surface of
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phosphate-based glass discs), time for other microbiology work would be
reduced and somebody would need to do the processing at the other site
(which is not always available).
For SEM, acetone could have been used to fix cells. This would mean that the
dehydration stage of SEM preparation used during the project could have been
avoided. This could have reduced the chance of cells detaching from the
surface of the experimental discs. However, acetone is not good to use for TEM
samples (Mordan, pers.comm.).
Most other methods could not be used for both SEM and TEM, and they would
involve using expensive equipment not available at the Eastman Dental Institute
and not available locally (Mordan, pers.comm.).
Other modifications could have been made to the experimental methods during
this study. Profilometry was used to determine the surface roughness of the
experimental discs, used during this study. Surface roughness has been
reported to influence bacterial adhesion to surfaces (Morgan & Wilson, 2001),
so was an important consideration. To assess surface roughness, surface area
and Ra values (defined as the arithmetic average deviation of the points from
the mean line) were considered. In hindsight, other values could have been
considered so that the influence of surface roughness on bacterial adhesion
could have been stated with more confidence. For example, Rq values (defined
as the square root of the average of the square of the deviation of the scan from
the mean line) could have been considered, particularly since it has been
reported that Rq is more sensitive than Ra. Other values that could have been
considered include Rz (defined as the average height difference between the
five highest peaks and the five lowest valleys from a line of a scan) and Ry
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(defined as the true distance from the maximum peak height to the maximum
valley depth of the roughness profile over the total assessment area).
Steps could have been taken to ensure that a conditioning film formed on the
experimental discs. The experimental discs could have been immersed in
artificial saliva for approximately 1 minute, prior to assembly and sterilisation of
the CDFF, to ensure that a conditioning film developed (Pratten et a/., 1998b).
This should have ensured that bacterial cells were attaching to the conditioning
film, and not directly to the experimental discs, in the CDFF. The acquired
enamel pellicle (conditioning film) will rapidly form on biomaterials in vivo.
Therefore, by ensuring that a condition film formed on the discs in vitro, the
experiments would more accurately have modelled the situation in vivo.
For single species experiments, the inoculum was produced by adding a 24
hour culture of S. sanguis to 1 L artificial saliva, which was then incubated for a
further 24 hours. This inoculum was then pumped into the CDFF for over a 24
hour period. In hindsight, the inoculum need not have been incubated for 24
hours before being introduced into the CDFF, as long as the inoculum was
continuously mixed. This would have helped to ensure that the bacterial cells
were in the exponential phase of growth when deposited into the CDFF.
The bacterial composition of the inoculum, used to inoculate the CDFF during
microcosm

experiments

determined.

It would

(supragingival
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conditions),

interesting to
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compare
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composition of the inoculum, with that of the biofiims attached to the
experimental surfaces.
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9.2 CONCLUSIONS
9.2.1 EFFICACY OF CaO-NagO-PzOs-Cu GLASSES AT REDUCING THE
VIABILITY OF ORAL BACTERIAL BIOFILMS
It was concluded that the efficacy of the copper-containing phosphate-based
glasses investigated during this study, at reducing the viability of oral bacterial
biofiims, was limited in vitro.
Initially, a CDFF was used to determine the effect that a variety of coppercontaining phosphate-based glasses would have on the viability of S. sanguis
biofiims,

under supragingival conditions. The glasses chosen for study

contained 1 mol% (Ca22Na32P4 sCui), 5 mol% (Ca2oNa3oP45Cus), 10 mol%
(Ca2oNa25 P45 Cuio) and 15 mol% (Cai8Na22P45Cuis) copper. After 6 hours, the
number of viable cells adherent to the majority of these copper-containing glass
compositions (Ca22Na32P4sCui, Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5 and Ca2oNa25P45Cuio) was
significantly similar to the number of viable cells attached to the control discs.
After 24 hours, the number of viable cells adherent to Ca22Na32 P4 sCui discs was
still significantly similar to the number of viable cells attached to the control
discs. However, fewer viable cells were detected on the Ca2oNa3oP4 sCu5 discs
and Ca2oNa25P45Cuio discs, compared to the number of viable cells detected on
the control discs, at this time period. This reduction in viable counts was
attributed to the bactericidal properties of copper. Fewer viable cells were also
detected on Cai 8 Na22P45Cui5 discs, compared with the number of viable cells
detected on the control discs, which was assumed to be due to the bactericidal
properties of copper. However, a lower number of viable cells were detected on
C ai 8 Na22 P4sCui5 discs, compared with the number of viable cells on the control
discs, when viable counts were first analysed, after 6 hours. Thus, it is possible
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that fewer viable cells had adhered to this glass composition. Alternatively, this
initial reduction could also have been due to the bactericidal properties of
copper.
Phosphate-based glass discs with a high copper content appeared to be more
effective at reducing the number of viable cells attached to their surface, than
phosphate-based glass discs with a lower copper content, during this time.
Thus, the results obtained during the study support this hypothesis.
The antibacterial activity of Ca22Na32P4 sCui and Ca2oNa3oP45 Cu5 against S.
sanguis biofilms was only considered over a 24 hour period. However,
Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio and Cai8 Na22 P45Cui 5 were investigated for their antibacterial
properties against S. sanguis biofilms over a longer period of time. Following
the initial reduction in the number of viable cells adherent to the surface of
Ca2oNa25 P4sCuio discs and C ai 8 Na22 P45Cui5 discs during the first 24 hours,
there was an increase in viable cell number. After 24 hours, the viability of S.
sanguis biofilms attached to the copper-containing glass discs did not
significantly differ from the viability of S. sanguis biofilms adherent to the control
discs, except on one occasion. The relatively low viable counts on the coppercontaining glasses were not maintained.
Subsequently, CDFF experiments were carried out to evaluate the efficacy of
Ca2oNa25 P45 Cuio and

Cai 8 Na22 P45C ui 5 at reducing the viability of oral

microcosm biofilms, under supragingival conditions. These glass compositions
were shown to have no effect on the viability of oral microcosm biofilms, at any
time period.
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9.2.2 EFFICACY OF CaO-NazO-PaOs-Ag GLASSES AT REDUCING THE
VIABILITY OF ORAL BACTERIAL BIOFILMS
CDFF experiments were carried out to determine the efficacy of silvercontaining phosphate-based glasses at reducing the viability of oral bacterial
biofilms, under supragingival conditions. During the early stages of the
experiments, silver-containing glasses were shown to reduce viable counts,
although there was evidence that they did not manage to maintain viable counts
at the low levels initially observed. However, it was concluded that the silvercontaining phosphate-based glasses investigated during this study were more
effective at reducing the number of viable cells adherent to their surface in vitro,
than the copper-containing phosphate-based glasses investigated during this
study. Silver-containing glasses were generally more soluble in the CDFF,
which could be a possible explanation. The amount of silver released from the
silver-containing glasses would be expected to be higher than the amount of
copper released from the corresponding copper-containing glasses. Potentially,
the high level of silver ions could reduce the viability of planktonic oral bacteria
in the vicinity of the silver-containing glass discs, reducing the proportion of
viable cells available for adhesion, as well as having a bactericidal effect on
viable cells already attached. In addition, the relatively fast dissolution of the
silver-containing glasses may have hindered bacterial adhesion and, in some
cases, proliferation.
Initially, short-term CDFF experiments were carried out to determine the
efficacy of a variety of silver-containing phosphate-based glasses at reducing
the viability of S. sanguis biofilms, under supragingival conditions. The glasses
chosen

for

study

contained

1

mol%
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(Ca2oNa3oP45Ag5), 10 mol% (Cai8Na27P45Agio) and 15 mol% (Cai8Na22P4sAgi5)
silver. After 6 hours, significantly fewer viable cells were detected on all of these
silver-containing glass compositions, compared with the number of viable cells
adherent to the controls. In comparison, only one copper-containing phosphatebased glass (Cai8 Na22P45Cui5) investigated during this study had caused a
significant reduction in the number of viable cells adherent to it's surface, at this
time period. This copper-containing glass composition had a lesser effect on
viable counts than the corresponding silver-containing glass composition
(Cai8 Na22 P4 sAgi5). Viable cells were detected on Cai 8 Na22P4sCui5 discs, but
viable cells were not detected on C ai 8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
By 24 hours, the number of viable cells adherent to Ca2oNa34P4sAgi discs did
not significantly differ from the number of viable cells attached to the control
discs. At this time period, the same observation was made when the
corresponding copper-containing glass composition (Ca22 Na32P4 sCui) was
considered. However, significantly fewer viable cells were detected on the other
silver-containing glass discs, compared with the number of viable cells attached
to the control discs. The number of viable cells attached to Ca2oNa3oP4sAg5
discs and C ai8 Na27P4sAgio discs was very low, the viable counts being close to
zero, while viable cells were again not detected on Cai 8 Na22P4sAgi5 discs.
Copper-containing

glass

discs

(Ca2oNa3oP4sCu5 ,

Ca2oNa25P45Cuio

and

Cai8 Na22 P4 sCui5) had previously been shown to significantly reduce viable
counts, at this time period. However, each of these copper-containing glasses
was found to have a lesser effect on viable counts than their corresponding
silver-containing glass. A greater number of viable cells were detected on the
copper-containing glass discs, than on the silver-containing glass discs.
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Phosphate-based glass discs with a high silver content appeared to be more
effective at reducing the number of viable cells of S. sanguis attached to their
surface, than phosphate-based glass discs with a lower silver content.
After these short-term studies, a CDFF was used to determine the efficacy of
selected silver-containing glasses (Cai8 Na27 P4sAgio and C ai 8 Na22 P45A gi 5) at
reducing the viability of S. sanguis biofilms, over a longer period of time, under
supragingival conditions. As in the short-term studies, significantly fewer viable
cells were detected on these silver-containing glass compositions, compared to
the number of viable cells attached to the control discs, during the first 24 hours.
By 48 hours, the silver-containing glasses were shown to maintain low viable
counts, although the viable counts on both of the control discs did not
significantly differ from those detected on the silver-containing glass discs. After
48 hours, a gradual increase in the number of viable cells attached to the silvercontaining glass discs was observed. However, the viability of S. sanguis
biofilms attached to Cai8 Na27P4sAgio discs was only found to be significantly
similar to the viability of S. sanguis biofilms adherent to the control discs at the
end of CDFF experiments (192 hours). The number of viable cells detected on
the C ai8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 discs was still significantly lower than the number of viable
cells adherent to the control discs, at the end of CDFF experiments (168 hours).
In comparison, following an initial reduction in the number of viable cells
attached to the corresponding copper-containing glass discs (Ca2oNa25P4sCuio
and C ai 8 Na22 P4 sCui5) during the first 24 hours, there was a total recovery in
viable cell number by 48 hours. The number of viable cells adherent to these
copper-containing glass discs remained significantly similar to the number of
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viable cells attached to the control discs, during the remainder of the
experiments.
Subsequently, CDFF experiments were carried out to evaluate the efficacy of
Gai8 Na27 P45Agio and

C ai 8 Na22 P4 sAgi5 at reducing

the viability of oral

microcosm biofilms, under supragingival conditions. After 24 hours, viable cells
were not detected on any type of disc, including the control discs. It was
hypothesised that silver ions, released from the silver-containing glass discs,
may have been carried onto the control discs by the scraper blades of the
CDFF, where they could have exerted an antibacterial effect. By 96 hours,
viable cells were detected on each type of disc. The total number of aerobic
bacteria and the total number of anaerobic bacteria were found to be
significantly lower on the silver-containing glass compositions, than those
detected on the control discs. Streptococci species were not detected on the
silver-containing glass discs, although streptococci species were detected on
hydroxyapatite discs and control glass discs. These results differed from those
obtained for the corresponding copper-containing glasses (Ca2oNa25P4 sCuio
and C ai 8 Na22P4sCui5), which were shown to have no effect on the viability of
oral microcosm biofilms, at any time period, under supragingival conditions. By
216 hours, the total number of aerobic bacteria, the total number of anaerobic
bacteria and the total number of streptococci species were found to have made
a complete recovery on the silver-containing glass discs, with no significant
difference existing between the viable counts on the silver-containing glass
discs and the viable counts on the control discs. The initial low viable counts on
the silver-containing glasses were not maintained.
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CDFF experiments were also carried out to evaluate the efficacy of
Cai 8 Na27 P45Agio and

Cai 8 Na22P45A gi 5 at

reducing the viability of oral

microcosm biofilms, under subgingival conditions. Viable cells were not
detected on any type of disc, including the control discs, at any time period. It is
possible that as the silver-containing glass discs dissolved, the silver ions
released may have been distributed over the control discs by the scraper blades
of the CDFF, where they could exert an antibacterial effect. Alternatively, it is
possible that bacterial cells simply did not adhere to the discs. Because of the
lack of viable cells, it was difficult to evaluate the efficacy of the silver-containing
glass compositions. However, it was determined that phosphate-based glasses
were more soluble in artificial GCF, than artificial saliva. Thus, it was concluded
that the dissolution rate of phosphate-based glasses in vivo would probably
depend on the location of the glass, hence the release rate of metal ions (such
as silver) would also depend on the location of the glass.

9.3 FUTURE WORK
Following the initial reduction in the number of viable cells adherent to certain
phosphate-based glasses, an increase in viable cell number was always
observed.

Regardless of the reasons(s) for the initial reduction, these

phosphate-based glasses failed to maintain the low viable counts primarily
observed. Attempts could be made to try to improve the efficacy of the
phosphate-based glasses, considered during this study. If the glasses had
faster dissolution rates, which could be achieved by altering the composition of
the glasses, they would be expected to release a greater amount of the
antibacterial metal ion (copper or silver), potentially resulting in lower viable
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counts, which may be maintained. Increasing the dissolution rate of the coppercontaining glasses investigated during this study is a realistic possibility.
However, the silver-containing glasses considered during this study have been
shown to be particularly soluble. Increasing the dissolution rate may make these
silver-containing glasses too soluble for use in the oral cavity.
The efficacy of the phosphate-based glasses could be further improved by
increasing the proportion (mol%) of the antibacterial metal ion (copper or silver),
incorporated into the glass structure. However, it may not be possible to
achieve glass compositions with a higher copper or silver content, or
preparation of such glass compositions may be difficult.
Copper and silver have been reported to have a synergistic effect (Hambridge,
2001; McLean et al., 1993). Thus, phosphate-based glasses incorporating both
copper and silver may prove more effective at reducing the viability of oral
bacterial biofilms, and maintaining low viable counts.
Several metal ions have been reported to possess antibacterial activity. These
include iron, zinc, cobalt, nickel and chromium (Dunning et al., 1998; Johansson
et a/., 1995; Joshi & Eley, 1988). Efforts could be made to produce phosphatebased glasses containing these ions, which could then be evaluated for their
efficacy at reducing the viability of oral bacterial biofilms.
The biocompatibility of phosphate-based glasses, into which antibacterial metal
ions have been incorporated, needs to be considered. Generally, in vitro studies
have shown that silver ions have a greater cytotoxic effect on human fibroblasts
than copper ions (Locci et ai., 1999; Schedle et ai., 1995; Wataha et ai, 1995),
although there have been reports that copper ions are more cytotoxic to human
fibroblasts than silver ions (Kaga et ai., 1991). in vitro studies have also shown
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that silver ions have a higher cytotoxic effect on rat osteoblast-like cells than
copper ions (Wataha et a/, 1995). In addition, metal ions can affect cells of the
immune system. In vitro studies have revealed that copper ions reduce the
proliferation and viability of monocytes, to a greater extent then silver ions
(Wataha at al., 2000), while other studies have revealed that silver ions reduce
the proliferation and viability of macrophages, to a greater extent than copper
ions (Wataha at al., 1995). Silver ions have also been shown to induce
increased histamine release (pro-inflammatory mediator) from mast cells, while
copper ions were reported to be ineffective at causing histamine release, over
the dose range tested (Schedle at al., 1995). The cytotoxic effects of other
metal ions have also been reported.
Phosphate-based glasses incorporating copper, silver or other metal ions may
exhibit cytotoxic effects. Tests will be required to determine the extent of any
detrimental effects. Relatively high amounts of copper and silver were
incorporated into some of glasses used during this study, and these glass
compositions may prove to be particularly cytotoxic.
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